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Abstract
Phylogenetic reconstruction, origiaally developed for biological systematics, is
a tool which is increasingly being used for anthropological studies addressing the
problems of population origins and settlement patterns. Given the nature of the
phylogenetic model, it is expected that phylogenetic analyses only work well on
populations that have stopped sharing biological information. This is particularly
pertinent when looking at phylogenies of Pacific populations.
This thesis presents a unique biological approach to the study of human
settlement and population mobility in Polynesia, focusing on an animal that was
transported through the Pacific by the ancestral Polynesians. I argue that analyses of
genetic variation of the Polynesian rat (Ram e x u h ) are appropriate for a
phylogenetic model of human colonisation and mobility. DNA phylogenies derived
from 132 mitochondria1control region sequences of R. a u h from East Polynesia are
presented. These results (1)identify a Southern CooWSociety Islands origin for all East
Polynesian R. e x u l m populations, (2) indicate dual origins for Hawaiian R. exulans,
and (3) indicate multiple origins for New Zealand R. sub. These results are

inconsistent with models of Pacific settlement involving substantial isolation following
colonisation, and confii the value of genetic studies of commensals for human
prehistory.
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Chapter I
The Colonisation of East Polynesia:
The Problem
The human colonisation of the Pacific, including Polynesia, has been the subject
of research for well over a century. The settlement of the islands of the Polynesian
triangle represents the last major human migration, and one which required the crossing
of large expanses of water. Over the last 50 years, research in a variety of disciplines
including archaeology, human skeletaI biology, cultural anthropology, linguistics and
genetics has led to a vast increase in our understanding of tbis important historical
problem, yet there still remain a number of unanswered questions. The work described

in this thesis represents an attempt to address the issues of initial human settlement and
prehistoric population movement within Polynesia .

The Setting
The populations of Polynesia in terms of language, culture and biology form a

homogenous group. This is not the case, however, for the other Pacific regions of
Melanesia and Micronesia (Green 1987, 1989, 1990). Despite tbis general

homogeneity, variation in language, culture and biology does exist.
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Geography

Polynesian peoples can be found on some 344 islands in 38 major archipelagos
and islands dispersed over an area of nearly 35 million square kilometres. Most of these
islands fall into what has been referred to as the Polynesian Triangle, an area identifled
by the apices of Hawaii, Easter Island and New Zealand (Fig. 1.1). The islands range

in size from tiny atolls, through volcanic high islands, to near continental New Zealand,
with a land area of over 500 thousand square kilometres me islands of Polynesia are
of three basic types: 1) bigh islands with volcanic soil, 2) low islands, or atolls, or 3)

raised coral or makaea islands (Thomas 1963). Most of the islands of Polynesia are
tropical to sub-tropical in climate.
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Figure 1.1 Map of Polynesia
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The biota of Polynesia is largely Asian, particularly Southeast Asian, in origin.

In biogeographical terms, the islands of Polynesia are isolated. The first human
colonists to arrive in the area would have found a depleted stock of food plants and
edible land mammals or reptiles. The sea, however, provided an abundant source of
protein and native land and migratory seabirds were plentiful (Kirch 1984).
Linguistics

The Polynesian languages make up a small subgroup of the Austronesian (AN)
family of languages, which also includes some of the languages of Melanesia,
Micronesia, Indonesia, Madagascar, the Philippines, Taiwan and some of the languages
of Indochina and the Malay Peninsula (Tryon 1995). Within this geneml Oceanic
environment, there are numerous non-Austronesian languages. These am concentrated
on the mainland of New Guinea, but can be found on nearby islands of Eastern
Indonesia, the Bismarck Archipelago, the Solomons, and perhaps the Santa CNZ
groups. Although these languages are offen referred to as "Papuan", they do not
represent a single language family, or even a few major f e e s (Pawley and Ross
1995).
The languages of Polynesia fall into a well defined group of their own, within
the Oceanic branch of Austronesian. Despite the general homogeneity of the Polynesian
languages, a general east/west division within Polynesia was seen early by linguists,
and this basic division has been elaborated upon over time. Elbert (1953), using
lexicostatistical data, suggested a further division of the Eastern Polynesian group iota
a central and a peripheral group. Pawley (1966) took classification of the Polynesian
language family a step further and developed what is, today, the generally accepted
version of Polynesian subgrouping (Fig 1.2). Pawley divided Polynesian, as a whole,

into two groups, Tongic, consisting of Tongan and Niuean, and Nuclear Polynesian,
into which fell the other Polynesian languages. Nuclear Polynesian further subdivides
into a Samoic and an East Polynesian subgroup. Green (1966) further divided Eastern
Polynesian in to an isolate, Easter Island, and a Central Eastem Polynesian subgroup,
which further was divided into Marquesan and Tahitic subgroups.
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Proto-Polynesian

Proto-Nuclear Polynesian

I
Proto-Tongic

I

Proto-Central Eastern
Maori
Rarotangan
Penrhyn
Tahitian
Mangareva
Marquesan
Hawaiian

Easter Is

East Uvea
East Futuna
Samoan
Tokelau
Pukapuka
Vaitupu
Nanumea
Nukuoro
Kapingamarangi
Luangiua
Sikaiana
Rennellese
Pileni
Tikopia
Mae
Mele-Fila
West Futuna
East Uvea

Tongan
Niue

Figure 1.2 Subgroupings of Polynesian Languages (after Clark 1976:18)
Culture

In 1938, Edwin Burrows produced the first detailed description of cultural
differentiation in Polynesia. Through an analysis of both material. and social culture

traits, Burrows distinguished two major culture areas within Polynesia, Western and
Central-Marginal. Western Polynesia was defined vaguely as "the region centring in
Samoa and Tonga" (19385). For comparison with Western Polynesia, the rest of
Polynesia was dealt with as a unit, Central-Marginal, but was actually made up of two
areas. Central Polynesia was identified "by a nucleus, the Society Islands" while
Marginal Polynesia was made up of Hawaii, the Marquesas, Easter Island, Mangareva
and New Zealand. This recognition of two basic cuIture areas in Polynesia still holds
today, however, Burrows' Central-Marginal area is generally referred to as Eastern
Polynesia.
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Burrows' regional distinctions are based on the distributions of a number of
culture traits and complexes. For example, Central-MarginalPolynesia is distinguished
by the presence of, among other things, simple one-piece and Ruvettus fishhooks, food
pounders, tanged adzes and carved human figurines. Western Polynesia, on the other
hand, is defined by Burrows on the presence of such items as coiled basketry, right-

angled plaiting, low-ended canoes with toothed projections, the oceanic lanteen sail, and
the absence of most of the typical Central-Mar*

artifacts. Burrows also describes

differences in kinship terminology and the structured systems defining personal
relationships. However, perhaps one of the most important differences is that of
ceremonial structures, with god-houses found in Western Polynesia and marae or paved
stone courts with platforms and stone uprights of the Central-Marginal culture area.
Both the linguistic and the cultural data support the notion of an east-west

division within Polynesia, although it should be noted that the linguistic division is at
a lower level of subgrouping. The implications have been that East Polynesian linguistic
and cultural traits were derived from those of West Polynesia. This underlies the notion
that the settlers of East Polynesia also came from Western Polynesia. Unfortunately,
however, prehistorians have not been able to agree on a model for the time frame or
the actual order of settlement of the islands of East Polynesia ( S h t o 1983, Kkch 1986,

Irwin 1992, Spriggs and Anderson 1993).
Polynesian Origins

- Previous Models

The focus of the earliest studies of Polynesian prehistory was on origins, both
immediate and ultimate. Even the early European explorers in the Pacif~cwere quick

to comment on the likely origins of the Polynesian peoples, noting similarities between
populations within Polynesia, and between Polynesians and populations further west
(Beaglehole 1963, 1966, Forster 1778). The model of Polynesian settlement put
forward by Kenneth Emory and Yosihiko Sinoto in the 1960's (e.g. Emory 1959, 1963,

1968, Emory and Sinoto 1964, Sinoto 1967,1968, 1970) focused on immediate origins
withia.Polynesia. In retrospect, this was an obvious focus given the implicit nature of
colonisation of CenWEast Polynesia according to their model

- the sequential or
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island group to group mode of colonisation. Proto-Polynesian populations were said t~

have arxived in West Polynesia (Samoa and Tonga) at approximately 3000 BP, and
during the next 1000 to 1500 years were thought to have there established ancestral
Polynesian society, language aad culture. From this region, at approximately 1800 BP,
colonists moved directly to the Marquesas, which served as a primary point of dispersal
for CenWEast Polynesia. Also implicit in this model is virtual isolation after
settlement, with the exception of possible secondary colonisations from the Society
Islands to both New Zealand and Hawaii. This view, often referred to as the "Orthodox
Scenario" (Kirch 1986) or the "Authorised Version" @win1981), has been challenged
numerous times in the last 15 years. It is clearly no longer either 'orthodox' or
'authorised', but with this caveat in mind, for the sake of consistency I will continue
to refer to it as the Orthodox model.
Criticisms of the Orthodox model addressed primarily the process of settlement,
which in turn affects most other aspects of the resulting colonisation prehistory. The

bask of what I will refer to as the Continuous Contact model, which has been
developed over the years by Irwin (1981,1989,1990, 1992), Green (1982), and Kirch
(1986), is that the settlement of CentraVEast Polynesia occurred in a systematicfashion,
based on the safety of retum voyages. As Irwin (199288) defines it: "A 'continuous'
settlement model for East Polynesia.. .follows a basic upwind, uplatitude method of
search and ~ t u m
as it probes the expanding area of ocean in East Polynesia". Though
settlement is continuous, it is not necessarily at a constant rate, as circumstances for
colonisation change from West to East Polynesia (Irwin 1992). In this scenario,
exploration and discovery of a new island are very distinct from colonisation. Also
central to this view is the concept of return voyaging, which not only occurs between
the time of discovery and colonisation, but continues throughout the period of
Polynesian settlement. This voyaging leads to the development of a network of
communication which exists throughout Polynesia and continues at least until the entke
region is discovered and settled. Eventually, as populations increase and political
complexities develop, this network breaks down, with the more geographically extreme
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and inaccessible locations, e.g. New Zealand, Hawaii and Easter Island, falling out of
the network before the more central locations.
So, as a result of this redefined process of settlement, the actual issues of East
Polynesian prehistory also change. The major differences between the Orthodox and the
Continuous Contact models are summarised in Table 1.1, but of importance to this
thesis is the fact that with the sequential model, there has been an understandable move
away from discussing the issue of immediate origins. The questions of ultimate origins

of Polynesian language (Blust 1988, Ross 1989, Tryon 1995), material culture (Allen
1984, AUen and Gosden 1991, Allen and White 1989, White et al. 1988, Bellwood
1995) and populations (Green et al. 1989, Houghton 1989, Pietrusewsky 1989,
Hagelberg and Clegg 1993, Lum et al. 1994, Serjeantson and Gao 1995) have been
addressed, but since the general acceptance of the Continuous Contact model, the issue
of immediate origins of Polynesian populations has received little attention.

Table 1.1: Features of the Continuous Contact Model versus the Orthodox Model for
the Settlement of C e n W East Polynesia
- -

CONTINUOUS

ORTHODOX MODEL

CONTACT MODEL
colonisation strategy

systematic

accidental

success rate of voyages

high

low

bottlenecks

few/none

extreme

1st settled from West

Southern Cooks/Societies

MarClua

post colonisation

contact, two-way voyaging

isolation

Homeland region

general region

specific archipelago
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Identifying population origins, however, is still of great importance, though
perhaps not as important as previously thought in terms of un&rstanding the process
of Polynesia settlement. But, as Kawharu states in the foreword of a recent book, The
Origirw of the Rrst New Zealmders (Sutton

[a1994), "'Origins' can be said to be

about identity", and identity is clearly an issue of great importance in Polynesia both

in the past and today.

Phylogenetic Studies of Origins
The study of human and population origins received a major boost with the
introduction and application of molecular genetic techniques over the last thirty years
(Sarich and Wilson 1966, 1973, Cann et al. 1984, 1987), leading to the development
of a whole new subfield of biological anthropology. Molecular anthropology has
developed in parallel with the explosive developments in contemporary molecular
biology. Consequently, it is not q r i s h g that biological anthropologists have adopted
many of the analytical techniques for the analysis of molecular data. Amongst the suite
of techniques available, perhaps the most interesting and potentially useful to
prehistorians are the methods of phylogenetic reconstruction and inference. Briefly,
phylogenetic reconstruction allows the estimation of tree-like patterns of evolution, and
these themselves may be reflections of colonisation. However, it is also necessary to
note that there are many other explanations for the tree-like pattern produced in a
phylogenetic analysis.

AU phylogenetic methods are based on models of evolution with explicit or
implicit assumptions about the process of evolution and its tempo or rate (Swoffordand
Olsen 1990). Often these assumptions differ from method to method, and it has become
the practice amongst phylogeneticists to apply a number of different techniques to
analyse a data set Wyamoto and Cracraft 1991). If there is topological concordance
across analyses, then the phylogeneticist is relieved of the task of identifj4ng which
method, with its particular set of assumptions, is appropriate for the data. If, on the
other hand, the estimated trees differ, the phylogeneticist is forced to examine the
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assumptions of each method and decide which comes closest to the model of evolution
appropriate for the data.
Despite the differences, however, all contemporary methods of phylogenetic
"reconstruction" make one important assumption: it is assumed that the populations
which are to be analysed are evolutionarily independent. In other words, changes in the
measured characters for each population are assumed to occur independently, and are
not influenced by changes in other populations, or by any common generative
p m s e s . It should be noted that the term "population" when used in phylogenetic
analyses does not refer to a geopolitical or sociocultural entity. The boundaries of a
population are not congruent with the boundaries of islands or nations but encompass

all individuals that exchange "biological information".
Clearly, human populations often fail to satisfy this fundamental assumption
required by all phylogenetic methods. There is a degree of genetic interchange amongst

most human populations, as there is cultural and linguistic interchange. The analysis
of Cann et al. (1987)on the rnitochondrial DNA of 147individuals, while controversial

in its conclusions, nonetheless illustrates the extent to which geographically discrete
populations share genetic information with other populations, as a result of common
ancestry.
Even if one can find populations that are now genetically isolated, any
phylogenetic analysis will only be able to retrace the historical trajectories of these
populations up to theepoint at which they first became isolated from one another. This

is particularly pertinent when one considers the Pacific situation. Pacific populations
have often been held up as model populations for the study of colonisation trajectories
because they are island populations, geographically isolated. It has sometimes been
assumed that a phylogeny of PaciTc populations will give us a map of colonisation
pathways (Serjeantson et al. 1982, Serjeantson 1989). However, a necessary condition
for this to be true is that colonising populations became isolated when, or very soon
after settlement occuned. If this is not the case, and as I have discussed above, the
proponents of the Continuous Contact model argue that it is not, then a phylogeny will
reflect the times and pattern of the eventual isolation of the populations. Consequently,
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there is no reason for this pattern to reflect the colonisation trajectory. To complicate
matters further, the severe depopulation due to the introduction of European diseases,
and the subsequent admixture between Polynesians and later non-Polynesian
populations, means that Polynesian populations today are most unlikely to be
representative of the genetic population prior to aUropean arrival.
There are two remedies to this problem, first, if the tool does not work with the
data, change the tool. If the hypothesis of continued contact is true, then phylogenetic

analysis of human genetic data may never resolve the question of colonisation.
However, it might be argued that a mathematical model which incorporates genetic

mixing could be of use in understanding human settlement. This might also help to deal
with the issue of European admixture in current Polynesian populations. As yet, no
such method exists.
Alternatively, we can change the data set. If biological data can be found that
does track the colonisation trajectory, but does not subsequently become mixed with
information from historic introductions, then such data would be appropriate for
phylogenetic analysis. As Cann et al. (1987) made clear, mitochondria1DNA (mtDNA)
is one molecule which allows for control for recombination, and as such has been used
extensively in population genetic studies (Stoneking et al. 1986, Ward et al. 1991, Lum
et al. 1994). However, these studies have been performed on humans, and as stated

above, humans generally do not satisfy the requirement of evolutionary isolation, and
therefore analyses of human genetic variation will not be useful in the issue of
identifying colonisation pathways alone.

In the Pacific, there is, however, at least one proxy for tracing the movement
of humans which possibly was not as affected to the same degree by the problems
associated with human population history. That proxy is the Polynesian or Pacific rat,
R a w exulans, one of the commensal animals transported by the ancestral Polynesians
from Southeast Asia through the Pacific and throughout Polynesia. Though the
movement of the rat may reflect human colonisation, it may also reflect subsequent
prehistoric contacts as well. More importantly, Ratm e x u h DNA is unaf'fected by
the introduction of European, historic admixture, as it is a species distinct from the
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later introduced European rats, and as such does not interbreed. Therefore, the genetic
relationships of R. exuhns better reflect prehistoric human population movements in
Polynesia.

Thesis Organisation
This thesis represents research analysing mitochondrial DNA variation of
Polynesian populations of Rattus exulans, in an attempt to determine their evolutionary
relationships. I suggest that R. exulans were transported intentionally by Polynesians
on their colonising voyages, though unintentional introduction cannot be dismissed; they
were not affected by admixture with later European introduced rats; and they have a
faster generation turnover than humans, allowing more opportunities for the
accumulatiuon of genetic mutation over a relatively short period of time. Therefore, a
phylogenetic analysis of Polynesian R. e x u h mtDNA should provide a less
complicated picture of prehistoric human movement in Polynesia.

In Chapter 2 of this thesis, a review of R. a u k ecology is presented, and is
followed by evidence indicating the significant role of R. exulans in prehistoric
Polynesian culture and society. This information, I believe, supports the argument that
R. aulans were intentionally transported by the ancestral Polynesians, and very

possibly as part of a colonisation strategy. Later unintentional introduction during post
colonisation voyages is also considered possible.
Chapter 3 describes the recent developments of mtDNA analysis and its
importance to studies of population dispersal, or phylogwgraphy. Tbis is then followed
by a description of methods used in this study including those of sample collection,
species identification, DNA extraction and amplification, and sequencing of mtDNA.
Chapter 4 provides a brief discussion and description of the methods used in
phylogenetic analyses. A description of the methods used in this study to construct
phylogenetic trees of R. e x u h populations from Central and East Polynesia follows.
In Chapter 5, results are presented with discussion of the current evidence and
debates about the settlement of Central and East Polynesia, and what the mtDNA
phylogenies of the Polynesian rat can contribute to these debates. In addition to

Chapter 1: The Problem

presenting the results of parsimony and neighbor joining trees, and discussing the
results in respect to the data from other fields of prehistory, I test alternative
hypotheses with the mtDNA phylogenies.
Chapter 6 provides a summary of the previous chapters and evaluates the
potential of the use of commensal animals in understanding prehistoric human
movement. I present brief descriptions about the future of work on R. exulans and other
species that might be useful in understanding the process of the human dispersal and
prehistoric contact in Polynesia and the greater Pacific.

Chapter 2
Rattus exulans

-A

Model for Human

Dispersal in Polynesia
Introduction
The ancestral Polynesians brought with them into remote Oceania, a number of
plant and animal species. These commensals provide ideal markers of population
movements. Of the four animals introduced by the proto-Polynesians, the dog, pig, rat
and chicken, the rat (Rattus exulans), was the one animal that definitely reached alI
major islands that show archaeological evidence of Polynesian occupation. For this
reason, I suggest that R. exulm, is the most useful of the commensal species for
tracing pathways travelled by the prehistoric settlers of the Polynesian triangle. This
chapter discusses the evolutionary history and ecology of R. aulans. This evidence,
I believe, supports the concept that R. exulans was transported intentionally by the

Polynesians. The discussion of R. exulans ecology is followed by evidence of the
importance of R. exulans in prehistoric Polynesian society. Such material helps to
understand why people might intentionally carry what most Europeans consider a filthy
pest. This is followed by a discussion of the basic assumptions necessary in using the

-
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rat as a model of human movement in prehistoric Polynesia, and possible alternative
interpretations.

Evolutionary history of Rattus exula~s
Rats belong to the order Rodentia in which there are thirty families, 389 genera
and 1,702 species (Macdonald 1984), though these numbers are hotly debated (see
Carleton 1984). Nearly 40% of the world's mammals belong to the order Rodentia. The
name "rodent" is derived from the Latin rodere, which means to gnaw. The
characteristic gnawing incisors have open roots and grow constantly throughout life.
Typically, rodents have no canines and most have no premolars. Consequently, they
have a very large gap, or diastema, between theit incisors and molars. The skeletal type
of most rodents is squat with short limbs, a long tail, and a plantigrade gait, in that
they walk on their palms and soles. Generally, rodents are small, weighing less than
100g. However, the largest rodent, the capybara, can weight as much as 66kg. The
rodent fossil record is patchy, but rodent remains are found as early as the Palaeocene,
57 million years ago (Macdonald 1984).

R. e c x z h m (Fig. 2.1) belongs to the Family Muridae and the subfamily Murinae,
or Old World rats and mice. The oldest known murid was found in Pakistan in middle
Miocene deposits (Carleton and Musser 1984). Approximately 70 % of the extant genera
of murines are found in the Indo-Australian region, yet there are few fossil remains
from this area. The oldest murine fossil from the Sunda shelf belongs to the genus

Rattus, and was found in middle Pleistocene beds at Tiinil in Java (Carleton and
Musser 1984). The phylogeny of the Murinae is quite contentious, and one of the
reasons for this is the

in the definition of the genus Rattus. At one time, the

geographical and moxphological limits of the genus encompassed 284 species. Though
reanalysis has reduced this number to between 40 and 50 species, it is claimed that the
genus is still inadequately defined (Carleton and Musser 1984).

Chapter 2: Rattus exulans - A Model

Figure 2.1 Rattm exukzns

The earliest evidence of R. exulans comes from East Tirnor and is dated to
approximately 4000 years BP (Spriggs 1989). However, the evolutionary history of R.

e x u h is no more clearcut than that of the family Muridae. Island Southeast Asia has
been suggested as the origin of R. exulam by Tate (1935) and Schwarz and Schwan

(1967). Roberts (1991) also supports an Island Southeast Asian origin suggesting that
speciation from ancestral Raztus rattus stock may have been the result of island isolation
due to rising sea levels between 5000 and 6000 years ago. However, it has been argued
that R. srulmLs is not native to the Lesser Sunda Islands and is one of a group of
commensal rats (including R rattus. R. norvegicus. R. argentiventer and R. nitidus)

which are native to mainland Southeast Asia north of the Isthmus of Kra (Musser cited
in Roberts 1994).
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Many names have been given to R a m exulans since its first scientific
description by Peale in 1848, including Mus exulans Peale (1848), Tahiti; Mus muorim
Hutton (1877), New Zealand; Mia jessook Jentink (1879),New Hebrides; and Mus
huegeli Thomas (1880), Fiji (Williams 1973). The classification of R. mlans as Mus

is most likely due to its small size, particularly in the tropical Pacific. However, all of
these species are now considered to by synonymous with R a m a l a n s , the type
specimen being that described by Peale from Tahiti (1848). A number of subspecies or

"races" have also been assigned (Table 2.1). Since the amval of the Europeans in the
Pacific, R. exulans is generally joined by at least one of the European introduced
species of rodent

- Ram

norvegicus, RQdtWs rams or Mus musculus. There are

however, a few exulans only islands including Tokelau, Ua Huka in the Marquesas, and
several offshore islands in New Zealand.
Table 2.1 Taxonomy of Ranus exulans (Reference: Williams 1977).

Kingdom
Phylum

Chordat.

Class

Mammalia

Order

Rodentia

Family

,

Muridae

Subfamiliy

Murinae

Genus

Rartrzs

Species

exulans

Subspecies

exulrms, aemuli, brow', concolor, ephippum, kawaiiensis,
mon'um, micronesienris, negrinus, rayeni, surdus,

strangulwn, todayensis, vucani
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Ecology
Distribution

R. exuZuns, also known as the Polynesian or Pacific rat, is said to be the third

most widely distributed rat worldwide (Williams 1973). Its distribution (Fig. 2.2)
ranges from the Andaman Islands off the west coast of Southeast Asia, east to Easter
Island, and from Hawai'i, the Marianas, the Philippines, Vietnam, Laos, Burma and
Eastern Bangladesh, south to Stewart Island in New Zealand (Wodzicki and Taylor

1984). There is no evidence of R. exulans on the mainland of Australia, though it has
been recorded on two off-shoreislands of northern Australia (Taylor and Homer 1973).

This distribution includes many "abandoned" islands, such as Henderson and the
Kermadecs, which were uninhabited at the time of European arrival in the Pacific, but
have clear archaeological evidence of prehistoric human occupation. R. exulans is now
extinct from Easter Island, and in New Zealand, though found on many small off-shore
islands, R. e x u h is now virtually extinct on the main islands, with the possible
exception of small pockets in Fiordland and South Westland on the South Island. It has
been suggested that these extinctions are likely the result of competition between R.

e x u h and other rat and mouse species that were introduced after European arrival
(Watson 1956, Taylor 1975).

4

PACIFIC OCEAN

INDIAN OCEAN

Figure 2.2 Recorded world distribution of Rattw auZuns (after Wodzicki and Taylor

1984:lOO).
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Figure 2.3 Geographical locations of the "Thome-Green" and the "exulans-only" lines
within Near and Remote Oceania (after Roberts 1991).
There is much debate regarding the mode of dispersal of R. a u l a n s east of
Indonesia. The Wallace-Huxley line, which runs between Borneo and Sulawesi, marks
a major transition separating a region with one of the richest vertebrate fauna from a
region with one of the world's poorest. The trend towards faunal impoverishment
continues as one moves eastward out into the Pacific Twenty-four genera of rodents
including 16 species of Rattus are indigenous to New Guinea (Roberts 1991). Only
thee rodent genera and three species of Rattus, R. mordax, R. praetor and R. e x u h
have been identified from prehistoric sites in New Ireland (Allen er al. 1989). What has
been referred to as the "Thorne-Green line" (Roberts 1991), delineating Near and
Remote Oceania, represents "a major cutoff point in the natural distribution of animal
and plant species" (Pawley and Green 1973). Beyond this point, only bats and

commensal mammals, including two species of rat R. praetor and R. e x u h , are
found. Slightly further east is the "exulans only" line (Roberts 1991). In prehistoric
times, only R. a u h , and the pig, chicken and dog were found east of the "exulans
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only" h e , which separates Near Oceania, including Santa C m and Tikopia from the
rest of Remote Oceania (Fig. 2.3). This type of distribution is typical of one associated
with human dispersal. A debate focuses on whether the disprsal, particularly of R.

exulans, was intentional or accidental in nature. Tate (1935) argued for deliberate
transportation due to the wide spread nature of dispersal. He also argued that accidental
introduction of R. exulQns would result in an eastwardly decline in the proportion of
island groups reached and also in the percentage of islands wlonised within any given

group. However, there are supposters of accidental introduction (e.g. Atlrinson 1986),
and despite the stronger support for intentional introduction, this can never be totally
discounted.
The great swimming capabilities of rats seems to exist in general folk knowledge
of rat behaviour. However, the Norway rat, R. norvegicus, is the only rat currently
found in the Pacific that swims with any adeptness. Studies conducted on the swimming
capabilities of R. aulans (Jackson and Strecker 1962; Spenneman and Rapp 1989) have
shown that R. ex-

cannot swim or be dispersed in the ocean. Spenneman and Rapp

(1989:398) conclude:
"It seems highly unlikely that rats would voluntarily cross any great distance of
water. However, rats were shown to be capable of reaching other islands by
drifting if assisted by winds and currents or by sitting on large floating objects.
It appears that their survival time allows them to drift in moderate winds for
about 1 km. With increased winds they would drift faster, but the increased
wave action could cut down survival time. Smallfloating objects such as a large
piece of coconut husk or a coconut frond, however, were quite suitable means
of transport not accepted by the rats. ..in archaeological terms the results of the
experiments imply that the dispersal of the various rat species observed in
Oceania is predominantly induced by humans. "
Jackson and Strecker (1962:63) similarly argued:
"On the basis of these mleases it would seem unlikely that rats would
voluntarily swim across a river or portion of the lagoon. They can, however,
remain afloat and alive in the water for several hours, probably longer, and can
survive repeated submergings. That rats accidentally falling into the water may
be carried between closely adjacent islands or out to sea is quite possible. Many
of them, however, are likely to fall prey to predatory fish. This mode of travel
is not likely to have been important in the spread of rats across any sizeable
expanse of water. "

-
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Habitat

The habitat preferences of R. exulans vary throughout the Pacific and are clearly
affected by the presence or absence of other rodent species and the availability of food
resources. Jackson and Strecker (1962)compared habitat preferences of rodents on a
high island, Ponape, versus a low island, Majuro Atoll. On Ponape, both R. exulrms
and R. r a m are found in large numbers. R. norvegicus and Mus are also present but
not as prevalent. R. r a m had the widest ecological range and were found in all
habitats from mangrove swamps to high rain forests. They were also the predominant
rat in villages, where they were joined with Mus. R. e x u h were found on the main
island from grasslands and secondary growth up onto the lower slopes of mountains.
It was suggested that the absence of fruit producing trees at the higher altitudes may be

an explanation for the absence of R. exulans in this habitat. The largest numbers of R.

exulizns were found in grasslands and tree-crop areas that were at least a mile from the
main human centre of activity. Majuro Atoll lacks the habitat diversity of Ponape, but
ecological divisions based on vegetation were observed. R. ratncs, Mus and R. e x u h
were all present. On Majuro, R. exulans were trapped on all parts of the atoll and were
present wherever ground vegetation was heavy enough to provide cover. After
reviewing studies of habitat preference for R exulans from throughout the Pacific,
Williams (1973) came to the conclusion that the only general trend is that R. exulans
has a preference for areas with good ground cover on relatively dry, well drained soil.
Analysis of habitat preference of R. exulans on an island where they were the
only rodent species present, was conducted by Moller (1977)on Tiritiri hktangi in the
Haumki Gulf,off the North Island of New Zealand. Moller trapped in all habitats on

Tititiri, which included bush (forest), grasslands, and scrub. R. exulans were found
in all habitats, but "the lower densities in bush on Tiritiri, suggest that the grass is the
p r e f d habitat.. .However, the possibility of inter-specific competition bringing about
habitat separation in some areas should not be excluded" (1977:112). Moller also
points out that other studies of R. exulaPls in New Zealand and elsewhere in the Pacific
show similar preference for grassland and, when present, coconut phtations.

-
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Density and Home Range

Maximum densities for R.exulans have been estimated for a number of Pacific
island locations, and range from 145 animals per hectare in cocoa plantations in Viti
Levu, Fiji (Williams 1974), to 5 per hectare in coconut plantations in Motu-FogalakiMatagi, Tokelau (Wodzicki 1969). Minimum densities ranged from 80 per hectare in
the above mentioned Fijian study, to one per hectare in gulch habitats in Hawai'i
(Tomich 1969). For Tiritiri, maximum densities were slightly higher in grassland (99
per hectare) than bush (69 per hectare), though the minimum densities were the same
for both habitats (11 per hectare). Highest densities were reached in the early Autumn
(MarcWApril), and lowest in late-winter (August/September). The fluctuations in the
Tiritiri populations are also greater than seen elsewhe~ein more tropical climates
(Moller 1977). However, reliable estimates of population numbers of small rodents are
extremely mcult

and these may not therefme be representative of true population

densities (Williams 1973).
Home range is difficult to reliably determine due to the fact the R. aulans may
restrict their movement to particular paths or runways, rather than wandering over a
general area (Williams 1973). As a result, traps set randomly over an area will not
necessarily be representative of the true range. So generally, studies attempt to consider
linear distances between successive captures, rather than distance moved fromthe point
of original capture (Jackson and Strecker 1962). On Ponape, 70% of all recaptures

occurred within 60 ft of the initial capture. In Guam, 77% of R. e x u h were
recaptured within 75 ft of original trap location (Baker 1946), and in Hawaiian cane
fields and gulches, 85 % of recaptures were made within 50 ft of the original site of

capture (Ebrhnan and Lonerga. 1955). In New Zealand on Tiritiri Matangi the home
range for R. exulans, determined using a slightly different method, averaged 37-60
metres across (Atkinson and Moller 1989).
Social Rank Behaviour

Detailed study of the social behaviour of R. aalrms is often difficult given the

"nocturnaland wary habits of the Polynesian rat, combined with the good ground cover
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of its usual habitat" (Davis 1979:371), however, a number of studies of captive colonies
of R. exulans have been conducted (Strecker and Jackson 1962, Davis 1979, McCartney
1972 cited in Davis 1979).
In a study of the hierarchical relationships of 19 individuals (11 females and 8
males) living in a colony room at the Wellington Zoological Gardens, Davis (1979)
reported that social organisation was based on hierarchical relationships. Dominance

was established by 'chasing' and/or 'biting', and subordination shown by fleeing.
Females were dominant over males, and their dominance was clearly affected by their
reproductive status. Reproductive females strongly defended the area around their nest

boxes, and post-reproductive females were subordinate to the reproductive females.
Levels of female aggression and degree of dominance increased when females were in
oestrus, pregnant or lactating. Of 15 litters born during the period of study, six were
eaten by other females. Cooperative defence and maintenance of the nest by related
females was also reported.
Clearly, as Davis points out, behavioural studies of confined populations are
limited due to

high population densities. However, "...it is the number of

individuals in contact with one another, and not space per se, that is importance in
eliciting responses to population size.. ..When the density of R. e x u h in the wild is
considered along with the size of its home range, then in some areas (e.g., Kure Atoll)
each rat must have on average at least 19 others within its home range at any one time"
(1979:378). Davis suggests that the advantage to such a social system may be to impose
a measure of population regulation when densities are high. He goes on to conclude:

High inhaspecific aggression would favour dispersive behaviour. Also,
increased stress due to density and intensified aggression would result in poor
body condition and increased activation of the pituitary-adrenalcortical axis in
individuals of low social rank, thus making them more susceptible to normal
causes of mortality, and possibly inhibiting m a l rep~oductivefwction.
Finally, and perhaps most important, the intensified aggression resulting from
high density could well account for disturbances to the nest that prevent females
from raising litters successfully (1979:379).
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Diet
The diet of R. sub has been an issue of great debate in New Zealand due to
the potential detrimental effect of predation on endangered birds, bats, lizards, and
invertebrates. Analysis of stomach contents of 280 R. aulrms from Tokelau (Mosby
and Wodzicki 1973) found that 94.9% was plant material, 4.3 % insect material and

0.8% other animal material. Analyses from Eniwetok, in the MarshaIls, Hawai'i,
Borneo, and Ponape all show similar percentages, ranging from 96% to 82% plant

material (Moller 1977). Analyses of stomach contents of some New Zealand R. auZurz,s
populations, however, have shown a much higher percentage of insect and animal
remains. Bettersworth (1972)found that in 25 individuals studied, 31% of the stomach
contents consisted of insects, and 39% of other animal remains. Atkinson and Moller

(1989)report animal and insect remains make up as much as 60 to 90% of stomach
contents in New Zealand populations. Newman and McFadden (1990)report that 78 %
of stomach contents of R. exulum from Lady Alice Island in the Hauraki Gulf was made
up of plant material.
Roberts and Craig (1990)looked at stomach contents from R.e x u h s from three
habitats on Tiritiri, grass, bush and farm. They found that "consi&rable differences
existed between habitats in the proportion and predominance of each category of food
throughout the year." (1990:42). Invertebrates and tree fruit made up a larger
percentage of the stomach contents of animals trapped in the forest, but were almost
non-existent in rats from the grass regions. Seeds and grass were the primary dietary
constituent for grassland rats, and farm rats had a much more varied diet which
included human and animal foods. Bunn and Craig (1989)found that in populations
from Tiritiri and other off-shore islands, invertebrates were taken only when more
preferred foods, primarily grass seeds, were not available, despite the fact that
invertebrates were available year-round.
It has been claimed that R. azhm have considerable impact on island
populations of lizards (Towns1971,Whitaker 1973,Crook 1973). Studies have shown
that age distributions and ovemll densities of tuatara populations consistently decline
on islands where R. mlans are present. This, and the general lack of tuatara on many
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islands inhabited by R. a h , strongly suggests that tuatara cannot persist in the
presence of this rat. Newman (1988) reports fmding wounds on a dead juvenile tuatwa
from Lady Alice Island which appeared to be inflicted by R. exulans.
Actual documented predation by R. fxuhz.~on live Laysan albatrosses was
reported by Kepler (1967) on Kure Atoll, where the rodents simply climbed onto the
backs of nesting birds and virtually ate them alive. R. mlans have also been reported
to be a serious predator on burrow nesting birds on Kure (Tomich 1969). Atkinson
(1978) reports that abundant breeding populations of white-faced storm petrels, northern
diving petrels and fairy priom were only found in abundance on islands where R.

exlllans were not present. Similarly, Atkinson (1985) suggests that the prehistoric

extinction of several small passerines such as the rifleman and bush wrens were due to
R. aulans as their disappearance cannot be explained by human hunting or habitat

destruction. It also appears that R. exlllmas and the short tailed bat are mutually
exclusive (& Holdaway pers comm.)

Life Cycle

Little is known about the growth and development of R. exulans, which is partly
due to the m~ulties of breeding the species in captivity. Jackson and Barbehem
(1962) raised three litters of R. e x u h from Ponape, and they report that the animals
were born hairless a d helpless. At approximately two weeks of age, the eyes open and
the young may venture briefly from the nest to defecate or follow the mother. Solid
foods were accepted soon after, and offspring were force weaned at about three weeks
of age. The testes in the males descended at approximately seven weeks and by ten
weeks, all rats had attaiued sexual maturity, and were virtually indistinguishable from
other adults. Two males weighed 25 grams when 25 days old, and one male weighed
55 grams at 72 days, at which time his mother weighed 52 grams. The rats were fed

on a high protein diet (canned dog food) so the authors suggested that their results
probably represent maximum growth rates. Based on data obtained through repeated
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capture and weighing of wild R. exzhm, Jackson and Barbehenn estimate that the
attainment of reproductive maturity is three to four months.
In studies of captive R. exulanr captured on Enewetok atoll, in the Marshalls,

litter size ranged from one to ten, and averaged 3.8. One to 13 litters were born each
year to each female and averaged 5.2 litters. Most females had a reproductive lifespan
of less than one year. The minimum gestation period for non-lactating females was 23
days, though lactation prolonged the gestation period by three to seven days (Elgoscue
1970).
On Tiritiri Matangi Island in New Zealand, pregnant females were found over

a 3 to 4 month period in the spring and summer in grassland populations, while forest
breeding populations on Little Barrier Island appear to have a longer breeding season
of 6 to 8 months (Molter and Craig 1986). Moller and Craig (1986) report an average
litter size on Tiritiri of 6.7 with a range of 4-9, which is the highest recorded.
However, in a later study, Roberts and Craig (1990) found a mean litter size for R.

a u h from Tiritiri Matangi to be 4.9, with a range of 2-6. Mature females average
3 litters per year, resulting in approximately 19-21 young per year (Moller and Craig
1986), with grassland females producing more litters than forest or lighthouse dwelling
females (Roberts and Craig 1990).
The clear seasonal patterns of reproduction and population density of R. a u k
in New Zealand show a dramatic contrast to populations from more tropical Pac5c

locations, and are most likely the result of adaptation to New Zealand's colder and
more diverse conditions. As predicted by Bergmanu's Rule, there is a significant
increase in body size and weight with increasing latitude (Moiler 1977). The maximum
weights for R. exulam from New Zealand (187g in males and 150g in females) are
more than double the maximum recorded for populations closest to the equator, for

example in New Guinea (62g in males and 60g in females) (Dwyer unpublished cited
in Atkinson and Moller 1989).
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R. exulans in Polynesian society
Archaeological evidence of R. tmdim is often vague, recorded only as
present/absent and often clumped with bird bones in published accounts. R. enulam
remains are reported from the earliest sites in the Marquesas W c h 1986, B. Rolett

pers comm.), Easter Island (Skjolsvold 1994), New Zealaod (Jennings 1979), and
Norfolk Island (Specht 1993).

Linguistics
In near Oceania, there are multiple species of rat, though in Karam (PNG
highlands) classification, R. aulans is specified as kopyak, or kopyak walcogon
(BuImer and Menzies 1972).

There are two words reconstructed for Proto-

Austronesian: *tikus, which is mostly western Indonesian, but the Proto-Micronesian
*kitYikimight be related to it. The word *labaw is much more widespread, and Eastern
Fijian k h v o is probably a reflex of it (R Clark, pers cornm). The most widespread
Oceanic word is *kasupe or *kusupe, which occurs in North-Central Vanuatu,

Southeast Solomons, Western Fijian, various parts of New Guinea and probably also
in South Vanuatu and New Caledonia. Locally in Northern Vanuatu there is another

innovative form *karivi (R.Clark pers comm).
Polynesian languages don't have any of the above forms for rat, but have three
different forms of their own. In Tongic (Tongan and Niuean) *kumaa is found, it is
also found, probably through borrowing, in East Uvea, Anuta and Rotuman (meaning
"baby rat"). There is also a possible cognate in Marquesan (R. Clark, pers comm).
Throughout the Samoic Outliers, and through bornwing in Gilbertese, is found
*kimoa, which looks rather similar to *hmaa. The word *Hole occurs throughout East
Polynesian, also in Pukapukan, Samoan, Luangiua, Sikaiana, Rennellese and Tikopia
(Biggs n.d.). This distribution would justify reconstructing it for Proto-Nuclear
Polynesian, but what its relation to * b o a might be is hard to say (Clark pen comm).
A few languages have more than one form. In Samoan 'imoa and 'iole are said to be

synonyms, along with the Samoan specialty 'isumu. Likewise in RenneUese, there is
no clue as to any difference of meaning between Idmoa and kioge, though the former
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seems to be the more common form. In Marquesan kio'e and kumakuma or kukuma
are used (Clark pers comm). In Hawai'i, the word is 'iole, in Tahitian, 'iore, and in

New Zealand and Cook Island Maori, Idore.
Origins

In New Zealand, the earliest unconctested evidence of the presence of R.

e x u h in a cultuml context comes from rat chewed himu berries (EZueocarpus
dentatus) found in an archaeological layer dated 660-745 BP (Best 1992). However,
earlier material may exist in non-cultnral deposits (R. Holdaway, pers comm).
Numerous Maori oral traditions describe the placement of #ore, as R. exuhm

is known in New Zealand, in the ancestral waka, or canoes, which first colonised
New Zealand. Elsdon Best (1942) recounts the story of the departure from Rangiatea
(Ra'iatea) of the Aotea canoe, captained by Turi, which finally landed in the Kawhia

district:
"The paddles used by Turi on the voyage hither were named Te Rangihorona
and Kautu-ki-te-rangi, while the two balers of his vessel were called Tipunahoro-nuku and Te Rangi-ka-wheriko. The variety of sweet potato known as
kakao was placed in the vessel, as also were the kiore [rafj, the swamp hen, and
seeds of the k a r h tree, hence the famed saying Aorea umgu nzd, or Aotea of
the importaut freightn (1942:423).

Other traditions mention kiore being brought by the Homuta canoe captained by Kupe,
the Ngatokimatawhaorua canoe by Nukutawhiti and the Mamari waka of Ruanui.

The transpok in canoes with humans is the most likely mode of introduction,
but not the only method described by Maori.Best (1942:427-8) recounts a story from

the turn of the century told by Hori Ropiha of Waipawa:
The Maori people knew when rats would be numerous in this land; they h e w
this by observing the flowers and mast of the beech-trees; when these foretold
a plentiful season, then it was known that rats would be numerous. Now, when
the tawhai m h ] blossomed in such a manner then the pollen of the blossoms
was carried by streams to the ocean, and drifted far across the great ocean, even
to Hawaiki [the fonner overseas home of the Maori folk]. It was then that the
multitude of rats of that land swam hither across the Great Ocean of Kiwa, even
so that the ocean was covered with their myriads, and, as they swam
hitherward, they fed on the pollen [nehu] of the beech, even until they amved
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on these shores, and so on that account they were in good condition when they
so arrived.
Best goes on to tell a story told to him by T. Ranapiri, of Ngati Raubawa, regarding
how the rats actually crossed the great expanse of mean.
It appears that they ever acted up to what may be termed their mcial motto,
viz., Me hono i te horn a te kiore, that is join together as iats do, one behind
another so as to form a chain. A Ieader was selected to act as forelooper, and
this leader entered the far-reaching Pacific at, say Rarotonga, and paddled forth
lustily on the sea road of 500 leagues that lay before him...A dauntless
multitude thronged the shore and lined up in orthodox queue form for the
stirring adventure. No. 2 seized the tail of No. 1 in his teeth, No. 3 joined
himself to No. 2 in like manner, No. 4 bit on to No.3,and so the whole swarm
of migrants headed for the far-distant land of Aotearoa (Best 1942:429).
Regarding the mythical swimming capabilities of rats, it appears that only a
select few, the ones chosen as leaders, actually were capable of swimming. If the chain
of rats was broken, "the rear part of the chain, lacking an expert leader, would perish"
(Best 1942:429). Many other traditions refer to rats swimming away from shore in
large numbers, only to drown.
In Ponape, traditions claim that rats were to have reached Ponape from other

islands by walking on the bottom of the ocean, possibly through a tunnel (Jackmn and
Strecker 1962:61).
Mythology

I

R. e x u h is a major part of mythology and story telling throughout Polynesia

and in Melanesia, Micronesian and Malaysia. In Polynesia, the rat is regularly
mentioned in the creation myth. This I suggest, is very strong evidence for the
importance of R. emrlans in Polynesian culture, and shows that the attitude of
Polynesians t o w d s rats is positive. This makes it much easier to understand and
accept the concept of the rat as an intentionat introduction, rather than seeing it solely
as a pest and unintentional stowaway.
Regarding the rat in New Zealand, Best (1942) writes:

-
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For the origin of the mt, as explained by the Maori, we must delve far into
Maori myth, even unto the time when cultivated food products were first
acquired, and the Earth-Mother took an active interest in human affairs. We are
told that one Pani, whose fullname was Pani-tinaku, was a sister of Tangma-ite-rupetu, who took Taranga to wife and begat the five Maui Brothers of
immortal fame. Pani was taken to wife by Rongomaui who introduced the
kumara or sweet-potato into this world by causing Pani to give birth to that
tuber.. .Now this Pani is said to have given birth to a female being known as
Hine-mataiti, who represented, or was the progenitor of, the kiore or rat
(1942:419-420).
Henry (1928:415) describes the Tahitian creation myth, in which rats are
specifically mentioned. In the period "after the sky was raised" rats are clearly linked
with humans, and those things important to humans:
The eyes of Ra'i-tupua looked towards the dwelling place of man, and he saw
land was produced; there were gulfs and bays with capes stretching out; there
were rivers and friths; there were weeds, flowers, and a variety of food; sugarcane, bananas, plantains, sweet potatoes, and yams. Dogs and rats were also
born, but pigs and fowls had not yet come into being. And there stood the
settlement, houses for the people, and a temple to pray in.

In the Tuamotuan account of Tane and Maui, part of the creation mythology,
Tane makes his earthly home on a large cliffbound atoll called Fakarava, which was
formerly known as Havaiiki. It is from here that he distributes the languages on earth:
"From the rat came the human Ianguage; From the grasshopper came the language of
birds; Variable sounds was the language of the gods; Whistling was the language of
kings" (Henry 1928:352).

In a myth fro& the Ma~quesasentitled Maui and Kawa thid,the rat or Kioe as
it is known in Marquesan, is said to be Maui's grandfather:

Maui had planted kawa in Akaha. The kawa grew; Maui went up with his
people to weed the kawa. When they had f m e d weeding, Maui stayed in his
house. He returned to look at the kawa in a few days. The kawa was large, the
kawa was strong. Later Maui noticed that the kawa was gone; it was stolen.
Maui mused for a long, long time, over which of the men might have done it.
Maui then found Kioe-Hope-Tea (Rat White at the Back); it was lying drunk at
the trunk of the kawa, drunk on kawa. Maui said, 'It is you who took my
Zsawa.' Kioe-Hope-Tea said, 'What does it matter, do not kill me, my
grandson! ' AIl the brothers said, 'Do not kill your grandfather!' 'He shall die,
he has stolen my kawa!' And Kioe-Hope-Tea was killed and died. It is a man
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with wooly hair, the legs and one end white, the other end of the body black.
He lives inside the earth (Terrell 1988:127).

In Tahiti,Henry (1928) d e s c n i that the rat was seen as an incamation of
spirits:
The rat, called iore-m 'ohi, an indigenous brown kind which lives mostly on
fruits and vegetables, was a shadow of ghosts. When it visited people at night
and uttered strange sounds with its tongue or scratched the thatch inside the roof
of the house until daybreak, it was communicating mysteries and reminiscences
of war and times of peace from dead warriors to living men. But when it
approached a sick bed articulating strange sounds, it was the shadow of a
devouring ghost announcing the near approach of death to the patient (Henry
1971:383).
In Hawai'i, one of the frequently recorded myths is that of Pikoi, the rat killer
(Westervelt 1963, Edmonson 1965, Kamakau 1991). The story varies according to
different story tellers, but is basically as follows:
Pilcoi is a boy born to a family fmm Kauai. The family includes eight children,
six rat-girl gods, one real ghl, and Pikoi, generally described as a real boy, though
sometimes as a semi-god. As a child Pikoi earns a reputation as the most skilful archer
on the island. He is known for his ability to kill many rats with a bow and arrow. In
Hawaii, as in Tahiti and other islands in Polynesia, the bow and arrow was used not

in warfare, but in sport. The sport of shooting mts, or pana iore, was considered a
noble pastime and was permitted only to chiefs.
Pikoi's real sister, Ka-ui-o-EAanoa, known for her great beauty, marries the king
of Oahu, Khg Kakuhihewa, and they make their home in the Manoa valley. Pikoi and
his father go to Oahu to visit the couple. On their way to M u , Pikoi and his father

encounter a giant squid. The squid, Kakahee, was a god, and like all Kupuas, or
"monsters of the oceans" was an evil god, always waiting to inflict injury on man. The
squid rose up and tried to capture the canoe, and Pilcoi shot the squid with his bow and
arrow.
Upon reaching Oahu, Pikoi is confronted by Mainele, the King's chief archer,
and challenged to the King's favourite sport - rat shooting. It is said that one of King
Kakuhihewa's principle pastimes during his reign was the shooting of rats. It was
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agreed that each would take faeen shots, and the one who caught the most rats would
win. Mainele shot first,took fourteen shots and killed fourteen rats. With one shot left,
Pikoi pointed out a rat in the bush, but Mainele could not see it. He challenged Pikoi
to shoot into the bush and kill any rat, for he did not believe that any more rats were
there. Pikoi took a special arrow and chanted a special incantation to his sisters the rat
gods. He shot the arrow, which wound its way around the bush and caught three rats
by their whiskers. Mainele was impressed, but said that Pikoi had not won until he
killed fourteen rats, so Pikoi shot another arrow, which moved through the bush until

the arrow was full of rats, hundreds hanging end to end. Pikoi had won the bet, and

returned to Manoa with his father and sister.
Six years later, Mainele was to challenge Pikoi again, this time because Pikoi

had broken the tabu by surfing on the same wave as a tabu chiedhs. Again Pikoi
caught hundreds of rats and Mainele was so ashamed, he hid away in a village with
people of low class. After some time he decided to go to Hawai'i to take up bird

shooting.
Edmonson (1965) states that in Hawaii, the rat was considered a good awnakua,
or spirit, because one of the mythological characters in ancient times tied up all the
food of the earth in a large bag and hung it up in the heavens. It was the rat who

gnawed the rope and let the food drop to earth again. However, more commonly
throughout Polynesia, the rat is seen as a trickster.
The Tale 05Rat and Afiaemata, is told in Tokelau (Huntsman 1977) and is one
such unusual tale where the rat is a sort of a trickster, but clearly a friend of humans.
The story tells of Rat, who decides to visit Vao, the land of a ferocious woman by the

name of Afinemata. Rat is joined on his journey by three others, Tuai (coconut grating
tool), Kahalo (coconut grating bench), and Pipi (clam shell used for grating coconut).
When they reach Vao, Rat tells the others to gather nuts, and then do what ever they
want, but goes to visit ffiemata.
On his way to Afinemata's house, Rat finds her pickkg up rubbish. He quickly
climbs up a coconut palm near her and then starts throwing coconuts at Afinemata.

When she finally sees Rat, Mmemata threatens him with death. He then offers to clean
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up her rubbish for her, which she says is too little. Rat then offers to build her a fire,
but again, Afinemata says this is too little. Finally, he offers to cradle her child, and
Afinemata agrees, l d g Rat babysit while she goes fuhing.

As soon as Afinemata is gone, Rat guts the child, plucks out its liver and cooks
it up. He then cleans the child and wraps it up to appear as if it is still sleeping. When
Afinemata returns, Rat offers her the liver of the child, which not knowing what it is,
she eats. Rat then offers to go collect water, and once at the well, breaks all of the
water containers. He then runs off and climbs up to the top of the k a h tree.
Afhemata waits for a while and then reaches over to her child and realises that
not only is it dead, but that it bas been gutted as well. Afinemata then goes after Rat.
She finds him a the top of the tree and goes after him. Rat has "helping spirits" which
cause Afinemata to fall from the tree a number of times in succession b&g

her

arm,both of her legs, and eventually her neck. Rat then climbs down from the tree and
announces "Hey the village! There will be a man in Vao now. All come, Afinemata is
dead, our enemy Afinemataw,where upon men who were hidden under stones, ferns
and trees come out.
One of the most widespread legends in Polynesia regarding the rat is that of the
Fe'e and the rat as recounted by Buck (1930:438):
The Tutuilan tale states that the unga (hermit crab), the ve'a (rail) and the isumu
(rat) planned a visit to see the red earth cliffs, Lenga-a-Taema, near the western
end of the islaud. The three friends lived between Aoloau and Fangamalo.
owing to the hermit crab being a poor pedestrian, they decided to journq by
sea. The rat climbed a coconut tree, gnawed through the stem of a nut and
dropped it to the ground. The clrab husked it with his claws. Difficulty occurred
with regard to splitting the nut open. The crab selected a tree leaning out over
some rocks and climbing up with the nut dropped it on the roc& below. The nut
split into two halves and the rat and the crab cleaned one of them out to provide
the means of ocean transport. The craft was launched and the three comrades
embarked. The rail spread out its wings as a sail whilst the crab and the rat kept
the masts fixed by holding the rail's legs. With a fair breeze, they sailed merrily
along towards Poloa, but between Fanga-lii and Poloa, they were struck by a
hurricane (afa). As the craft foundered, the rail flew away to the land, the crab
sunk to the bottom where it was quite at home, but the unfortunate rat was left
swimming for its life. As it struggled with the waves, the rat lifted up its voice
in lamentation as follows:

Chapter

Ua lele ve'a, e fai ona apa'au
Ae ngoto le ung i le a'au, a'o
a'u nei ua 'au'au.
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The rail has flown because he has wings,
The crab has sunk to the reef, but I, alas!
have to swim.

The octopus (fe'e) hearing the rat's wailing, took pity and invited the rat to sit
on his head whilst he conveyed him safely ashore. On the journey, the rat
defecated on the head of the fe'e without the latter knowing it. When safely
ashore, the ungrateful rat taunted the octopus by drawing his attention to the
insult. The enraged fe 'e could not pursue the rat on land but vowed if ever he
caught the rat in the water again, he would avenge the insult.
Various versions of this story are found throughout Western Polynesia (Turner
1884, Loeb 1926, Gifford 1924) and the Pacific (Lessa 1961)' and generally involve

a rat with either an octopus, squid or turtle. The act described is said to explain the
brown spots on the head of Octopus or Squid. It is also suggested as an explanation for
the design of the Polynesian octopus lure. The imitation rat lure (Fig 2.4) is found
throughout Polynesia and Micronesia (Pfeffer 1995), and is made up of cowrie shell
plates tied over a stone sinker. Feathers or tassels are tied to the bottom of the lure to

look like the tail of a drowning rat.

Figure 2.4

Imitation rat lure (after Pfeffer 1995:48)
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Rattus exulans (kitwe)in Everyday Lie

Food
Kiore were considered by the Maori to be a valuable food source for which land
reserves, or rahui were set aside and claimed by local iwi. These reserves, also used
for trapping various bird species, such as k e r n (wood pigeon) and kiwi, were
protected, and individuals from other iwi required permission from the owners to trap
in the area (Haami 1994, Makereti 1938). Traps were set along the trails left by kiore,

the ara kiore, or were placed in favoured feeding grounds such as those where miro,
hinau or tawai fruit drop from the trees (Best 1942:447).
The Maori took these rats by means of setting spring-snares, by which means
one man would take many, that is to say the traps of a single person would take
many. When many were so taken they would be plucked; when all were plucked
then they were cooked and packed in gourd vessels, whereupon they were
known as huahua, and huahua kiore was extremely good, the best kinds of such
potted foods were kiore [rats] and koko [the hu' bird] (Best 1942:428).
From the Whanganui region, Best (1942) was told,

Rats were esteemed as being rich and very palatable food, nourishing, one of
the food-suplies [sic] that served to build up vigourous bodies. These rats were
cooked as the weka bird was, and then packed in kelp-bags and gourd-vessels,
preserved in their own fat as huahua. From remote times such food has been
viewed as fitting sustenance for the most important persons; down the changing
generations has this been the case (1942:435).
While collectjug R. exulans in Tahiti, I asked some of the older people if they
remember eating rats. There was very clear knowledge of the difference between

European mts and 'iore ma'ohi. One informant from the village of Tautira on Tahiti-iti
clearly remembered that his father trapped and ate rats, and that they were supposed
to be very tasty. He said that the best place for trapping was in the Mape, or Tahitian
chestnut (Inocarpus edulis) forests. Similarly, Henry (1928:46) states the rats eat many
young mape nuts while they are still on the tree. We were taken to mape forests near
Tautira for trapping and were indeed successful. However, despite the fact that the
mape were ripe, we were unable to catch any rats in the mape forests, or elsewhere in
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the Oponuhu Valley on Mo'om, which may suggest that R. e x u h are no longer
present on that island.
There is a large body of ethnographic data pertaining to the eating of kiore in
New Zealand, but the use of R. 4xulaPls as a food source elsewhere in Polynesia is not
so straightforward.
Buck (1944247) describes the use of kiore as food in Mangaia, in the Southern

Cooks:

In the Cook Islands, rats (kiore) were eaten only on the island of Mangaia. The
rats were pierced on a stick and singed ('ina'ina) over a fire, and were then
scraped with a strip of bamboo and grilled on the stick until they were cooked.
They were eaten by older people who considered them as a great delicacy.
Children were not allowed to eat them because they would have their
opportunity when they became adults. Owing to disapproval of missionaries and
ridicule of neighbouring islanders, rats are no longer eaten in Mangaia. The
following methods were once used to catch them on their known tracks.
Poki: one man sat beside a rat track while others drove rats along the track.
When a rat reached the awaiting ratter, he quickly brought down his hand upon
the rat.

Tata: this method is merely a variation of the poki method in which the ratter
brought down both hands upon the fleeing game.
KO (digging): the holes of the rats were located and the exit hole was blocked
with a stone. Digging with a pointed stick at the opening of the hole, the ratter
worked along it, pnsbing the earth along the hole to prevent the escape of the
rats. When the rats were reached, their heads were toward the exit hole and
they were seizkd by their tails.
Kete (basket): old women put bait into a basket which was pegged down on a
rat track. The end of a cord threaded around the Tim of the basket was held a
little distance away and pulled to close it when rats entered.
Pu'i bore: a little clearing @uJikiore) was made in the bush to attract rats. A
fine noose snare of coconut husk fibre tied to the stem of a breadfruit leaf was
fried to the ground in the clearing. A bait of candlenut kernels was laid on the
breadfruit leaf to attract the rats, which were snared. After setting the snare, the
following was recited:
The rat from the mountain,
The rat from the mahatea,
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Here is our bait
0 rat.
Do not nibble suspiciously
at our bait,
0 rat.
Despite this clearly developed custom of eating rats in Mangaia, it is claimed
by Buck (1930, 1938a, 1932) that rats were not eaten elsewhere in the Cook Islands,
and that the Mangaians were the target of ridicule for this practice. From his study of
on the ethnology of Pukapuka, Beaglehole (1938:107) states:
The dog was unknown in Pukapuka. The native rat (Mwmlans) was caught
with the rat trap (vaka kiok) when it became a pest in the talo beds but was
never eaten. Rats were never hunted with weapons for sport.
Supporting this claim is the evidence of Allen (1992:390) from archaeological
excavations on Aitutaki: "On Aitutaki, no charred (rat) bones were found and the
individual elements were usually complete suggesting natural deaths rather than human

food remains".
It is said that rats were not eaten in Samoa (Buck 1930541-542), Mangareva
(Buck 1938a:194), or Manihiki and Rakahanga (Buck 1932:83). However, the situation
may actually represent adoption of the European attitudes towards rats (see Roberts
1994) which undoubtedly was introduced by the missionaries. When asked by foreign
ethaographers, many of whom were early missionaries, there might be a hesitancy to
admit to such a "disgud.iinghabit" as eating rats. For example, regarding Easter Island,

Metraux (1957) writes:
The rat is not a domestic animal, but, like the fowls, it was introduced into
Easter Island by its fmt colonists, to whom it was a delicacy. The modern
islande~sstill remember the taste for these rodents displayed by a few old
people they knew in the past. They are rather ashamed of it, and the epithet
'rat-eaten' ,like that of 'cannibals', calls to mind the barbarous age from which
they flatter themselves they have escaped (1957:66-67).

Simibfly, Ferndon cites a missionary, Crook, in his discussion of early
Marquesan attitudes towards eating rats:
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Young pigs were distributed to various families, probably relatives, for feeding
and raising. It was in the feeding of these piglets that Marquesans found a use
for the islands' rat population, other than as occasional human famine food. The
little animals were caught by hand and hung alive before a fire until dead, after
which the were broiled, mashed up, and the flesh mixed with fermented
breadfruit and fed to the young pigs (Ferdon 1993:94).
Regarding the eating of rats in Niue, Loeb (19263) writes:
When Eu~opeansfirst visited Niue, the only mammal ( m u )on the island was
the rat. The people had neither pigs nor dogs. At present time the native rat
(kuma)has disappeared, having been driven out by the Norway rat. The natives
deny that they ever eat the rat, but they told Smith that their fathers did eat the
animal. It is probable that in the olden times the rat was shot with bow and
arrow; nowadays it is caught in traps made of a hollowed stick and a snare.

Rat traps
In New Zealand, the season for trapping kiore was the same as that for trapping
birds, generally the period between April and December. It was during this time that
the berries on the trees were ripe, and the &re and native birds were well stuffed with
fermenting bemes, which not only added to their flavour, but made the animals drunk,

and therefore easier to catch (Haami 1994).
The trapping season was opened with the lifting of tapu. Best recounts the
practice of rat-trappers of Whanganui in which,
One of the first acts of the officiating expert was to construct two rat-traps in
the forest, one'of which faced the east, and the other the west; the fonner was
known as the tamatane and the latter as tumuwahine, presumably they represent
the male and female elements that entered so frequently in to Maori ritual.
These traps were set and baited, and so left; probably they were not situated on
an ara kiore or rat-tun, but to one side. The expert had to fast until a rat had
been caught in one of the traps. Should that first rat be caught in the
tamawahine trap then the omen was a good one, and the season was opened
under the most cheering auspices. Should the tamatane secure the first rat then
it was known that the time was not propitious for opening the trapping season
(Best 1942:433).
Various types of traps were used in New Zealand, as well as in Mangaia, as
previously described. The tawhiti or spring snare trap could be built with single or
multiple entrances (Fig. 2.5) and when covered were known as pokipoki (Fig. 2.6).
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These were often set across a rat-run at right angles, and in such a case were not
generally baited. Similar traps that were not set on the rat-runs would be baited with

himu, miro or tawai berries. Pit traps, or nra &ore (Fig. 2.7) were also used:
Their method of capture was to construct a pit wider at the bottom than the top,
then strew some roasted hinau bemes over the floor, and place a log to serve
the rats as a ladder. After a night or two, when the rats had got accustomed to
being fed in this manner, the log was removed. The rats, unable to resist the
savoury smell of their favourite food, jumped boldly down. On seeking to return
they were prevented by the overhanging sides of the pit, and in the morning the
Maori hunter found them safely trapped (Wilson cited in Best 1942:449).
The trapping of rats always involved recitation of charms or karukia.

Figure 2.5 Multiple entrance tawhiti (after Best 1942:442).
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Figure 2.6 Baited pokopokj type trap (after Best 1942:443).
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Figure 2.7 Pit trap, or ma Idore, compared to a hmara storage pit, ruu kwnara
(after Downes 1926:229).
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Other uses for R. exulans in prehistoric Polynesia

As is evident in the Hawaiian story of Pikoi the rat killer, the bow and arrow

was used in Hawai'i to kill rats, and hence the namepana 'iole @aria meaning bow).
Two such bows are found in the Bishop Museum, and perhaps the most interesting
feature is their small size, the smaller of the two being only 22 inches long (Buck
1957). The arrows were called pua 'iole and were made from cane stalks, or pua.
Haami (1994) states that kiore were often skinned and their pelts used to make
fine cloaks or kakahu. These cloalcs highly valued and were only given to people of
great mana. Unfortunately, there are few in existence because they were generally
buried with their owners (Haami 1994). Best (1942:426) was told that one of his

infomants "had seen only one native rat during his long life, and that was a very dead,
dried-up specimen that he saw an old man wearing as an ear pendant.. .its head was

thrust through a capacious hole in the ear of the wearer".

Conclusion
As pointed out by Tate (1935), given the widespread distribution of R. e x u h
throughout Polynesia, it is unIikely that the rat was introduced solely unintentionally.
I suggest that it was initially introduced as part of the ancestral Polynesian colonisation

package as a food source. The practice of eating rats may have disappeared in some
areas prior to the arrival of the Europeans, for example in Aitutaki. However, I think
that for most of Polynesia, it is more likely that rat eating continued until European
anival, and the introduction of European negative attitudes towards rats. In addition to
being a fwd source, the Polynesian rat was also an important component in the
mythology and everyday life of Polynesian people. It had spiritual significance and was
not seen solely as an undesirable in traditional society. Unfortunately, the recording of
rat remains from archaeological sites is generally only as present/absent, and is not
clearly defined as it is in Allen (1992). Until the importance of R. mlans in prehistoric
Polynesian society is recognised, R. exlllans remains will continue to be overlooked and
undemdued in terms of their role in understanding Polynesian prehistory.
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R. exu/ans as a model of prehistoric movement

The goal of this thesis is to study R. aulans as a model of human movement

in prehistoric Polynesia. There are a number of possible scenarios regarding the
transport of R. e x u h which in turn would affect the interpretation of the identified
relationships.
Mode of dispersal of R. mlm:
1. Arrival with humans
A) Intentional: Biogeography suggests intentional introduction (Tate

1935). This does not exclude additional unintentional introduction, but
explains the ubiquitous distribution. The ethnographic evidence strongly
suggests the reason why introduction was intentional - R. exulans was

a food source.
B) Unintentional: If unintentional introduction due to stowaways is the

only means of dispersal, then in order for rats to be present, in the
earliest archaeological layers, on all islands that show evidence of
Polynesian settlement, there must be an incredibly high level of contact

throughout all of Polynesia and the Pacific during and immediately after
c o l o n i ~ o nThis
.
is unlikely.

2. Arrival without hurnans
This mode of dispersal is highly unlikely given the poor swimming
capabilities of R. m h .Rafting is unlikely across any major water
gaps. The evolutionary history of rodents in the PaciGc allows rejection
of Langdon' s (1995:77)suggestion that "over hundreds of thousands of
years - perhaps millions - the rat.. .succeeded in getting from one island

to another without any human aid at all." Though there is no way of
disproving the possiWty of rats travelling successfully in canoes without
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humans (Sharp 1957, Anderson 1996), it is highly unlikely that this
could have been more than a freak occurrence, let alone a major mode
of long distance dispersal. The theory of human drift voyaging in
Polynesia has been rejected as the primary mode of dispersal (Levison
et al. 1973) and similarly, the critique would apply to rat drift voyaging.

Such extreme interpretations should only be considered when all other
more logical explanations are lacking.
I conclude that the evidmce supports intentional introduction, but does not reject the

possibility of additional unintentid introduction. Therefore, we can interpret mtDNA
phylogenies of R. exulans as a marker of human movement. This may repment:
1. Human colonisation

MtDNA phylogenies of Polynesians rats will model human colonisation if there

is isolation of R. e x w after introduction. This can be due to:

A)

isolation of humans after initial settlement.

B)

rats establishing populations only after initial introduction from a
colonising canoe. This could be the result of i) rats travelling only on
colonising canoes, and not subsequent canoes, or ii) later rat
introductions not successfully establishing themselves.

2. Attempted human colonisation/exp101~~tion

It is possible that human populations do not successfully establish after the
initial discovery or attempted colonisation of a given island, but introduced rats

(either intentionally or unintentionally introduced) do establish viable

populations. This may be apparent in the archaeological record, if rats appear
much earlier than evidence of human occupation.
3. Colonisation and contact
If we accept that rats were introduced intentionally during colonisation, but also

may have travelled as stowaways, then mtDNA phylogenies of R W W will

-
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represent colonisation and contact. Again, it is necessary for later introduced
females to mate and rear young successfully.
4. All of the above
All of these possible interpretations will be discussed in Chapter 5 in terms of the

results of the phylogenetic analyses and the implications of these for Polynesian
prehistory.

Chapter 3
Mitochondria1 DNA Analysis of
Rattus exulans :

The Methods
Introduction
The study of mitochondria1 DNA (mtDNA) variation has lead to valuable
insights into the evolutionary history of the human species and of human populations.
A number of the prdperties of mtDNA mahe it ideal for these types of studies. This

chapter includes an introduction to mtDNA and defines these important propedes. I

will then describe both the field and laboratory methods used in this study of mtDNA
variation in the Polynesian rat.

Structure and function of mitochondrial DNA
Mitochondria are organelles which are found in the cytoplasm of the cell. The
primary function of mit6chondria is cellular xespiration and electron transport.
Mitochondria contain their own DNA, known as mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), which
is remarkabIy conserved in animals (Harrison 1989). MtDNA molecules are circular
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in structure and in vertebrates, insects and echinoderms are made up of two ribosomal
RNA (rRNA) genes, 22 transfer RNA (tRNA) genes, and 13 protein coding genes

(Moritz et al. 1987). They range in size from 14 kilobase (kb) pairs, to 42 kb, but
average approximately 16 kb in length (Fig. 3.1). In all metazoan mtDNA molecules
sequenced, there are few non-coding regions. Approximately 90% of the non-coding
DNA found in mammal mtDNA is contained in what is called the control region. This

region includes sequences essential for the initiation of transcription and replication, and
the displacement loop, or D-loop (Wolstenholme 1992). The control region is the
fastest evolving region known, is highly variable both between and within species, and
is therefore ideal for micro-evolutionary studies (Brown et al. 1986, Stoneking er al.
1991 ) .

-

Ser (AGY)

ATPase8

Figure 3.1 A map of the mitochondrial genome of Rattus.
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MtDNA has become a favourite tool for use in population genetic studies. This

is due to a number of properties unique to mtDNA. Firstly, unlike nuclear DNA,
mtDNA is not known to be subject to recombination, and is therefore effectively
haploid. During fertilization, the sperm, which only has about 50 mitochondria,
provides almost no cytoplasm to the egg. Since the mitochondria are found in the
cytoplasm, the paternal mitochondria are rarely passed on to the potential offspring.
The egg on the other hand, has over 100,000 mitochondria. Heteroplasmy, or the
presence of genetically different mitochondria in a cell, is rare (Monnat and Loeb 1985)
but is known to occur in the control region in some animals (Amason and Johnsson

1992). Therefore, with few exceptions, each offspring inherits an exact, almost clonal
copy of the maternal mtDNA. The inferred evolutionary interrelationships have been
intezpreted as estimates of "matriarchal phylogeny" (Avise et at. 1979).

Paternal inheritance of mtDNA has bexn identified after back-crossing to a
paternal strain of hybrid laboratory mice (Zouros et al. 1992), and also occurs in
mussels (Hoeh et al. 1991) and Drosophila (Zouros et al. 1992). However, even after
back-crossing for 26 generations, the amount of paternal mtDNA inherited was very
small, is still not subject to recombination, but results in heteroplasmy.
In addition to maternal inheritance, another important characteristic of mfDNA
for microevolutionary studies is the extreme rate of mutation, due in part to the lack
of known repair mechanisms for mutations which are common in nuclea DNA. The
average rate of mtDXA sequence evolution is about 2-4% per lineage per million years
(Hipchi et al. 1987), which is five to ten times the rate in single copy nuclear DNA
(scnDNA) (Vawter and Brown 1986). This cannot however be assumed to be universal,
as DNA mutation rates for sea urchins, rodents and DrosophiZa have shown extreme
rates of divergence, which in the case of rodents and DrosophiZa may relate to shorter
generation times (Eritten 1986). Most mtDNA mutations are point mutations, showing
a strong bias for transitions over transversions (Brown and Simpson 1982).
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MtDNA and population histories
The general characteristics of mtDNA, particularly the maternal inheritance,
non-recombining nature, and rapid rate of mutation, have resulted in the increasing use
of mtDNA in analyses of variation at a microevolutionary scale. Analyses of mtDNA
variation within species has shown that mtDNA lineages often prove to be localised
geographically. The combined powers of mfDNA studies and the use of phylogenetic
methods has lead to the development of a new field of research, often termed
phylogeography (Avise et al. 1987). Phylogeography is defined as "the study of the
principles and processes governing the geographic distiiutions of genealogical linages,
including those at the in-ific

level" (Avise 1994:233). Such phylogeographic

studies have been conducted on a wide variety of animals and strong geographic
structure has been reported in rodents including ground squirrels (MacNeil and
Strobeck 1983, meadow voles (Plante et al. 1989) and grasshopper mice (Riddle and
Honeycut 1990) in deer (Canet al. 1986, Cronin et al. 1991, Cronin 1992), whales
(Wada et al. 1991), bears (Taberlet and Bouvet 1994), birds (Avise et al. 1990, Van

Wagner and Baker 1990, Zink 1991), gekkos (Moritz et al. 1993) lizards (Thorpe et
al. 1994), Tortoises (Lamb et al. 1989), tree frogs (Lamb and Avise 1992), snails
(Murray et al. 1991), horseshoe crabs (Sauders et al. 1986) and fish (Avise 1992).
Some animals, however, do not show any evidence of geographic structuring in tenns
of mtDNA - e. g. black bears (Cmnin et al. 1991), coyotes (Lehman and Wayne 1991)
and some oceanic'fish (Amason et al. 1992). It appears, as one would expect, that
more mobile animals would be less inclined to show geographic patterning, or at least
would show broader patterns (Avise 1994). The issue of population mobility has also
plagued studies of human mtDNA, as discussed in Chapter 1.
MitochondriaI DNA variation in human populations has received a huge amount
of atkntion since the initial "Mitochondrial Eve" studies by Brown (1980). This was
followed by the equally famous "out of Africa" hypothesis based on the research by
Cann et al. (1987). Despite the controversy wer the phylogenetic methods and the

interpretations of this study (Maddison 1991, Templeton 1992), mtDNA studies of
human populations continue (Vigilant et al. 1991, Hasegawa and Horai 1991, m e m o
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and Wilson 1991) and also focus on specific populations and coIonisation events - e.g .
Native Americans (Wallace et al. 1985, Torroni et al. 1992, Ward et aZ. 1991, Horai
et al. 1993), Asians (HaoihaTa et al. 1992, Homi and Matsunaga 1986, Homi et al.

1991), Southeast Asians pallinger et al. 1992), Papua New Guinea popuIations
(Stoneking 1986, Stoneking et al. 1986), Polynesians (Hertzberg et al. 1989, Lum et

al. 1994) and Malagasy (SoodyaU et al. 1995). As discussed in Chapter One, human
populations often fail to satisfy the rule of evolutionary isolation. Despite this,
information regarding phylogenetic populations are still of great value for understanding
population histories as long as the limitations are understood, and interpretations of
variation are made cautiously.
Human mtDNA lineages in Polynesia

Analysis of human mtDNA lineages in Polynesia has provided valuable
information regarding the ultimate origins of Polynesians. This has come in the form
of a particular deletion of 9 bp of DNA in region V of the human mitochondria1
genome. This 9 bp deletion is thought to have initially occurred in Asia (Cam and
Wilson 1983), and populations moving out of Asia carried the deletion with them as far

as Polynesia and Madagascar pertzberg et al. 1989, Ballenger et al. 1992, Soodyall
et al. 1995). In the Pacific, initial studies suggested that this deletion was found only

in the more recently aniving Austronesian speakers, reaching nearly 100% in

Polynesians, but was, absent in HighIand New Guinea and Australia (Hertzberg et al.
1989, Stoneking et d.1990). However, studies of mtDNA of Native Hawaiians (Cam
and Rickards 1989) and Hawaiians, Tongans and Samoans (Lum et al. 1994) have

identified both deleted and non-deleted lineages in Polynesians, and more surprisingly

in East Polynesians, where it was suggested the deletion would be fixed (found at
10056). One lineage identified in a Hawaiian (who is said to have a legally accepted and
authenticated Hawaiian lineage) and one Samoan lineage did not have the 9 bp deletion,
and they were most closely related to lineages found in Highland New Guinea

populations (Lum et al. 1994). Lum et al. (1994567) suggested "Ourobservation of
deep maternal genetic branches in Polynesia today confirms the notion that during the
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colonization of the Pacific, mainlaad Asian immigrants mixed with Melanesian peoples
already inhabiting Near Oceania and d e d a complex assortment of maternal
genotypes derived from two distinct geographic sources to island archipelagoes". This
result is consistent with data from nuclear DNA, s p e ~ ~ c a l lthe
y presence of a
Melanesian marker, the alpha 3.7m globin gene deletion, in Polynesian populations

(Hill et al. 1989). Lack of variation within Polynesia, however, has meant that mtDNA
of human populations has yet to contribute to an understanding of settlement within this
region.

MtDNA Analysis and Methods

- Background

The simplest form of mtDNA analysis involves the use of restriction enzymes
which cleave the DNA at target sites, for example, a specific four to six base pair
sequence in the DNA. Once the DNA is digested with a particular enzyme or enzymes,
it is size fractionated in agarose gels. The result is that DNA variants produce different
patterns of restriction fragments. The use of multiple enzymes and combinations of
enzymes produces a data set which allows researchers to mpidly distinguish between
closely related mtDNA sequences. This method was used in the world-wide survey of
human mtDNA variation which led to the identification of the "Mitochondria1 Eve"
(Brown 1980, Cann ei ad. 1987).
Because the restriction enzymes recognise patterns in the DNA, they axe
identifying only a fdction of the total number of mtDNA mutations. The development
of the PCR technique however, enables researchers to analyse mtDNA variation at

maximum resolution - direct sequence analysis. Instead of looking for patterns produced
by restriction enzyme cleavage sites, direct sequencing of PCR products allows the
analysis of individual base mutations, insertions and deletions.

PCR Amplification of Mitochondrial DNA
The use of the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)has revolutionised the study
of mtDNA. Previously, mitochondrial DNA had to be extracted using time-consuming
and very tedious ultracentrifugation in a cesium chloride gradient. PCR is a method of
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reproducing DNA in the laboratory without the use of microorganisms (cloning).
Through a system of heating and cooling, PCR allows for the quick selection, isolation
and amplification of a specific piece of DNA. PCR amplification iavolves the use of
specific 15 to 30 base pair (bp) pieces of DNA called primers. These primers flank the
region to be copied and act as starting points for the synthesis of the DNA fragment of

interest. Primers must be nearly identical to the appropriate sequence in the sample
which is to be ampEd. If the sequence of the species is not known, then primers must
be designed based on the DNA sequences of closely related species, or "universal

primers" used. Universal, or conserved primers, are designed based on regions of the
mitochondria1genome which are highly conserved across taxa (Kocher et al. 1989).

Field Methods and Sample Collection
The application of mtDNA analysis of R.exuZuns is ideally suited to the study
of Pacific prehistory and colonisation. The time frame involved with the settlement of
the Pacific necessitates the analysis of a rapidly evolving region of the genome. This
approach can and should be applied to Melanesia, Micronesia and Southeast Asia as
well as Polynesia. However, due to financial and logistical constraints, the focus of this
project had to be limited to addressing the issues of the settlement of Central and East

Polynesia. Therefore sample collectionfocused on R. exulans populations primarily from
the Cook Islands, the Society Islands, the Marquesas, Hawai'i, New Zealand, the
Kennadecs, and the Chathams. Single samples were obtained from Samoa and Fiji,
which are useful as potential outgroups. However, more samples from these regions are
clearly necessary to make suggestions as to how West Polynesian and Melanesian R.

e x u h populations relate to those from Centmt and East Polynesia.
Sample Size

The issue of ideal sample size is important in any population study, however,
it is a m~ult one to address a ppiori. Ideally, sampling continues untjl no more
variation is detected. This is often impossible given financial and time constraints of
research. However, analysis of mtDNA has advantages over other types of genetic data
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in that it does not involve the analysis of gene frequencies, which can be seriously
skewed by errors due to small or non-representative samples. While it is impossible to
claim that all mtDNA lineages present in a given population will be sampled, any
mtDNA lineages extant in the sample wiU be representative of a founding female of that
population. In this way, mtDNA analysis is "merely" inclusive and not exclusive in
identifying colonising mtDNA lineages.
Another issue regarding sample sizes focuses on phylogenetic analyses (which
will be addressed more fully in Chapter 4). In this case, the premise that the larger the
sample the better is false. Phylogenetic reconstructions are ideally suited to a few taxa,
generally less than 20 (Miyarnoto and Cracraft 1991). As the sample size increases, the
amount of information (e.g. sequence data) required to construct a reliable phylogenetic
tree becomes enormous, often exceeding the genome size of many organisms (Hillis et

al. 1994). For the purpose of this study, I attempted to collect at least 10 individuals
from each island group. Where possible, samples were collected from multiple locations
on an island, and multiple islands within an island group. There were a few locations
where sample sizes were smaller than hoped for, i.e. Samoa, Fiji, Hawai'i and the
Kermadecs, but even a single sample was deemed worthwhile for inclusion in the study.
Samples from the Societies, the Cook Islands and New Zealand were collected from
multiple islands witbin the archipelagoes. Unfortunately, we were only able to obtain
samples from one island, Ua Huka, in the Marquesas.
Collection of Samples

Table 3.1 provides information on collection locations and sample sizes.
Animals were trapped using a basic snap-type rat trap. Traps were set with a variety
of baits, depending on trapping location. Bait choice was determined by availability,
attractiveness to rats, and the likelihood of the bait staying on the trap. In New
Zealand, traps were generally baited with old cheese. In French Polynesia, toasted
coconut seemed to provide the best results. Traps were generally set at dusk and
cleared and collected at dawn. In locations where endangered birds might be harmed
by traps, i.e. nature reserves like Tiritiri Matangi, traps were covered with galvanized
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iron or wire mesh covers. Where runways were visible, traps were set on or nearby the
runways, this was particularly applicable in grass habitats on ex&m only islands in
New Zealand. Runways were rarely seen elsewhere. In French Polynesia, pineapple
fields and coconut plantations were targeted, after trapping in forested regions proved
unsuccessful.
Once rodents were trapped, an initial species identif~cationwas made based on
morphology. The animals were dissected, and heart, liver and tail samples were
collected. Tissue samples were placed in separate labelled cryo tubes and initially stored
in liquid uitrogen. It was later determined that storage in 70% ethanol was adequate,
and was much more convenient, so this method was used for the majority of samples.
Once the samples arrived in the laboratory (Evolutionary Genetics Lab, School of
Biological Sciences, University of Auckland), they were stored at -80" until DNA
extraction was performed.
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Table 3.1 Collection locations and Sample Sizes

-

Archipelago

JsIands sampled

No. of samp1es sequenced

Fiji

wa~a

1

Samoa

Manua

1

Southern Cook Islands

Rarotonga

1

Aitutaki

9

Atiu

6

Takutea

4

Tahiti

7

Raiatea

15

Huahine

8

Marquesas

Ua Huka

11

Hawaiian Islands

Hawai'i

4

O'ahu

1

Kermadec Islands

Raoul

6

New Zealand

Iady Alice

6

copme

4

Whatupuke

4

Cwier

8

Stanley

6

Kapiti

7

Nukuwaiata

6

Long Island

1

Codfish

8

Chatham Island

8

Society IsIands

I

Chatham Islands
--

-

TOTAL No. of Samples

132
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-

Species Identification Morphological Variation

As stated in Chapter 2, in most locations, particularly outside of New Zealand,

R. exulans is not the only rodent species present. Generally, at least one or more of the
European introduced rodents is also found on most Pacific islands. Therefore, it is
necessary to make initial species identifcation in the field. This first identifcation must
be based on morphological features. Cunningham and Moors (1983) provide
morphological features of all four rodents present in Polynesia in their publication "A
guide to the identif~cationand collection of New Zealand rodents". The features
described were used for identifcation of rats collected in New Zealand, the Cook
Islands and French Polynesia. Table 3.2 provides features used for species identification
of rodents found in Polynesia. This table was established by Gerald McCormack, of the
Cook Islands Natural Heritage Project, and is modified after Cunningham and Moors
(1983). As discussed earlier in Chapter 2, New Zealand R. exulans are larger than
elsewhere in the Pacific, and McCormack's measurements for R. exulam are more
applicable to tropical Polynesia. Cunningham and Moors' measurements for New
Zealand samples are recorded in parentheses.

From discussions with other field workers, specifically Gerald McCormack and
Mere Roberts, and from my own field experience, it is clear that there can be a high
degree of overlap in body measurements and in fur colour, particularly between R.

rattw and R. enulans. The one feature that appears to consistently allow for the
identification of R ex&

is the presence of a "darkened bar" which extends over the

outside of the hind ankle and along the outside edge of the foot (Fig. 3.2). However,
as discussed below, due to problems with preservation of samples in the field, this
feature is often obliterated.
dark bar

.'._
dark underside

Figure 3.2 Darkened bar on hind foot of R exuhns (after
McCormack n.d.)
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Table 3.2 Rat statistics table (after McComack a d . , and Cunningham and Moors

Common name

House Mouse

Pac5c Rat

Sci&c

Mus mrcsculur

Ramcs erulmu

name

Weight

UP to 2%

Ship Rat

Ramcs r&

UP to I'm

Noway Rat

R. norvegicm

U p to 22%

up to 400g

upto2O(hnm

up to 275mm

(120g in NZ)

Body Length

upto90mm

up to 150mm
(160mm in NZ)

Tail Length

Slightly shorter or

Usually 1 . 2 5 ~Body

Usually 1.5~

less than 1 . 0 ~
Body

compared to

longer than Body

Len& (1.0 to

Body Length (1.2

Iength. Thick with

Body Length

Lensth

1.5%)Thin and

to 1 . 7 ~ )

pale underside.

dark.

-

14 22nrm

28 38mm

-

30 - 42mm

Topside pale grey,

Topside pale or

Uniformly pale.

Colour topside

-

d a r k e d bar along

dark grey.

and along

outside edge only.

12 - 18mm

Right Ear

12 - 19mm(15.5 -

17 26mm

-

20.5mm in NZ)

Len%h
16 - Uhnm

Hidbot

-

18 3Omm (245

-

3 1mm in NZ)

Length

Hindfoot

Uniformly grey

outside edge
Nipple Number

F(ront)

+

F6

+ B4 = 10

F4

+ B4 = 8

F6

Fur on Back is
~

Grey-bmwn agouti

U

~

Habits

Grey-brown agouti

+ B6 = 12

+ B6= 12

Brown agouti to

Brown

black.

Y

Fur on Beily is

F6

Rarely,

B(ack)

U

+ B6 = 10

F4

8

Uniformly grey

Pale g e y agouti

U a i f d y grey,

Grey agouti

white or cream

Y

Capable climber,

Agile climber,

Very agile

Bumwing ground-

but lives mainly on

fePds on ground &

climber, nests

dweller, nesting

the gmund. Nests in

&em. Usually nests

mainly in shrubs

underground.

holes.

on ground

and trees.

Strong swimmer.
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Difficulties in morphological identification

The information contained in Table 3.2, given ideal trapping conditions, is quite
reliable for p i e s identification. However, ideal trapping conditions are rarely
encountered. As discussed above, traps were generally set at dusk,and cleared at dawn,

with not more than 12 hours in between. It is necessary to collect animals as soon as
possible after trapping, not only to minimize the amount of degradation of DNA in
tissues, but also to reduce the effects of predation on carcasses. These effects a ~ e
particularly rapid in tropical conditions. Even in the relatively short period of time
between capture and collection, there was a considerable amount of interference with

trapped rats. At the time of collection, rats were often found completely covered in red
ants. These ants are capable of removing ears, belly fur and entire feet in a relatively
short period of time. This made species identification virtually impossible in many
cases. Other rats, land crabs and birds were also a source of interference, and many
rats trapped were found in very poor condition.
In addition to the difficulties discussed above, it is necessary to point out that
the moqhological features used in species identification are based on adult animals.
One of the most obvious differences between R. exuZuns and the other rodents is the
variation in nipple number (Fig. 3.3). This is relatively easy to identify in lactating
females, but nipples are difficult if not impossible to locate in males and juveniles.
Colour is also a feature used in species identification, and there is a high degree
of variation in colour for both R. exulans and for R. rattus in the Pacific. Generally,
the colour of R. e m r h is considered to be grey-agouti (salt and pepper appearance)

on the back, and pale grey agouti on the belly. However, Marshall (1962)descnies
what he refers to as "melanism" in the R. w I a n s from Ponape: "A black color phase

is found among those of normal coloration in the population on Ponape. It has black
above and slate gray beneath with a tinge of chestnut color in the perianal region"

(1962:44).
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Norway Rat

Pacific Rat

House
Mouse

Figure 3.3 Nipple number and location in rodents found in Polynesia (after
Cunningham and Moors 1983).

All other comparisons are based on size and weight, which again makes species

identification in juveniles very difficult. Moller (1977) warns, "thereis need for caution

in using ear and hind foot length as criteria for distinguishing juvenile rattus from
exulans. Young ship rats may well be expected to have ear and hind foot measurements
falling below the typical range of measurements for rattus " (1977:144).
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Due to the above mentioned difficulties encountered in species identification,
and the fact that many tissue samples were collected by other researchers not
particularly experienced in working with R. exukm, it was deemed necessary to
develop another method of species identification that could be performed prior to DNA
sequencing, which is a costly procedure. A simple and relatively inexpensive restriction
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis was developed and is described in the
following section.

Laboratory Methods
DNA Extraction

Once samples were brought to the laboratory, ethanol was removed from the
tubes, and samples were stored at -80°C.Total genomic DNA was extracted initially
using standard phenoUchlomform methods (Sambrook et al. 1989). However, once it
was determined that storage in ethanol was a more convenient method than immediate
storage in liquid nitrogen, the DNA extraction protocol was modified, and was as
follows:
A small section, approximately 5 d , of heart, liver or tail tissue was removed

with a razor blade and diced into small pieces on a sterile glass plate. All blades and
forceps were cleaned with 70% ethanol and flamed between preparation of samples.
The diced sample was placed In a 1.5 ml eppendorf tube, to which was added 800ul of

RSB buffer (1OmM Tris pH 7.4, lOmM NaC1,25mM EDTA), and 50 pl of 20 % SDS.
The sample was vortexed briefly, and then 50 pl of Proteinase K (20mglml) was added,
and again, the sample was briefly vortexed. It was then left to incubate, at 55"C,
rotating overnight in an hybridization incubator.
The next morning, 50 pl of 5M NaCl was added to samples stored in EtOH. An
equal volume of salt-saturated neutmlised phenol was added, and the sample was gently

rocked for 30 minutes. The extraction was spun for 30 minutes at 13,000rpm, in a
microcentrifuge. After centrifhgation, the bottom layer was removed and disposed of,

and an equal volume of phenol, chloroform, isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) was added to
the sample. Again, the sample was gently rocked for 10 minutes and spun at 13,OOOrpm
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for 10 minutes. This phenol, chloroform, isoamyl step was repeated once, and then 800
pl of chlorofom, isoamyl alcohol (24: 1) was added, the sample rocked for 5 minutes
and spun at 13,000rpm for 5 minutes. The top aqueous layer was transferred to a clean
10 ml tube.
The DNA was precipitated by adding one half volume of ammonium acetate
(7.5MJ and 2.5 times total volume of cold 95 % ethanol. The DNA generally formed

a white, glutinous mass which could easily be fished out with a pipette tip. If not, the
sample was spun in a centrifuge at 3500rpm, after which the supernatant was discarded.
The pelleted DNA was removed to a 1.5 ml Eppendorf and washed one time in 70%
ethanol and then resuspended in 200 to 500 pl TE buffer (10m.M Tris-HC1, pH7.5,
1mM EDTA) depending on the size of the pellet. For use in PCR ampmcation of
mtDNA, it is suggested that 1-2 pg of target DNA be used, so samples were generally
later diluted 1 pl in 100 p1 of distilled water.
For amplification of the mtDNA D-loop of R. exulans, primers were designed
based on the mtDNA genome of R. nowegicus (Gadaleta et al. 1989). The 3' end of
the D-loop containing region has been reported as being the most highly variable in R.

ratm and R. nowegicus (Brown er al. 1986). Good sequence from this region was
rarely obtained. Hence, the region chosen for amplification in this study was the 5' end
the D-loop containing region. The sequencing of this region was most consistently
successful, and still quite variable between R. exulans samples. The following two
primers were synthesued:

EGL 4-L,5'-CCACCATCAACACCCAAAG-3'
EGL 5-H, 3'-GTAGCAGGTATGCAAGGGGAA-5'
These correspond to bases 15355 - 15373 and 15811 - 15831 from Gadaleta et al.
(1989), and amplify a fragment approximately 480bp in length.
PCR Methods

Amplification was performed in a 50 pl reaction volume containing 1 unit of
Taq DNA polymerase (BRL or Perkin Elmer Cetus), buffer (10 m M Tris pH 8-3, 50

mM KCl, 1.5 m M MgClJ, 0.2 m M of each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP and d m
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@%axmacia), 0.5 p M of each primer, and 2 yg of target DNA. After an initial
denaturing at 94OC for 2 minutes, samples were run on a Techne PHC-2thermo-cycler
for 36 cycles. Each cycle consisted of denaturation at 94°C for 1minute, annealing at
55"

- 58°C for 1 minute and extension at 72°C for 1 minute. A f d extension of 5

minutes at 74" followed, and samples were cooled to 4OC.
Amplif~edPCR products were visualised under ultraviolet light in an ethidium
bromide stained 1.5% agarose gel (0.5pgtmlethidum bromide). A positive and negative
control were processed with all samples in order to control for contamination. If the
ampMcation was successful, the PCR product was electrophoresed in a 0.8 % gel, and
excised from the gel. Initially, the Geneclean I1 kit (Bio 101) was used to remove the
PCR product from the agarose gel slice. However I found that I obtained cleaner

product and higher yields by using the following method.
The excised band was placed in a Spin-Xfilter unit (Costar), and subjected to
centxifugation at 13,000rpm for 1 minute. The tube was rotated 180" in the
microcentrifuge, and the 1minute spin was repeated. The mter unit was discarded, and
the DNA was precipitated by addition of 115 the volume of 10M ammonium acetate and

2.5 times the total volume of cold 90% ethanol. The samples were left at -8PC for 1
hour, and spun for 30 minutes at 4°C at 13,000 Ipm. The supernatant was removed,

and the pellet washed in 70%ethanol, spun at 13,000 rpm for 20 minutes, after which
the supematant was again removed. The pellet was dried in a vacuum dryer, and
resuspended in 10 pl of -0.
A molecular test for species identification

Given the previously described difficultiesin morphological identification of R.

e x u h in the field, and the expense of DNA sequencing, it was necessary to design
a simple molecular test for species idenWication.
Using the GCG program "map" (Genetics Computer Group 1994), it was
determined that when the entire D-loop containing region (from M A pro to tRNA

phe, approximately 990 bp) was amplified and the product digested with the enzymes

H d and DdeI combined, species specific Restriction Fragment Polymorphism
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(RFLP)profiles were present. PCR amplif~cationusing E G U and EGL 3 (H5'CCATCTAAGCATIlTCAGT-3', bases 29-47 in Gadaleta et al. 1989) was conducted

in 25 pl reactions as described above, with annealing temperatures of 55°C. After
amplification, the mineral oil overlay was removed and 2.5 units each of enzymes
H d l I and DdeI were added to the PCR product. Samples were left to incubate,

overnight, at 37°C. Digested samples were then size fractionated on a 2 % agarose gel
with 0.5 pglml ethidium bromide, in TBE buffer at 40 volts for 1 hour. Visualisation
under ultraviolet light revealed very specific patterns for each of the rodents tested (Fig.
3.4). In addition to a number of small fragments (less than 100 bp), R. aulans samples
showed two large fragments, of 376 bp and 575 bp in length, R. mttw D-loop
produced tbree large bands, 183 bp, 301 bp and 391 bp, R. nowegicus samples had two
large bands, 376 bp and 433 bp in length and Mas ~ I ~ S C U Z U S samples produced two
bands of 232 bp and 376 bp in length.

Figure 3.4 Restriction Fragment Polymorphism (RFLP)patterns for rodent species
currently found in Polynesia. Note Lane 2 misidentified on morphological grounds.
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This method of species 'identification was relatively quick and inexpensive and
was per€med on all samples for which species identification was questionable based
on morphological traits. Once R. exulans samples were co&med, they were processed
for sequencing.
Direct Sequencing Methods

One microlitre of the resuspended DNA was run on a 2 % agarose gel along side
1 pg of lambda HZnrW,and the brightness of the bands compared. Generally, in an

agarose gel containing 0.5 fig11111 ethidium bromide, the 125 bp lambda H i d U I
fragment, contains 2 ng DNA and is just barely visible when viewed under ultraviolet
light. The 564 bp fragment contains 11 ng DNA, and the 2027 and 2322 bp fragments
contain 42 and 48 ng DNA respectively. Using this method of quantification, an
estimated 100 ng of double stranded DNA was sequenced.

An Applied Biosystems 373A DNA Sequencing System (DNA Sequencing
Facility, School of Biological Sciences, University of Auckland) was used to sequence
the PCR product in a dye terminator reaction (see Fig. 3.5). This automated sequencing
system uses PCR to incorporate dye labels into DNA sequencing reactions by using
dye-dideoxy terminators, which allow any oligonucleotide primer to be used. Each
dideoxy base is tagged with one of four fluorescent dyes, one colour matched with a
given base, A, T, C or G. During PCR amplification, when, for example, the "A"Dye
Dideoxy Terminator is incorporated into the growing chain, the chain is simultaneously
termhated and labelled with the specifically matched dye. This continues until the
entire product is ampljfied. The reaction products are then loaded into a single lane on
a polyacrylamide gel and subjected to electrophoresis. As the individual dye-labelled
fragments move down the gel, they reach a point at which they are detected by an

argon laser. The emitted fluorescence is collected and passed through a series of four
filters. Each filter passes light at the maximum emission wavelength for one of the
dyes. The filtered light is directed to a photomultiplier tube, and the digitised output
is transferred, stored and converted to sequence information, using Macintosh IIcx
software.
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Figure 3.5 Automated sequencing method
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Chapter 4
Mitochondria1 DNA Variation
in Rattus e x u h s :

The Data and Analysis
The Data
A total of 438 base pairs (bp) of DNA sequence (L-strand 5' - 3') from the
mtDNA genome of 132 individuals was obtained. These sequences were aligned using

the GCG programme pileup (Genetics Computer Group 1994) and then later corrected
by eye. From the total 132 mtDNA sequences, there were a 93 unique sequences which
were then subjected to phylogenetic analyses. All duplicated sequences came from

animals from identical locations. The aligned sequence data of these individuals can
be found in Appendix 1. A consensus R. exulans sequence is shown in Figure 4.1,
aligned against R. mwegicus, R r a w and Mw domesticus (Brown et al. 1986).
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1
50
AGTACATAAAATGATATAGGACATTAAA--ACATTTATGTATATCGTACA
AGTACATMLAATTATCTAGTACATTAAA--ACATTTATGTATATCGTACA
AGTACATAAAATGACATAGGACATTAAA--ACATTTATGTATATCGTACA
AGTACATAAATTTACATAGTACATTACAGTACATTTATGTATATCGTACA
51
100
TTAAATTATTTTCCCCAAGCATATAAGCATGTA-ATATATATCTAATGAT
TTAATTTATCTTCCCCAAGCATATAAGCATGTA-ATATATAATTAATGTA
TTAATTTATCTACCCCAAGCATATAAGCATGTA-ATATAA
TTAAACTATTTTCCCCAAGCATATAAGCTAGTACAT-Tv

151
200
TCTATTCTCA--AATACATTAGAATAATGTCTGTTA--GACATATCTGTG
AATATTCTTT--CATACATTAAGATAATGTT--TTAAAGACATATCTGTG
AATATTCTCA--CATACATTAATCTAATGTT--TTACGGAG

AATATTATCTTAAACACATTAAACTAATGT-TA-TAAGGACATATCTGTG
201
250
TTATTAGACATGCACCATTAA-GTCATA?ACCTTTC-TCTTCCATATGAC
TTACTAGACATACACCATTAAAGTCATAAATTCTTCCTCTTCCATATGAC
TTATCAGACATACACCATAAA-GTCATAAACCTTTC-TCTTCCATATGAC
mATCTGACATACACCATACA-GTCATAAACTCTTC-TCTTCCATATGAC

251
300
TATCCCTGT-CCCCAATTGGTCTCTATT--TCTACCATCCTCCGTGAA&T
TATCCTCAA-CCTAAGTTGGTCTCTATT--TCTACCATCCTCCGTGAAAT
TATCCCTGA-CCCCAGTTGGTCTCAATT--TCTACCATCCTCCGTGAAAT
TATCCCCTT-CCCCATTTGGTCTCTATTAATCTACCATCCTCCGTGUCT
35 1
350
CAACAACCCGCCCACTCGTCCCCCTCTTCTCGCTCCGGGCCCATTCGTCC
CAACAACCCGCCCACTAGTCCCTCTCTTCTCGCTCCGGGCCCATACAACT
CAACAACCCGCCCACTCGTCCCCCTCTTCTCGCTCCGGGCCCATACAACT
CAXAACCCGCCCACCAATGCCCCTCTTCTCGCTCCGGGCT
35 1
400
TGGGGGTGACTATACTGAAACTTTAC-AGGCATCTGGTTCTTACTTCA-G
TGGGGGTGACTATCATGAAACTTTATCAGACATCTGGTTCA-G
TGGGGGTGACTATCCTGAAACTTTACCAGGCATCTGGTTCTTACTTCA-G
TGGGGGTAGCTAAACTGAAACTTTATCAGACATCTGGWCTTACTTCA-G

401
422
GGCCATCAATTGGTTCATCGTC
GGCCATCAACTGGTTCATCGTC
GGCCATCAGTTGGTGTATCGGC
GGCCATCAAATGCGTTATCGCC

Figure 4.1 Aligned mtDNA sequences for R. norwgicur, R. rattus, R. exulans and
Mus domesticus
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Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of variation across the 438 bp sequenced.
From this graph, it is clear that there are a number of conserved regions, namely
regions 15-20, 60-70, 80-85, 95-100, 140-145, 160-165, 180-185, 190-210, 235-245,
250-255, 305-310, 315-325, 320-330, 350-355 and 400-405. It is also interesting to
note that there are more variable sites towards the end of the region sequenced (from
around base 320 to 438 ). This general pattern is similar to that described for R.

norvegicus, where "the 3' end of the region is the most highly variable and is the
section that appears most readily to accommodate deletion and insertion changes"
(Brown et al. 1986:506).

Calculated over tree MajRule

Site

Figure 4.2 Distribution of variable sites across 438 bp of mtDNA D-loop of R.

exuh
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Deletion and insertion changes occur at nearly the same frequency as base
substitutions, and light strand C - T changes are not greater than G - A changes (Table
4.1), all of which are similar to within species R. nowegicw D-loop variation (Brown

et al. 1986). Brown et al. state that both the number of insertion/&letions and the ratio
of transitions to transversions tend to be high in intra-species comparisons, and decrease

as evolutionary distances increase.

One characteristic of the R ex&

D-loop variation that is not in keeping with

the variation reported by Brown et al. for R. norvegicus, or elsewhere in the literature,

is the fact that transversions appear to outnumber transitions nearly 2:l (215
unambiguous transversions to 124 unambiguous transitions). Nearly 80% of the base
substitutions occurring within R. norvegicus D-loop were transitions @own et al.
1986). It is very interesting to note, however, that Brown et al. do report a similar
ratio (10251) between Mur and R. nowegicus. This is clearly a feature of R. exulans
mtDNA that needs Mher attention, as it has implications for evolutionary issues of
molecular clocks as well as for rodent evolution. This could be unique to the portion
of the D-loop examined, and therefore the entire D-loop-containing region should be
sequenced and analysed to conf"rrm this fmding.
Table 4.1 Frequency of unambiguous nucleotide changes between states.

There does appear to be a slight AT bias (about 60%)in R. exuEans mtDNA Dloop (Table 4.2, Figure 4.3). l'%
pattern for
%
nucleotide composition is similar to R

nowegicus sequence (Gadaleta et al. 1989).
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Table 4.2 Average and Ranges of Nucleotide Frequencies Across Taxa
-

-

1

Nucleotide

Average1

Range1

Average2

Range2

A

0.283

0.219-0.292

0.309

0.283-0.350

C

0.231

0.144-0.267

0.252

0.230-0.289

G

0.134

0.066-0.171

0.146

0.106-0.180

T

0.268

0.196-0.283

0.293

0.259-0.314

Missing data and gaps included; * Missing data and gaps excluded
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Figure 4.3 Number of occurrences of four nucleotide bases
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Given the fact that R. e x W D-loop variation is similar to R. norvegicw
variation, it is reasonable to expect a significant proportion of the variation to be
insertions and /or deletions (indels). However, it is very likely that at least some of the
indels seen in the R. exulans sequences are artifacts of automated sequencing. This is
suggested by the fact that in R norvegicw, most of the indels do not occur at sites of
nucleotide repeats. Many of the indels in the R. a

h data set do indeed occur at

such sites, and it is this type of indel that is most likely to occur as an automated
sequencing artifact. As a result, I have not tried to make arbitrary decisions regarding
which of the indels are likely to be real indels and which are likely to be artifacts of
automated sequencing. The result of any artifacts in terms of any resulting phylogenetic
analysis would be the creation of statistical noise. Because the insertion of in&k in
automated sequencing would be random, it would only reduce the signal of true
patterns. Therefore any patterns that emerge from these data, particularly if these
patterns "fit" with patterns identified through independent sources, are Wrely to be real.
A ment paper addressing the computationalproblems in molecular systematics
@eSalle ec al. 1994) specifically addresses thisissue, and suggested that "sanitization"

of DNA sequence data by the removal of random characters is not appropriate, as it

requires a pri'ori assumptions about homology. One way of dealing with regions which
may have questionable alignment is to completely discard the region from any
phylogenetic analysis. Given the fact that the region which shows a high level of indels
is the region which in other xat species is hypervariable, removal of this entire 100 base

pairs of data would dramatically limit the total amount of variability and therefore
dramatically limit the phylogenetic analysis. Therefore, I have left the indels as they
were, and hope that the "noise" which such arbitmy indels produce will only slightly
reduce the signal of the real pattern present.

Phylogenetic Analyses

The fact that DNA sequences are extremely useful for unravelling phylogenetic
relationships is clear, but the debate comes about when discussion turns to the particular
and preferred method of phylogenetic analysis to be used on that sequence data.
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Basically, there are two different categories of phylogenetic inference, character state
methods and distance methods. In the case of sequence data, character state methods
look at each base position as representing one of four cha~acterstates, A, T, C or G.
The tree is constructed by focusing on the evolutionary relationship at each nucleotide
position. Distance methods consider sequence differences quantitatively by paired
comparisons of the similarity or dissimilarity of two sequences. The distance between
two sequences is determined either by the raw number of nucleotide differences
between the two, or more commonly by the proportion of the total number of sites
where sequence X differs from sequence Y. Once these distance values are calculated,
a number of ttee building algorithms can be employed.
One of the central debates about phylogenetic methods focuses on assumptions
about evolutionary dynamics of DNA sequences. Various assumptions of evolutionary
dynamics of DNA can be built into a number of phylogenetic algorithms. Central to
models of molecular evolution is the concept of random evolution where nucleotide
changes occur at a constant rate and with equal probability at each site. This basic

premise is referred to as the "molecular clockw(Zuckerhdle and PauLing 1965), and
suggests that this constant rate of change can be used to measure the evolutionary time
since two sequences or species diverged (Wilson et al. 1977, 1987).
It has long been recognised that the assumptions of the molecular clock do not
hold true in may cases. Unequal rates of change among different taxonomic groups has
been suggested @&ten 1986, Easteal1990, Maain et al. 1992, Bargelloni et aZ. 1994),
and Brown et aZ. (1982) have shown, particularly in the case of animal mitochondria1
DNA, the rate of transitional nucleotide substitution (purine to purine or pyrimidine to
pyrimidine) is often higher than that of transversional substitution (purine to pyrimidine
and visa versa). As a result, there are now a number of distance calculation methods
which take these variations into consideration.
There are two major types of discrete character methods, maximum parsimony

and maximum likelihood methods. Maximum Likelihood estimation (Edwards and
Cavalli-Sfom 1964, Felsenstein 1978,1981,1982, Kishino and Hasegawa 1989)works
first

from a tree, and a given model of evolution, and determines a "likelihood"
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estimate for trees in regard to how well the tree fits the given data (generally molecular
sequences). This method works in the opposite direction to all other methods of
character state analysis. The Maximum Likelihood method is Iimited to data sets with
only a small number of taxa.
Parsimony analysis

Maximum parsimony is based on the presumption that the hypothesis which
makes the fewest ad hoc assumptions about the pattern of character state distributions
is the preferred hypothesis. The concept of parsimony is based on the principles

espoused by the 13th century English philosopher William of Occam, that entities are
not to be multiplied beyond necessity. Or, in other words, the simplest explanation is
the most likely, and the use of

"Occam's razor"

allows removal of all more

complicated and unnecessary explanations.

In parsimony analysis of DNA sequence, a tree is constructed by arranging the
lineages as to require the fewest number of nucleotide changes. Each of these changes
is considered to be one "step". The length of the tree is the total number of steps
required to produce the tree from the given data. According to this theory, the tree with
the shortest length is the tree of choice. It is possible, and as the number of taxa

increases, it is inevitable, that more than one optimal tree exists for a given data set.
When working with DNA sequence data, searches for the most parsimonious tree or

trees is only possible with the advent of sophisticated computer programmes (e.g.
PAUP [Swofford 19931 and PHYLIP pelsenstein 19931 ). These programmes can

perform exhaustive searches of all possible trees for data sets which have up to 11taxa.
For data matrices with up to 20 taxa, they can find the shortest tree using a "branch
and bound" algorithm. When the data set has more than 20 taxa, an exact solution, or

the identification of the shortest tree is limited by computer time and memory.
"Heuristicnalgorithms provide faster and less exhaustive searches for trees,but do not
guarantee the discovery of the shortest tree. Molecular studies looking at population
variation as is proposed in this thesis or more well known, the analysis of human
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m W A sequences (Vigilant et aE. 1991), are restricted to the use of heuristic methods

due to the number of taxa being analysed.
A heuristic search is a two step process in which a tree is generated and then

the various branches are "swapped" in order to search the tree for a better solution.
The starting tree is generated by starting with two taxa and joining them. The rest of
the taxa are then added to the tree one by one and placed in the most "optimaln
location. There are generally four different ways that the taxa can be added to the tree,
1) "as is", or as they appear in the data matrix, 2) "closest", where the taxon that is
most similar to the fmt is joined to it, and the next most similar taxon added next, with
the process continuing until all taxa have been joined, 3) "simple" in which a
reference taxon is chosen and closeness is again used as a criteria for the joining of

taxa, and 4) "random addition" where ideally, several replications of random additions
of taxa are performed, and all the trees saved and compared.
Once the trees are constructed,the branch swapping can then take place in order
search for the optimal tree. There are three commonly used swapping methods, Nearest
Neighbor Interchange 0,
Subtree Pruning and Regding (SPR)and Tree Bisection
and Reco~ection(TBR). It has been suggested that TBR is the most "aggressive"

branch swapping method @eSalle et al. 1994).
Generally, the result of a heuristic search involving a large number of taxa is
that there are an infinite number of equally parsimonious trees for the given data set.
In fact, such a seaxch, for the optimal tree using the heuristic algorithm is what
mathematicians call NP-complete, which means that although there is ultimately a
solution, the amount of time required to calculate that solution cannot be determined.
Due to memory limitations of computers, it is necessary to limit the number of trees
saved at a l l steps and during branch swapping. Once a number of trees are saved, it is
possible to compute a consensus tree. The most commonly used types of consensus
trees are strict consensus trees and majority-rule consensus trees. A strict consensus
tree only produces branching patterns that are supported by all of the starting trees. A
majority-rule consensus tree, the most common of which is the 50% majority-rule,
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adopts a branching pattern that occurs on more than 50% of the starting trees (Kumar
et al. 1993).
Distance Methods

It has been suggested that distance methods are inferior to character state
methods (e.g. Penny 1982, Farris 1981), but others argue that this preference is based
on misconceptions about distance methods (Felsenstein 1986, Nei 1987). This debate

between the use of parsimony versus the use of statistical inference (i-e. distance
methods) is likely to continue for some time (Miyamoto and Cracmft 1991).
As stated earlier, distauce methods construct trees based on the calculated

evolutionary distances between the taxa analysed. According to neutral theory, every
site in a DNA sequence is a t q e t for mutation, and the probability of a mutation event
at any site is equal. In other words, if a mutation event occurs at one particular site,
it is possible for the next mutation event to occur at the very same site. Therefore, the
observed differences or evolutionary distance does not always represent the actual

differences. The chance of observed distances being different from actual distances
increases with evolutionary distance between the taxa analysed. There are, however,
a number of "correction" procedures which allow for estimates of actual distance from
observed distances under a number of evolutionary models. The most common of these
are described below (Kumar et al. 1993).
p-distance: Thistmethod calculates the proportion @) of nucleotide sites at which

two sequences compared are different. This is determined by dividing the tdal number
of nucleotide differences by the total number of nucleotides compared.

Jukes-Cantordistance: First developed by Jukes and Cantor (1969), this method
assumes that the rate of nucleotide substitution is the same for all nucleotides. It
determines a maximum likelihood estimate of the number of nucleotide substitutions (d)

between two sequences.
Tajima-Nei distance: In mlity, the fxequencies of the four nucleotides are not

equiprobable (Tajima and Nei 1984). When this is the case, the Tajima-Nei distance
gives a better estimate of the number of nucleotide substitutions than the Jukes-Cantor
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distance. It has been shown in computer simulations that this estimate is robust and
applicable to a wide variety of cases unless the number of nucldde substitutionis very
large, i.e. more than one per site (Kumar et al. 1993).

Kimura 2-parameter distance: It has been shown that, particularly for animal
mtDNA, the actual rate of transitional nucleotide substitution (A to G or T to C) is

often much higher than transversional substitution (G to C or A to T) (Brown et al.
1982). Given this situation, the Jukes-Cantor distance is expected to underestimate the
distance unless the distance is small (less than 0.1). The Kimura 2-parameter method

(Kimura1980) allows for differential frequencies for transitions and transversions.
Gamma distances: All of the above measures of distance are working under the
assumption that the rate of nucleotide substitution is the same for aIl nucleotide sites.

This assumption m l y holds in actual data, as the rates often vary site to site (which
is why we can identify hypervariable sites, like the mtDNA control region)(Kocher and
Wilson 1990). Gamma distance calculation can take these differences into consideration.
In many programmes that compute distances (e.g. MEGA (Kumar et al. 1993)),
gaps, or indels, are ignored in distance estimation. However, there are two ways in

which these gaps are treated. They can either be ignored completely, and any site
which has a deletion for any taxa is not considered. This method is called the Complete
Deletion option. Often,however, the indel sites are extremely informative. E the size

of the gap is small (an insertion of only a few nuclmtides) and if the gaps are
distributed more or less at random, then distamm can be computed for each pair of
sequences, ignoring only those gaps that are involved in that specfic comparison. This

is referred to as the Pawise-Deletion option (Kumar et al. 1993).
Once the distances have been calculated by one or more of the correction
methods, a number of different tree building algorithms can be used to construct
phylogenetic trees. The most commonly used tree building methods based on distance
are the Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Means (UPGMA) (Sokal and
Michener 1958) and the Neighbor Joining Method (Saitou and Nei 1987). mote:
Neighbor Joining is a specific method and therefore it is NOT Neighbour Joining].
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UPGMA is one of the simplest methods of tree building, and works under the

assumption that the rate of nucleotide substitution is the same for all evolutionary
lineages -that is, the data fit a molecular clock model. Using this algorithm, the two
taxa with the smallest distance value are joined and then treated as a unit. Distances of
the other taxa are then calculated to determine their distance to that first cluster and are
added on accordingly. This method uses uncorrected distance data, and as discussed

above, it is unlikely to produce the correct tree when the rate of evolution varies with
evolutionary lineages. It is, therefore, limited and the use of WGMA alone as a tree
generating method is not recommended @. P e ~ ypers
, comm).
The Neighbor Joining (NJ) method is a simpwed version of the Minimum
Evolution &lE) method originally presented by Cavalli-Sfona and Edwards (1967), and
later simplified by Saitou and Imanishi (1989). Using the ME method,the sum of all
of the branches of a tree (for which there are 2n-3 for n species) is calculated, and the
topology that shows the minimum value of the sum (S) of all branches is chosen as the

final tree. This is a very complex computational problem requiring a large amount of
time and computer memory. The NJ method is similar to ME, but the computational

process is much simpler (Saitou and Nei 1987). In the NJ method, the S value is not
calculated for all topologies, but the examination of different topologies is built into the
algorithm (Nei 1991). Computer simulations have shown that the NJ method is one of
the most efficient methods in recovering the comxt tree (Nei 1991).
I

Methods used in analysis of R. exuians mtDNA variation
Data from 93 unique sequences of 438 bp each were used in the phylogenetic

analyses. The maximum parsimony algorithm in PAUP version 3.1.1 (Swofford 1993)

was used to conduct character state analyses. Five hundred initialtrees were constructed
using the heuristic search method, with random addition of sequences. Using the tree
bisection reconnection procedure (TBR), branches were reafianged using all500 initial
trees, and all minimal trees were saved (with a b i t of 500 minimal trees). A 50%
majority mles consensus tree was generated.
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Distance analyses were performed using MEGA version 1.01 (Kumar et al.
1993). Himura two-parameter, Jukes-Cantor and Gamma distance matrices were

generated using the pairwise deletion option. Phylogenies were constructed using the
Neighbor Joining method (Saitou and Nei 1987) and bootstrap values were generated
for 5000 replications. AU three methods produced virtually identical trees. Bootstrap
values were, on the whole, bw (generally below 50%),however this is not unusual for
intraspecifc studies, where the level of genetic variation is low.

Chapter 5
Rattus exulans mtDNA Phylogenies:
Results and Discussion
Congruence analysis is a time-honored tradition of science, in general, and of
systematics, in particular. Unfortunately, its importance has been overlooked
within molecular systematics, especially by those searching for a means to
evaluate the reliability of phylogenetic methods. As a principle, the notion of
congruence applies broadly, from instances of pattern recognition to
expectations of theory. Thus, it is congruence of observations that signifies the
presence of a pattern and implies the need for a common explanation; it is
congruence of evidence that allows us to prefer one hypothesis over another
(Miyamoto and Cracraft 1991:11).

Introduction
As stated clearly in the above quote, congruence implies patterns, and
congruence among different data sets allows us to prefer a particular hypotbesis over

all others. This chapter presents the results of the phylogenetic analysis of R. a u k
and discusses the implications of such results in terms of various hypotheses of

Polynesian colonisation and settlement.
Before discussing the actual results, it is necessary to clearly state what the
results of this thesis represent. This thesis presents mitochondrial DNA phylogenies of

Rattus e x u h s . In Chapter 2 , I put forward a range of possibilities for the interpretation
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of the patterns reflected in these phylogenetic trees for inferring human movements in
prehistoric Polynesia. To reiterate, human mediated dispersal was deemed the probable
mode as opposed to non-human. Though intentional introduction was likely, this was
not necessarily the sole mode of dispersal. Given these possibilities, miDNA
phylogenies should model human movements through Polynesia. These movements may
represent 1) attempted human colonisation, 2) successful human colonisation, 3) post
colonisation contact, or 4) a combination of the three. When it comes to choosing

between the four possibilities, it is very =cult

to select one over the others due to

multiple interpretations of phylogenetic trees. For this reason, interpretations and in fact
the validity of the patterns themselves lie in the congruence of the patterns with the
evidence from other forms of data, primarily and when possible, archaeological and

linguistic data. When this is not possible, the pattern reflected in the trees may be
useful for generating hypotheses which can then be addressed by other fields of
research.

Results
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the phylogenetic trees constructed by both the
maximum parsimony and neighbor joining methods. There are a number of similarities
between the two trees which provide valuable data regarding a number of key issues

in Polynesian prehistory. As argued in Chapter 1, a high degree of similarity between
the two trees, generated by different methods, xelieves me of the task of dealing with
the evolutionary implications of the methods of phylogenetic analysis (Miyamoto and
Cracraft 1991). In addition, congruence between the two trees and between the trees

and other foms of evidence establishes strength in the general interpretations suggested
here.
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Figure 5.1 Majority Rules (50%) Consensus Parsimony Tree for mtDNA sequences of
Ranus a d a n s . Map of Polynesia inset. Colours identify locations as shown on inset
map. Length equals 416, Consistency Index = 0,475, consensus values shown above
branches.
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Figure 5.2 Neighbor Joining tree for mtDNA sequences of Rattus exulanr.Map of
Polynesia inset. Colours identify locations as shown on inset map.Scale represents
sequence distance.
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The relationships identified through the phylogenetic analyses of mtDNA
variation in the Polynesian rat suggest the following: with regards to the specific issues
of origins, the phylogenetic results, specifically Figure 5.2, suggest fmt, that the

Samoan R. e x u h sample is most closely related to Society Island samples. This may
be interpreted as initid settlement of East Polynesia occurring in the Society Islands.
However, the fact that there is only a single sample from Samoa severely limits the
strength of excluding any other island as the point of initial settlement. A more likely
scenario, which is not inconsistent with either tree but is directed by archaeological
evidence, is settlement from West Polynesia (Samoa) to a region encompassing the
Society and Southern Cook Islands. Tbis region, which may have included the Austml
Islands, may have encompassed a broad interaction sphere which appears to be the
likely source of all identified East Polynesian R. aulans mtDNA lineages.
Second, mtDNA lineages of Hawaiim R. a u k are related to both Societies
and Marquesan lineages. Linguistically and archaeologically, Hawai'i may be derived
from the Marquesas, but there are also clear links between Hawai'i and the Society
Islands. While these results appear to represent dual introduction of R. exuluns from
both the Marquesas and the Societies, this study is unable to discern whether this
represents more than one effective human colonisation, or later interisland contact as
archaeological evidence suggests (Cachola-Abad 1993).
Third, New Zealand R. e x u b populations are clearly derived from both Cook

Island and Society Island populations, which parallels the strong indications of
archaeology and language. Again, the dual settlement interpretation suggests particular

models of colonisation of New Zealand which may include colonisation and later
contact from a large "homeland region".

In terms of the theoretical issw of homelands, as discussed above, the results
suggest that a region encompassing the Southern Cook Islands and the Society Islands
is the likely source of all identified R. exulans mtDNA lineages in East Polynesia. In
addition, these data show monophyly of the Marquesan samples. This result may
indicate greater isolation of the Marquesas, and therefore they may be assigned a more

minor role in the "homeland region". However, due to the fact that the samples
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represent onIy a single island w i t h the archipelago, this may be the result of sampling
error.
The Chatham Islands and the Kemadec Islands are two small island groups
equidistant from New Z&d,

yet in terns of latitudinal location are very different.

The contrasting patterns of mtDNA variation in R. exulans from these two locations
suggests two very different population histories. The Kermadec samples show a high
degree of genetic variation, while the Chathams are monuphyletic. This may reflect a
contrast between an intermediary or "stepping stone" group and an island group which
was quite isolated, and only settled once. These lresults clearly relate to the issues of
process of settlement and contact.
At this point, I should briefly reiterate the discussion of sample size from

Chapter 4, and discuss the implications for inteqretation of the results presented here.
As with all mtDNA phylogenies, there has to be a compromise between the number of
samples that are required to reliably represent the population in question with both costs
and feasibility of sample coUection and the limitations of phylogenetic analysis. I must

again state, that mtDNA phylogenies are only ioclusive and not exclusive. By this I

mean that any mtDNA phylogeny present represents a descendent of a founding female,
yet there may be, and most likely are, some founding mtDNA lineages not represented.
This can be due to both lineage extinction and sampling error.
For the purpose interpreting the results of this study, we can consider the
possible effects of the inclusion of additional or future samples. Table 5.1 provides
information regarding the variability of samples used in this analysis. Based on this
data, it is possible to identify which populations are likeIy to be more or less

representative of those popuhtions and which ones are not. Clearly, the single samples
from Fiji and Samoa are far from ideal, and it is very diffcult to predict what

additional samples from these locations would look like. However, the Southern Cook
Islands, the Society Islands and New Zealand are fairly well represented, both in
numbers, and locations. The 11 samples from the island of UaHuka in the Marquesas
represented 7 unique lineages, which all cluster together in a single clade. It is likely
that any other sample from UaHuka would cluster similarly, however, samples from
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another island in the Marquesas group might look very different. On the other hand,
almost all of the New Zealand samples, though they form 9 or 10 distinct clusters, on
a larger scale, particularly in the neighbor joining tree (Fig. 5.2), cluster together in
the top half of the tree. Perhaps this is where evidence based on other data from'
prehistory might help to generally predict the outcome of more samples. Is there strong
evidence of the Marquesas being involved in a larger sphere of interaction with the rest
of central East Polynesia? This is debatable (Rolett 1993). The Chathams, similarly,
are monophyletic. However, this fits very well with the role of the Chathams in
prehistory.
Table 5.1 Variability of Polynesian R. txulans mtDNA lineages
location

No. of
indiv.
sequenced

No. of
islands
sampled

No. of unique
mfDNA
heages

No. of distinct
clusters
parsimony/
neighbor joining1

Fiji

1

1

1

1/1

Samoa

1

1

1

111

Southern
Cooks

20

4

13

413

Societies

30

3

22

8/9

Marquesas

11

1

7

111

Hawai'i

5

2

5

313

Kemadecs

6

1

4

4/2

New Zealand

50

9

34

1019

Chathams

8

1

5

111

As per figures 5.1 and 5.2.

I
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The high degree of variability seen in the Kemadecs, particularly given the
limited sample size, suggests that additional samples would likely show more
variability. To a lesser degree, additional samples from Hawai'i are also likely to show
more variability. What these results do suggest though is that New Zealand, Hawai'i
and the Kemadecs most likely had multiple introductions of R. aukm from multiple
locations. These multiple locations may represent a larger "homeland region", for
example, a CooksiSocieties region for New Zealand. Alternatively or in addition, they
may identify the boundaries of interaction spheres.
The relationships identified in the mtDNA phylogenies do not provide answers
to all the questions asked by Polynesian prehistorians, and they are not strong enough
evidence in and of themselves to require rejection of accepted and otherwise well
supported hypotheses regarding settlement of the region. However, the value of the
identified relationships and the strength of the interpretations of the causes of these
relationships lie in the degree of concordance with other forms of evidence from a
range of disciplines. I will now address each of the issues pmented above, and discuss
the implications of each with regards to other forms of evidence and models of
Polynesian colonisation and contact.

Origins: Initial Settlement of East Polynesia
As stated in Chapter 1, the Orthodox model of the 1960's and 70's suggests that

the Marquesas was the first island group settled once people moved from Samoa/Tonga,
sometime around AD 300. The role of the Marquesas, and its importance in East
Polynesian settlement as suggested in the Orthodox model, is based on the fact that the
earliest dated archaeological evidence of human habitation came from the Marquesas
(Suggs 1960, 1961, Sinoto 1966, 1968, 1970). In addition, both Suggs and Sinoto
suggested that the artifacts in the earliest levels of these Marquesan sites showed a high

degree of similarity with Samoan cultural remains, while the later material was
suggestive of early "Archaic" East Polynesian types. Petrographic analysis of pottery
sherds from the Marquesan site of Ha'atuatua pickinson and Shutler 1974) suggested
a Fijian origin for some of the pots, and this supported the West Polynesian connection.
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Since the demise of the Orthodox model, thexe have been a number of
alternatives put forward (Green 1982, Kirch and Green 1987, Zrwin 1981, 1989,1990,
1992, Spriggs and Anderson 1993) but no general consensus has resulted. Though
debates continue regarding the "pause" between settlement of West and East Polynesia,
the degree of post colonisation contact, and the timing for East Polynesian settlement,
there appears to be agreement regarding some aspects of Irwin's (1992) Continuous
Contact model: 1)the fact that post colonisation contact was likely, 2) that the Southern
Islands, or possibly the Society Islands were a more likely possibility for the frrst
islands colonised from West Polynesia. In terns of voyaging, Irwin points out "in
round figures, from West Polynesia the Southern Cooks are roughly twice the target

and half the distance as the Society Islands and Marquesas, and, with the paof
overlapping target arcs, must be rated as having a reasonable chance of intercepting
exploratory probes to the east" (Irwin 1992:85). The Marquesas according to Irwin
(1992:160) are, in terms of voyaging accessibility, on the verge of Marginal Polynesia.

This was a concept suggested earlier by Burrows (1938), based on comparisons of
cultural tnits.
The Current Evidence

As archaeological evidence has accumulated over the years, many researchers
have questioned the issue of sjmilarities between the artifacts of Samoa and Marquesas
(Bellwood 1970, Davidson 1976), and most reanalyses of the Marquesan artifactual data
now lead to rejection of the direct West Polynesian comection (Anderson et al. 1994,
Rolett 1993). The evidence regarding the timing of settlement of East Polynesia,

particukiy the issue of identifying the earliest sites or the earliest evidence of human
presence however has a c t e d a much more active debate.
This most recently recurring debate in Po1ynesian prehistory focuses on

chronology (Hunt and HoIsen 1991, Anderson 1991, Spriggs and Anderson 1993, Kkch

and Ellison 1994), and as Kirch and Ellison (1994:310) point out, "This issue is not
trivial, because whether the time depths of the prehistoric sequences of particular East
Polynesian islands were relatively 'long' or 'short' has major implications for the
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processes of evolutionary divergence and social transformation". The differences of
opinion on dating initial human colonisation of East Polynesia are considerable. The
introduction and general acceptance of the Continuous Contact model led to a belief that
despite the lack of archaeological dates, earlier human presence in East Polynesia was

likely. This created a great rush to locate early sites in the Cook Islands and the
Society Islands, and elsewhere in Polynesia (e.g. Kirch 1986 for Hawai'i, and Sutton
1987 for New Zealand). This led to a dramatic increase in archaeology in places such
as the Southern Cooks (Walter 1991, AUen and Steadman 1990, Men 1992, Peters
1994). Perhaps as a result of tbis almost frenzied ~ s for
h early dates by the newly
converted, an apparent backlash has occurred, and it seems that there has fecently been
a move in the opposite direction towards an interpretation which suggests a much later
date of human occupation of East Polynesia (Anderson 1991, Spriggs and Anderson
1993).
The earliest uncontested evidence of human cultural deposits from Central East
Polynesia is still from the Marquesan sites of Hane and Hanatekua. The specific dates
of these sites are debated, but interpretations fall between 1500 and 2000 BP (Rolett
1993, Anderson er al. 1994). Despite the presence of the earliest dates in the
Marquesas, there are many explanations for why these may not represent the earliest
dates for the human colonisation of Central East Polynesia.
Various explanations have been put farward to explain the lack, so far, of
earlier habitation sites in the Cook Islands and the Societies (Irwin 1981, Kirch 1986).
For example, Kirch (1986:30) points out that the geomorphological history of the
Society Islands, particularly the likelihood of tectonic submergence, and the deposition
of alluvium along the coast and former lagoons, leads to predictions that any early sites
from these islands are likely to be underwater or under large amounts of alluvial
sediments.
It has also been pointed out that the earliest sites, representing both discovery
and early colo&sation by small founding groups may be virtually invisible
archaeologically (Sutton 1987). This concept has led to a number of studies on the
palaeoenvironmental evidence of human colonisation of Polynesia (Hunt and Holsen
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1991, Kirch and W o n 1994, McGlone et al. 1994). As Kirch and Ellison point out,
"carefully designed paleoenvironmental research (including not only palynology , but
geomorphc evidence for rates of erosion and deposition, palaeo-botanical evidence for
introduced floral elements, f a d extinction sequences, etc.) may offer the best
approach to determining the approximate timing of initial human colonisation in Remote
Oceania" (1994:311). However, the interpretation of palaeoenvironmental data is
contentious. While Kirch and Ellison (1994:314) argue for paleaoenvironmental
changes in the Southern Cooks that are "Highly suggestive of human-induced changes
to the island's erosionaVdepositiona1 cycle by at least 2000 BP...",Anderson (1994)

notes discrepancies in their interpretations and suggests "At best, these data suggest
useful hypotheses which must then be tested archaeologicaly, not substituted for
archaeology" (1994: 847).
Unfortunately, the archaeological evidence f b m cultural deposits, particularly
for the Southern Cooks does not yet support early settlement. The only really early data
(i.e. pre 1500 BP) from a site in Central East Polynesia other than those from the
Marquesas are fromthe Northem Cook group. Chikamori (1987) conducted excavations
on Pukapuka, a c o d atoll in the Northern Cook Islands, where he was able to identify
three cultural phases. Phase I he dated to "around the second or third century B.C."
(1987:110), with phase 11 dating between the first century BC and AD 500. There

appears to be nearly a 1000 year gap between phase I1 and phase IIX which dates from
just before AD 1500 to the historic period (1987:lll).

Chihamori (1987:llO) points out the dates for phase I are "presently the oldest
dates from east of Samoa and Tonga", but as Irwin (1992:76) notes, these dates may

need to be corrected for the marine reservoir effect. It also must be noted that Aitutaki
is part of the Northern Cook group, which is separated from the Southern Cooks by
several hundred kilometres of water. The unification of the Southern and Northern
Cook Islands is merely a product of colonial European politics, and in terms of
prehistory, there is no reason to assume that they represent a single group. On the
contrary, linguistically, Pukapukan belongs to the Proto-Samoic languages, unlike all
of the other Cook Islands dialects which belong to the Proto-Eastern Polynesian
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subgroup. Therefore, we should accept the possibility, that the settlement history of the
Noahem Cooks, and particularly Pukapuka, may not represent the settlement history
of the Southern Cook Islands.
The earliest dates for cultural deposits in the Southern Cook Islands come from
excavations in Aitutaki (Allen and Steadman 1990, Men 1992). Allen (1992:183)
states:
"Presently the earliest evidence of human activity on the island comes from
Zones I and J of Ureia. Both of these two zones appear to date to a few
centuries before initiation of Zone G at AD 950.
The Ureia Zone G presently represents the earliest in situ cultural deposit on
Aitutaki. The ca. AD 950 (Beta-25250) date of the present analysis confirms
Bellwood's (1978) earlier findings from U~eia.This is also the earlest date of
human occupation for the southern Cook group as a whole, although it (sic)
quite likely that future field work will uncover earlier occupations.. ."
Similar dates (between 995 AD and 1270 AD) are reported for other Southern Cook
Island sites including Moturakau on Aitutaki (Allen and Schubel1990), Ngati Tiare on
Rarotonga (Bellwood 1978) and Tangata Tau on Mangaia (Steadman and Hirch 1991).
Due to the geographic location of the Societies, specifically directly upwind
from Samoa and Tonga, computer voyaging simulations win et d. 1990, Irwin

1992) predict colonisation of the Societies prior to that of the Marquesas, most likely

from the Austmls and Southern Cooks, but possibly from Samoa. An early
interpretationof CenWEast Polynesian prehistory predicts a colonisation date between
3000 and 2000 B.P. (Irwin 1992: Fig. 24). As stated earlier, it has been suggested
(Kkh 1986) that tectonic submergence and aggradation of the coast line has obliterated

possible early archaeological sites in the Societies.
Earliest dates from archaeological sites from the Societies fall in the range of
1360 - 1085 BP, with 95 % interval calibrated dates between 590 and AD 1152 (Spriggs
and Anderson 1993). One earlier date from the island of Teti'aroa has an uncalibrated

date of 1650 BP, but at a 95 1interval calibrated date, falls between 349 BC and AD
2953, and is therefore clearly unacceptable. Spriggs and Anderson (1993) reject this
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date due to the likelihood of inadequate pretreatment of the dated sample under their
"chronometric hygienewcriteria.
Similar to the Cook Islands, earlier dates than those from archaeological sites

are appearing for the Societies, again based on dates of human induced landmqJe
changes. Two pollen cores taken Erom Lake Temae on Mo'orea date to 1540 f 100
and 1210 f 90 BP, and one core from Lake Vaihiria on Tahiti dated to 1290

+ 120

BP,are said to reflect human induced disturbances in an otherwisepristine environment
(Parkes and Flenley 1990 in Spriggs and Anderson 1993). The date for Lake Vaihiria
is rejected by Spriggs and Anderson (1993) due to the fact that apparently a much later
date was recovered from a lower level in a core taken just a few metres away from the
1290 BP dated core. However, they do not appear to have grounds for rejection of the
two Mo'orea dates.
Similar dates for human presence on Mo'orea come from Lepofsky et al. (1992)
who dated two anaerobically FmSe~edcoconuts discovered in a stream bank located

on the alluvial flat of the Opunohu Valley. Cultivated coconuts were a major food
source introduced by the ancestral Polynesians. Throughout tropical Polynesia however,
there are wild coconuts which disperse through flotation, and whose presence therefore
does not necessitate human colonisation. The two coconuts discovered by tepofslry et
al. "match neither the extreme wild nor domesticated form of coconut, but have

characteristics which are intermediate between the two" (1992:301), and are interpreted

as representing a hybrid form. The radio carbon dates for the two coconuts are 1270
& 60 and 1360 -+ 60 BP, falling neatly in between the two pollen dates from Lake

Temae. So, like the Cook Islands, earlier sites are predicted, but as yet, evidence of

human occupation of the Society Islands dates to the later 6th century AD,
conservatively, and possibly the 5th century AD.
MtDNA variation in R. exulans from Central East Polynesia

The concept of the settlement of CentraI East Polynesia occurring from West
Polynesia directly to the Marquesas has generally been rejected on theoretical grounds.
In other words, most PacX~c
prehistorians today accept that the Cook or Society Islands
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were settled prior to or at least not later than the settlement of the Marquesas. Some
archaeologists also accept that the lack of earlier sites in locations like the Cooks and
Societies is merely the result of sampling error. It is likely that the sites are there, they
just have not yet been found. However, without specific evidence, it is all just theory.
The debates regarding evidence of human impact are likely to continue until actual
early dated cultural deposits are identified. Chronology, in terms of actual dating,
cannot be addressed through a study of mtDNA variation in the Polynesian rat.
However, given that from chronology one derives a sequence of island settlement for
CenWEast Polynesia, the evolutionary history of rats may be able to provide evidence
to support or reject various hypotheses of chronological sequence.
Figure 5.3 and 5.4 are the phylogenetic trees constructed when only Central
East Polynesian (CEP), specifically Cook Island, Society Island and Marquesan R.

a u h populations were analysed. Of particular interest is the relationship between the
Samoan sample and the CEP samples.
The Phylogenetic Analysis Using Parsimony (PAUP) programme was used for
parsimony analysis. As discussed in Chapter 4, because of the large number of samples
used in the analysis, an heuristic search was used, and a consensus (50% majority

rules) of 500 equally parsimonious trees was produced as is shown in Figure 5.3. Given
the limitations of this typo of analysis, it is very possible that this is not the most
parsimonious tree. However, again, similarities between the parsimony and the
neighbor joining trees are an indication of some pattern. This tree is unrooted, and the

Samoan sample naturally falls out as an apparent outgroup. This is likely due to the fact
that the mtDNA sequence from the Samoan sample is shorter than the others. However,
based on archaeological and linguistic evidence it is logical to assume that Samoa would

be the outgroup with which to root the tree, and so it is possible to assume some
dimtion for the rest of the tree. The first group to come out of Samoa, in perhaps the
most basic interpretation of the tree, is a cluster of samples from the Society Islands
(Raiatea and Huahine). It is interesting to note that these two islands represent the

Leeward group of the Society Islands (the most westerly of the Societies).
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The rest of the samples represent a Wcation. Interestingly, Fiji comes out on
its own, yet within the CEP samples as opposed to joining with Samoa, where one
might expect it to based on geography. The second branch of the trifurcation is a very

deep branch within which two Cook Island samples cluster together (Atiu and Aitutaki),
three Society Islands samples (two fram Raiatea and one Tahiti) cluster sepamtely from
one other Tahitian sample. Perhaps of greatest interest however, is the monophyly
within this branch of aIl of the Marquesan samples (Ua Huka). The rest of the samples

are a mix of Cook Island and Society IsIand samples.
It is very interesting and informative to note the similarities of general patterns
between the parsimony tree and the neighbor joining tree presented in Figure 5.4.

Again the tree is unrooted, and the Samoan sample joins with a sample from Raiatea

in the Societies. These two samples are within a group which comprises Cook and
Society Island samples that fonn a group at the first or deepest level of divergence.
Again, the Marquesan samples are monophyletc.
The evidence of these two trees (based on placement of the single Samoan
sample I might warn) might imply that Samoan rats were taken directly to the Society
Islands. However, it appears that with the exception of the first cluster of Society Island
samples in the parsimony tree, Society Island and Cook Island samples are interspersed
with one another. A possible and perhaps more likely explanation for this is that
colonisation may have occurred in the Societies and Southern Cooks virtually
simultaneously. Geographically,the Southern Cooks, Australs and Society Islands form

an arc of islands. The deepest branches on the Neighbor Joining tree (Figure 5.4) are
those in the bottom half of the txee, and consist only of Samoa, Society Island and
Southern Cook samples. Again, this does not suggest any specific date of settlement.
The t i . frame of Polynesian settlement is far too short for one to apply a molecular
clock estimate for chronology. However, the depth of the lineages is suggestive of
comparative age. In other words, the depth of this lower half of the tree is consistent
with these samples being ancestral to or older than the others in the tree, namely the
Marquesan samples, and not the other way around.
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It appears that Mhrquesan R. a u h s were introduced from this SocietylCook
region. The fact that the Marquesas samples are monophyletic on both trees suggests

a single settlement event for R. e x u h , separate h m the Southern Cooks/Societies.
If we accept the notion that rats are travelling in post-colonising canoes and that these
phylogenies are indicative on patterns of contact, then these results suggest that the
Marquesas are rather marghalised. If the Marquesas were indeed part of a settlement
and subsequent contact sphere with the rest of Central East Polynesia, then we wauld
expect to see Marquesan lineages dispersed throughout the tree. However, the
Marquesan samples it should be noted again, are all from a single island (Ua Huh),

and whiie samples from other islands within the archipelago might provide different
patterns, the results of better sampling from other archipelagoes do not show samples
clustering by island.

Because the Orthodox model suggested that initial settlement of CEP occurred
in the Marquesas, I investigated this hypothesis. Using the program MacClade
(version3, Maddison and Maddison 1992)I compared the length of the initial parsimony

tree constructed by PAUP with one where the Marquesan bmch was moved and joined

to the branch with the Samoan sample. Figure 5.5 shows the two trees. Note that the
length of the initial parsimony tree (a) is 237. The length of the rearranged tree @) is

240, thee steps longer. Is this diffmnce significant?

Statistically, probably not, but

under the laws of maximum parsimony, it is less likely that Marquesan _P, @&-am
populations were immediately derived from Samoa.
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The Origins and Settlement of Hawai'i
According to the Orthodox model, the origins of the Hawaiians were dual.
Initial colonisation was said to occur from the Marquesas sometime between AD 500

and AD 750. A second settlement was postulated at around AD 1250, from the Society
Islands. These locations and dates were based on analysis of artifactual assemblages
with other indications taken from oral tradition and language. The earliest Hawaiian
&acts

were said to be more similar to those from the Marquesan sequence from

around AD 500, and the later Hawaiian material, from around AD 1250, was most
similar to that from the Societies dated to the same general period.
Cachola-Abad (1993) presents a valuable critique of the Orthodox model as it
pertains to Hawaiian prehistory. Her analysis focuses on Emory and Sinoto's artifactual
evidence linking Hawai'i with both the Marquesas and the Societies, and the subsequent
dual settlement model. She points out that the inferred historical relationships are based
primarily on the presumed absence of a given trait. This is a major problem in
Polynesia where "significant

samplingproblems exist" (1993:17). In addition, Cachola-

Abad points out that of the 54 artifact classes noted by Sinoto and Emory as present in
Hawai'i, the Marquesas and the Societies, only 13 of those are used as support for their
model of Hawaiian settlement model. Of those 13 traits, Cachola-Abad claims,
four of them (the Ning and notching fishhook manufacturing method, two-piece
fishhooks, presence of barbs on one-piece fishhooks and the form of trolling
hooks) do not corroborate the dual settlement model. Simjlarly, the remaining
nine traits.. .might assist in verifying their model if the artifacts retrieved were
from temporally appropriate strata, represented homologous similarities, were
not environmentally determined, and if the 'absence' of the traits used in the
interpretations reflectedthe actual absence of those traits in the potential artefact
record in the stipulated locales - all of which is yet to be determined" (1993: 17).
Cachola-Abad goes on to question the inability of the Orthodox model to
differentiate continuous contact between Hawai'i, the Marquesas and the Societies and
origins from those locations, an issue addressed in Chapter 1of this thesis. She presents
evidence from analysis of Hawaiian oral traditions regarding voyaging, concluding,
"The dual episodic population movement outlined in Emory and Sinoto's model is not
supported by the oral traditions; a recurrent voyaging pattern is clear" (1993:25).
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With the development of the continuous model, the necessary tie to the
Marquesas no longer limits the date of colonisation of Hawai'i, and earlier dates are
again being considered for Hawai'i as they are for the rest of Polynesia @ch 1986).

Graves and Addison (1995) present a very useful "framework" for addressing
the settlement process specifically of Hawai'i, but one that can be applied to the
settlement of Polynesia as a whole. Their model expands on the work of Irwin (1992)
which idenwies two components of colonisation - discovery and colonisation. Graves

and Addison add to this a third component, establishment, which they &fme as
"occupation of an island by a population of sufficient s k (i.e. one that has passed the
threshold at which catastrophic accidents or reproductive bottlenecks would be likely
to affect its long-term viability)" (1995: Table I). As Irwin points out, discovery
follows exploration and may or may not lead to colonisation. Similarly, colonisation
does not necessarily lead to establishment.
As Graves and Addison point out, there is a very possible geographic and
temporal variation a f f d g the three components of settlement. Discovery of a single
island generally led to very rapid discovery of other islands within the archipelago,but
colonisation would be likely to be affected by island suitability and resources, and so
may be separated by substantial periods of time (1995:389). Likewise, the timing
between discovery and colonisation and colonisation and establishment will v a q with
the size of the island, and the distance from the "home" of the discoverer. For
example, large islands like in Kawai'i and New Zealand would most likely require
longer periods for populations to be established throughout the islands, and are
therefore more likely to have multiple colonisation events than small islands. In
addition, geographically isolated islands, Like Hawai'i, New Zealand and Easter, would
also most likely have longer periods of time between discovery, colonisation, and
establishment.
Graves and Addison present four models of island settlement for East Polynesia
(1995:386): Model 1, in which discovery, colonisation and establishment are relatively
simultaneous in time and space; Model 2, in which discovery precedes colonisation by

a significant period of time, but colonisation is quickly followed by establishment;
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Model 3, proposing that discovery and colonisation are simultaneous, with
establishment occurring significantly later; and Model 4, where discovery, colonisation

and establishment are all separated by a measurable amount of time.
Graves and Addison interpret the Hawaiian dates with respect to their four
models of island settlement, arguing that the dates from AD 600 to AD 1000 represent
the establishment component of the process of settlement for Hawai'i, while the earlier
dates falling in the f ~ shalf
t of the first millennium AD reflect a phase of colonisation.
They conclude that the pattern of radiocarbon dates for Hawai'i represent a situation
where establishment of a viable population occurs some measurable time after
colonisation (Models 3 or 4) rather than nearly simultaneous colonisation and
population establishment (Models 1 or 2).
According to computer voyaging simulations conducted by Irwin (1992), The
most probable origins for Hawai'i were the Marquesas:
No simulated voyage reached Hawaii from Samoa, but from Atiu in the
Southern Cooks, between 8% and 20% of canoes that sailed courses between
0"and 40" by Strategy 2 did so.. .and there were even more successes in twoway voyages. From Raiatea in the Society Islands, they increased to between
4% and 48% for the same courses and still higher for two-way voyages. It
should be borne in mind that the most effective target arc from the Society
Islands was small, and these voyages must be regarded as quite cWicult, at least
in terms of tbis simulation. Results were better from the northern Tuamotus, but
best of all from the Marquesas - farthest to the east and upwind.. ..
With regard to returning from Rawaii, 1350 canoes set off under various
circumstances. For most of this century, commentators have mentioned the
feasibility of canoes sailing from the Marquesas, but back to the
TuamotusISocieties, because the Marquesas lay too far upwind for an easy
retum. This is borne out by the results (of the simulations)....Thus Hawaii
appears to represent another application of the 'three-way' voyage (Irwin
1992:164-165).
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-

MtDNA variation in R. exulans Origins of Hawaiian rats

The Orthodox scenario predicts settlement of Hawai'i from both the Societies

and the Marquesas, involving two distinct events separated by some period of time. The
Continuous Contact model postulates settlement Erom and contact with the larger CEP
region (in the R. exulans data, samples from the Cooks, Societies and Marquesas).
Therefore in reality, in terms of a phylogendc analysis, the two models do not differ
dramatically, ody in the inclusion of the Cooks according to the Continuous Contact
model.
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the parsimony and neighbor joining trees resulting
from analyses of the R. exulrms samples from Samoa, the Cook IsIands, the Society

Islands, the Marquesas and Hawaiian Islands. Again, there are a number of sbihrities

in the patterns they show. Both trees show that the Hawaiian samples are polyphyletc.
One sample (HawaiiS) is clearly imbedded in a Marquesan clade, again in both trees.
The parsimony tree produces a cluster of three Hawaiian samples with Society Islands,
and on another separate branch, a single Hawaiian sample with another Society Island

group. This result suggests three separate events involved in the R. exulam colonisation
of Hawai'i, with the Marquesas and the Societies clearly involved. The fact that the
Hawaiian sample is placed clearIy among the Marquesan samples strongly suggests
introduction to Hawai'i from the Marquesas. However, the direction of introduction is
not necessarily so clear in the case of the Hawai'iISocieties connection. This could
represent the 'three-way voyaging' situation suggested by Irwin (1992:165).
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Figure 5.7 Neighbor joining tree for mtDNA sequences of Rattur exulanr from Samoa,
Fiji, Cooks, Societies, Marquesas and Hawaii. Colours identify locations as shown on
inset map. Scale represents sequence distance.
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The neighbor joining tree (Fig. 5.7), as stated earlier has the same general
pattern in tenns of a very distinct relationship between Hawai'i and the Marquesas, and
a second relationship with the Societies. However, the branch one step closer to the
root of the tree from the MarquesadHawaiian group is a branch with two Cook Island
samples (Atiul4 and A i t u W ) . Again, this could be interpreted in terms of three-way
voyaging or could be representative of these Cook populations being ancestral to the

Hawaii2 sarnple and the MarquesadHawaii group.
In order to test the single versus multiple origins for Hawai'i issue, I again used
MacClade (Maddison and Maddison 1992) to test possible parsimony trees. Figure 5.8
shows two parsimony trees. Figure 5.8a shows the consensus parsimony tree
constructed with the samples from Hawai'i and those identified in the initial parsimony
tree (Fig. 5.6) as being closely related to the Hawaiian samples. Again, Hawai'i is
polyphyletic, and the length of the tree is 58. If we make the Hawaiian samples
monophyletic with the Societies, and collapse the Hawai'i clade (thereby producing the
shortest possible tree for this scenario), the tree length is 60 (Fig. 5.8b). To similarly
make the Hawaiian samples monophyletic within the Marquesas, again with the clade
collapsed, the resulting tree has a length of 61 (Fig. 5.8~).Therefore, the most
parsimonious explanation for the data is that Hawai'i is polyphyletic.
In tenns of testing the Orthodox and the Continuous Contact models, both of
these can be accommodated in the parsimony trees. However, the result of the neighbor

joining tree, specif~callythe position of the Cook Island samples in relation to the
Hawaii;! sample would not be in keeping with the predictions according to the Orthodox
scenario. The degree or specific timing of contact, however, is not an issue that can be

addressed in this study.
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Figure 5.8 a) 50%consensus tree for mtDNA sequences of Rattus exulans from Ha'
Marquesas and Societies, tree length = 58. b) Tree rearranged with Hawaiian sample
(in red) as a monophyletic group within the Societies, tree length = 60. c) Tree ream
with Hawaiian samples as a monophyletic group within the Marquesas, tree length =
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The Origins and Settlement of
New Zealand and the Chatham Islands
New Zealand

It is generally accepted that New Zealand was the last major landmass in
Polynesia to be settled by prehistoric humans. Within Polynesia, New Zealand is
unique, both in its large size, diverse environments and its much more temperate
climate. This uniqueness undoubtedly affected not only the settlement history of the
colonising human populations, but also that of the plants and animals these people
brought with them.
A recent book on the origins of the first New Zealanders edited by Sutton

(1994) addressed the question from the point of view of voyaging, linguistics,
archaeology and biology. Despite this recent "holistic" approach, the question was left
unanswered. Based on linguistic and cultural similarities, in addition to traditional
Maori oral histories, both the Societies and the Southern Cooks have long been
suggested as possible sites of origin for the first inhabitants of New Zealand (e.g.
Green 1966). However, until the development and acceptance of the Continuous
Contact model, the older view of isolation, and therefore only single, or at most two,
colonisation events due to drift and chance predominated in the "academic" discussions
of New Zealand prehistory (Davidson 1984). According to an earlier version of the
Orthodox model of settlement, New Zealand was settled first from the Marquesas, with

a separate and probably later colonisation from a "secondary dispersal centre" of the
Society Islands. The opinions, though not necessarily the evidence, in the above
mentioned book (Sutton 1994) predominantly lean towards the likelihood of multiple
colonisation events, the origins of which are probably a large homeland region which
includes at least the Southern Cook Islands and the Societies (Finney 1994, Law 1994,
Biggs 1994, Harlow 1994, McGlone et al. 1994, McFadgen 1994, Walter 1994).
However, as Davidson points out in her discussion of the archaeological evidence for
the settlement of New Zealand presented in the same volume, "I have always tried to
keep an open mind about multiple settlement but I am pessimistic about our chance of

identifying it archaeologically" (1994:2 18).
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The traditional view of the timing of New Zealand colonisation was based on

the absence of East Polynesian murae ahu that are found in the Societies and are dated
to the 13th century AD. It was therefore assumed that the initial colonisation of New
Zealand had to have occurred sometime before this development, and was generally set
around AD 800 (Green 1975, Davidson 1984). Due to similarities between the New
Zealand "archaic" or early cultural material and the artifacts from the Maupiti burial
and Vaito'otia-Fa'ahia sites from the Society IsIands, a Societies origin was suggested
for New Zealand. A secondary settlement was suggested from the Marquesas due to the
presence of bone reel ornaments, which at the time were only iden=ed from the
Marquesas and New Zealand. However, similar ornaments were later found at
Vaito'otia-Fa'ahia (Kirch 1986), and so the need for the second colonisation of New
Zealand from the Marquesas was gone. Linguistic evidence suggested that the first
=dement of New Zealand probably occurred after the separation of the Rapanui

language of Easter Island from the rest of the Eastern Polynesia. subgroup (Green
1985). With the earliest dated archaeological sites in Easter Island, around AD 500, at
that time, linguistic evidence was seen to support the AD 800 colonisation theory.

Sutton (1987), following on from Kirch's rethinking of East Polynesian
prehistory (1986), suggested a radical new chronology for New Zealand favouring the
interpretation of environmental change suggested by Chester (1986), where human
induced changes to the environment are dated to around 1700 BP, more than 500 years
earlier than previously believed (McGlone 1983). In addition to tbis chronological shift,
which drew heated discussion and debate (Earight and Osbome 1988), Sutton also
addressed the issue of single versus multiple colonisation of New Zealand. Drawing on
evidence fiom recreations of Polynesian voyaging (Finney 1986), and radiocarbon dates
from the Kennadecs (Anderson 1980) and Norfolk Island (Meredith et al. 1985), and
the presence of New Zealand obsidian in both the Chathams and the Kermadecs (Leach
et

d. 1986), Sutton agrees with earlier suggestions that long

disbnce, two-way

voyaging was not only possible, but evident in southwest Polynesia prior to AD 1200.

He goes on to suggest that based on this evidence, it is possible that New Zealand was
part of a major interaction network with the islands of CEP

-

"It is possible that
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innovations were brought into this homeland region from New Zealand, as well as
taken there" (Sutton 1987:144). Sutton also suggests that the artifactual evidence,
particularly the stylistic variation in Maori carving, are also suggestive of multiple
colonisation of New Zealand, and identifies the Austral Islands as a potential source.
Sutton conclud-es:
"...a rethinking of New Zealand's early prehistory is needed. Recognition of the
probability of multiple settlement before AD 1550 is long overdue.
Recolonisation after that date is improbable given the evident absence of late
prehistoric tropical Polynesian artefact foms in New Zealand and the converse.
The presence of a pre-Archaic horizon is implied by the suggested dates of first
settlement. This would probably be indicated by the early presence of ungripped
adzes, and adzes of oval and plmo-convex sections. Sigdlcantly, the last of
these is the adze associated with Lapita assemblages. Ornaments closely
comparable to the early West Polynesiaa styles should be looked for carefully."
(Sutton 1987: 150).

Voyaging simulations (Irwin 1992) suggest that settlement of New Zealand could
have occurred from a number of different locations including Melanesia as well as East
and West Polynesia.

The chances of reaching New Zealand were very high within fairy narrow
target arcs. New Caledonia gave best results for July, while Tonga and the
Southern Cooks were better in January, but, in all cases, results for the other
season were respectable. Fiji.. .is as feasible an origin (Irwin 1992:168).
In terms of return voyaging from New Zealand, the Kermadecs were the most
likely group reached, and from there, north to West Polynesia. Sailing to East
I

Polynesia was possible, but not as easy, and the Southern Cooks and Australs were the
most likely East Polynesian targets (Irwin 1992:llO). Clearly, there is a strong
co~mectionbased on c u l and
~ linguistic grounds between New Zealand and the rest
of East Polynesia. Irwin points out that latitude clearly appears to be an issue in the
exploration and colonisation of the Pacific. New Zealand is well below the tropics, and
the cooler and unfamiliar weather conditions "may have detened explorers" (Irwin
1992:169). Irwin does suggest that "the conventional wisdom that New Zedand's
prehistory lies exclusively with East Polynesia could be reviewed once again"
(1992:170).
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The Chatham Islands

The Chatham Islands lie approximately 650 km off the east coast of the South
Island of New Zealand, and at 43"S, "they mark open-ocean voyages at the highestknown latitude sailed by Polynesians, made in the westerly wind belt and exposed to
regular bad weather of frontal low pressure systems" (Irwin 1992:112). Due to this
situation, Irwin argues that New Zealand is the only obvious place of origin for voyages
to the Chathams. Linguistically, the Moriori language, which is now extinct, "is distinct
enough from North Island Maori to be considered a separate though closely related
language, but when the South Island dialect is taken into account it could be considered
the far end of a dialect chain" (Clark 1994:132).

In terms of the prehistory of the Chathams, Sutton (1985:6) writes:
The first people to make landfall on the Chatham Islands drifted out there from
New Zealand at sometime within the interval 800-1000 AD Their precise
geographical origin cannot be established at present. Irrespective of the location
of their homeland they faced substantial problems. Principal among these were
the risks implied by small population size, as well as the effects of distance back
to the nearest inhabited landmass and the practical difficulties of adapting to life
on a subantarctic archipelago. There may have been a number of accidental drift
voyages from New Zealand in the early period. However, chances of survival
and a landfall on the Chathams for those on such a journey were always very
low. The onset of the Little Ice Age about 1400 AD effectively moved the
Chathams area further out from New Zealand by causing a deterioration in sea
conditions. From that time the Chatham Islands was a closed system. There was
no signifiqnt input from the outside world. Those who lived there were not
able to leave. ,
Davidson (1984:24) states that the Moriori and the Maori were unaware of each others'
existence prior to European arrival. No early archaeological evidence is available from
the Chatham Islands, but obsidian artifacts of New Zealand origin have been identified
from Chatham Island sites (Leach et al. 1986).
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R. exufans mtDNA evidence for New Zealand and Chatham Island origins

Before any discussion of the mtDNA variation of the New Zealand R. e m r h
populations, it should be noted again that R. e;xulans are extinct on the North Island and
extremely limited in distribution and number on the South Island. However, they were
definitely present prior to and immediately after the introduction of the European rats.

The remaining R. exulmts populations are limited to a number of off-shore islands,
most of which are off the east coast of the North Island. The degree to whicb these
remnant populations represent the populations that were present on the main islands is
unknown.
The position of the New Zealand samples on the phylogenetic trees shown in
Figure 5.1 and 5.2, leads to a number of interesting points regarding issues of New
Zealand prehistory. First, it is interesting to point out that on the neighbor joining tree
the majority of the New Zeatand samples cluster together at the first branch from the
base of the tree. The exceptions to this New Zealand pattern are the samples Stanley3

and Stanley5 which are found on the other half of the tree with what could be
interpreted as the "older" populations. It is possible, or at least it cannot be rejected,
that initial introduction to New Zealand could have occunced early, and that a human
population was not established, but an isolated R. e x u h population remained. Or,
these samples could just be anomalous.
Another interesting result identified on the neighbor joining tree is the position

of the sample from Fiji. As pointed out in the earlier discussion regarding the initial
settlement of CEP, when only the CEP samples were analysed, along with the Samoan
and Fijian sample, Fijil occupied a branch on its own. However, when all of the
samples are analysed (Fig. 5.1 and 5.2), Fijil comes out within the large New Z&d
clade. Again, as with the Samoan sample, the fact that Fijil is the only sample from
Fiji, no strong suggestion of a FijYNew Zealand co~ectioncan be made based on this
result alone. However, the positioning of Fiji within New Zealand is consistent with
evidence fmm voyaging simulations as discussed above, and perhaps Irwin's comment
(1992:170) regaxding the possibility of non-Eastern Polynesian influence in New
Zealand deserves reinforcement.
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Regarding the origins of New Zealand R. aularwl populations, the results of the
phylogenetic analyses (from both parsimony and neighbor joining trees) strongly
support the suggestion of multiple introductions. There appears to be a very clear
connection, involving multiple mtDNA lineages, between New Zealand and Southern

Cook Island and Society Island populations. Both Cook Island and Society Island
samples are interspersed throughout the New Zealand samples, and are often very
closely related to individual New Zealand samples (e.g. on the neighbor joining tree,
Tahiti8 and Kapiti3, Raiatea47 and Cuvierl9, Raiatea22 and Cuvierl7, and Atiul3 and
Stanley1 and on the parsimony tree, Raiatea22 and Cuvierl7, Raiatea6 and Cuvierl4).
The Chatham Island samples form a monophyletic p u p within the New

Zealand samples on both trees. This result is totally consistent with the suggested
origins of the Chatham Islanders and the isolation suggested by both the archaeological
evidence (Sutton 1985) and the voyaging simulations (Irwin 1992). However, the result

of the neighbor joining analysis cannot rule out the possibility of a Society Island origin
for the group (note the position of Tahiti2 in relation to the Chatham clade).
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the neighbor joining and parsimony trees produced

using only the New Zealand samples. On the neighbor joining tree for New Zealand
samples only (Fig. 5.9), a greater degree of homogeneity of the different island
populations is seen, Fox example, the Cuvier samples, basically cluster together, as do
the Codfish Island samples and the Lady AJice samples. To a slightly lesser degree, the

Lady Alice samples cluster with the other samples from the Hen and Chicken Island
group (Whatupuke but not Coppermine). The Kapiti Island samples, however, appear
to be highly variable. This could be the result of multiple settlement of Kapiti Island
by different populations, or it also could represent a "homeland" within New Zealand.

Similarly, the tbree deepest nodes on the New Zealand only tme represent Stanley
Island populations, again, this could suggest a Stanley Island "homeland", on similar
grounds to the African origin for humans argued by Vigilant et al. (1989:9353).
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Figure 5.9 Neighbor joining tree for mtDNA sequences of Rattur exulam from Samoa,
New Zealand, and Chatham Is. New Zealand locations shown on inset map. Scale
represents sequence distance.
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Figure 5.10 50%consensus parsimony tree for mtDNA sequences of Rattus exulatas
from Samoa, New Zealand, and Chatham Is. New Zealand locations shown on inset
map.
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The pattems reflected within New Zealand are not so clear on the parsimony
tree (Fig. 5.10). Although the Chathams come out as a monophyletic group, the other
islands, with the exception of Stanley, do not form distinct clusters by group. Kapiti
samples are still very diverse, and there appear to be two groups fonned by Hen and
Chicken populations (Ladyalice4, 5, and 2, Whatupukel and Whatupuke3 cluster
together, as do Coppermine307 and Coppenmine 308 and Whatupuke2).
Another interesting pattern within New Zealand is the position of some of the
samples fiom the Hen and Chicken Islands (Ladyalice2, Whatupukel and Whatupuke3).
These samples are very distinct by their branch lengths on all of the trees. They are
clearly different, yet they also clearly fit with other New Zealand samples. I have no
explanation for this pattern. It is interesting that the extant R e x u h populations from
Lady Alice io the Hen and Chickens are the largest known (Atkinson and Moller 1989).
Atkinson and Moller suggest the large size could be due to founder effect, selection or
environmental effects possible related to food supply. The fact that the mfDNA of these
rats are also very unusual suggests the need for further research into this issue.
The prehistory of New Zealand in terns of the two models of Polynesian
settlement again comes down to the degree of contact with the rest of Central East
Polynesia. It is clear that multiple introductions probably occurred. Whether this
represents human colonisation andfor later contact between New Zealand, the Cook

Islands and the Society Islands, or a larger combined region cannot be said. However,
a concept of isolation or a single human coIonisatim of New Zealand is not consistent
with these results. The results of the analyses of mtDNA variation within New Zealand

are, however, consistent with those predicted by Irwin's voyaging simulation, but I
suggest that future research is needed to address the possibilities of West Polynesian
or even Melanesian influence in New Zealand more fully.
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The Role of the Kermadecs in the Settlement of East Polynesia
The Kermadec Islands today fall under the jurisdiction of New Zealand. They
lie some 500 kilometres northeast of New Zealand, nearly half-way between New
Zealand and Tonga. The islands were uninhabited when Europeans arrived, but there
is clear evidence, in terns of the presence of both axchaeological sites and R. exulans,
that the islands were colonised at least once by Polynesians. Archaeological evidence

from the islands is limited to Raoul Island and is sparse. Anderson (1980) suggests that
initial settlement occurred from CEP by the end of the first millennium AD. A second

settlement, possibly from New Zealand, is thought to have occurred at a later date.
Maori oral traditions suggest that canoes heading for New Zealand stopped off at an
island during their voyage, where they picked up haraka plauts (Best 1942). The island
has been interpreted in the general literature as being the Kermadecs (Buck 1938b,

1949). It has recently been argued however, that there is no evidence for the specific
identification of the islands mentioned as Kermadec Islands, and the co~ectionwas

only made by speculative ethnographers in the late 19th and early 20th centuries
(Johnson 1995). Obsidian artifacts of New Zealand origin have been found on Raoul
Island (Leach et al. 1986), so it appears that there was at least some connection at
sometime in prehistory.

Based on voyaging simulations, Irwin (1992) suggests that the Kermadecs, like
Norfolk Island to the East, were settled around the same time as New Zealand, and that
such islands "could have been found by voyagers on their way in or out from the larger
distant ones, and resettled or simply used as staging posts while interaction lasted"
(1992: 117).
MtDNA variation in Kermadec R. exulans populations

It appears from the phylogenetic analyses, that the Kermadec, or specifically

Raoul Island, R. ex*

populations show a high level of diversity. In the analysis of

all samples, on the neighbor joining tree, the Kennadec samples form two distinct
groups. One group (RaoullB and Raoul2B) ffalls with the early CEP cluster, while the
other (Raoul4B and RaouEB) form a group with two Cook Island samples and two

,
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New Zealand samples. This suggests not only multiple contact, but a very distinc
three-way co~ectionbetween the Cooks, Kermadecs and New Zealand, though it i
not possible to state in which direction.
On the parsimony tree, the Kennadecs appear even more diverse, with all fou

samples clustering separately. Two samples (Raoul4 and Raoull) group most closel,
with New Zealand samples from the Marlborough Sounds. Another Raoul sampE
(Raoul2) falls, interestingly, within a Hawai'i group, and yet another (Raod5) fall
with a Tahitian sample. Again, the high level of diversity suggests multiple origins fo

these samples, with clear connections to both New Zealand and the Society Island. Botl
this result and the neighbor joining result are consistent with Irwin's predictions tha
the Kermadecs are likely to be a "stepping stone" island.
If the degree of mtDNA diversity does represent multiple independent sefflemen

of the Kermadecs, what does this suggest about the timing of those colonisation events
Of particular significance here is the behavionr of R. exulans and the likelihood of

second or subsequent introduction establishing itself once the primary population wa
established. The possible implications of this will be discussed in a following sectia
of this chapter.

An East Polynesian "homelandm
One of the key differences between the Orthodox and the Continuous Contac
models is the concept of homelands and homeland regions. To reiterate, the Continuou
Contact model suggests a large "homeland region" which encompasses all of CEP. Th
Orthodox model, on the other hand, suggests a single archipelago homeland for all o
CEP. That homeland is identified as the Marquesas. Despite the fact that the Marquesa
still has the earliest dated cultural layers, the concept of a much larger regiona
dispersal centre has been accepted by most prehistorians. Recent reanalyses of th
Marquesan sequence add support to the regional homeland hypothesis (Rolett 1993
Anderson et al. 1994).
Rolett's (1993) analysis of the early Marquesan archaeologicalevidence include
the presentation of four different models for explaining early Marquesan prehistory i
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the context of the colonisation of East Polynesia

- Cultural continuity in isolation,

Innovation in isolation, Interaction and cultural continuity, and Interaction and
innovation. These models integrate the various hypotheses that have dominated the
discussions of Polynesian colonisation and subsequent cultural development, and take
into account the data from the early hkrcpesan sites of Ha'atuatua on the island of
Nuku Hiva, Hane on Ua Huka, Hanatekua on Hiva Oa aad Hanamiai on the island of
Tahuata. The major differences between the four models are in the emphasis on cultural

innovation versus cultural continuity and in regards to the Marquesas being in a state
of isolation versus being involved in a network of contact with other Polynesian
archipelagos.
The Cultural continuity in isolation model is based on the suggestions of Suggs
(1961) that the Marquesas were settled from West Polynesia, and that the early
Marquesan cultural sequence was closely related to that of the western "homeland".
Following colonisation, Marquesan culture then developed in rektive but not
necessarily total isolation from the rest of Polynesia. Suggs (1961) identified both the
Manpesas and the Society Ishds as separate "centres of diffusion"in East Polynesian
settlement.

The Innovation in isolation model is more rigid both in terms of isolation and
in terms of the sign5cance of the Marquesas in the settlement of East Polynesia. This
model represents ideas introduced by Sinoto (1968, 1970, 1979, 1983), and identifies
the Marquesas as the primary dispersal centre of East Polynesia. The unique East
Polynesian cultural and linguistic complex were developed in the Marquesas and are
the result of dispersal from this Marquesan "homeland". Emory (1979) supported this
primacy of the Marquesas (in this case over the Societies) by pointing out that the
Marquesan dates were older than those in the Societies. Therefore, the Marquesas was
clearly the location of the East Polynesian homeland because "the two archipelagoes are
too far apart to have been a joint centre" (1979:201).
As stated earlier, these two models focus on the isolation of the Marcpesas, and

imply that discovery and settlement of the Marquesas was probably accidental. Contrary
to this idea is the primary concept behind the third and fourth models presented by
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Rolett. The Interaction and cultural continuity model and the Interaction and innovation
model are based on the premise, as described by Irwin (1992), that voyaging was twoway and systematic, navigators were skilled and colonisation was far from accidental.
The main difference between the two models is the degree of contact between the
various East Polynesian archipelagos. The Interaction and cultural continuity model
postulates interaction and two-way voyaging between all of central eastern Polynesia,
including the Cooks,Australs, Societies, Tuamotus and the Marquesas. Colonisation
was "explosive" and at such a speed that it "outstripped" diversifcation occurring
within a specific island group @win 1990:92). The Interaction and innovation model

defjxles a lesser degree of contact again focusing on a M.rquesan/Societies homeland
region as was suggested by Kirch (1986).
Rolett's concluding interpretation of the ea11y Marquesan archaeological data in
terms of the above four models is that "hhaeological evidence does not support the
long held hypothesis of an East Polynesian homeland confined to a single archipelago.
Instead, the data favour the Interaction and cultural continuity model, one that
views the Marquesas, Societies, and other islands as part of a regional homeland that
comprised what Irwin (1990) has termed the 'central eastern Polynesian contact
sphere"' (1993:45). He goes on to state that an important aspect of this model is that
it is more likely that there were multiple colonisations of islands, rather than single
colonisation. However, Rolett also points out that "At present, however, there is very
little archaeological evidence for interaction between the Marquesas and other islands
within the hypothesized 'central eastern Polynesian contact sphere"' (1993:44).

-

Evidence for East Polynesian Homelands the R. exulans evidence

By again going back to the initial trees which included all samples analysed
(Fig. 5.1 and 5.2), a number of comments can be made which suggest a large
"homeland region". As stated earlier, it appears that the Samoan sample is most closely
related to a small group of Society Island samples. The fact that Society Island and

Cook Island populations form the deepest branches of the trees, and the fact that these
populations are dispersed throughout the trees are strong indicators that these R. enulans
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populations appear to have been involved in the settlement of East Polynesia in general.
Whether or not we can include the Marquesas in this "homeland region" is a matter of
degree. Clearly the Marquesas were involved in the introduction of R. e x u h to
Hawai'i, but consistent with the comments made by Rolett, it appears that there is little
evidence of Marquesan connections elsewhere. If rats are travelkg with humans in post
colonisation canoes, it is unlikely that the Marquesas, or specifically Ua Huka, is
involved in a high degree of interaction with the rest of Central East Polynesia. This
is consistent with the suggestions of Irwin (1992) and Burrows (1938) regarding the
status of the Marquesas as a more marginal group of East Polynesia.

Evidence for multiple introductions of R. exu/ans

-

implications for human settlement
As discussed earlier, there appears to be evidence of multiple introduction of R.
ex2lh

populations to Hawai'i, New Zealand, and the Kermadecs. The implications

of this may suggest something about the timing of these events. Obviously, the
introduction of R. a u k would occur after discovery. However, I argue that the
period between c o l o ~ o and
n establishment is likely to be a much shorter period for
R. a u k than it would be for humans. Rats breed much faster than humans, and

would filla small island very quickly. If another small number of R. ermlans were later
introduced after a population was established, it may have little chance to become more
than a rare type, if it survives at all (M. Roberts, and T. Phmery pers comm.). If this

is the case, multiple colonisations of R. exulans must occur before populations are
firmly established if they are to continue to be represented by maternal lineages found
today.
Another possibility, suggested by P. Matthews and T. Flanneq @en comm.),
is that the arrival of new human populations might lead to the establishment of new
agricultural habitats, a favoured food source for R. e x u h when other rat species are
not present. Such new habitats might provide a possible foothold for a r e a d y
introduced R. excllans population, and therefore may lead to fluctuations in the
proportions of different R, aulrms mtDNA beages on an island. This w d d then
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d o w a later introduced population to establish itself after the initial population is
established. Similarly, major natural disasters e.g. tidal waves, cyclones, volcanic
eruptions, might also reduce or remove earlier populations, allowing for later
introductions.
Alternatively, geographic barriers, i.e. water gaps between islands or high
mountain ranges, would curb the spread of rat populations, and increase the time frame
during which multiple introductions could occur. Both Hawai'i and New Zealand have

both of these types of geographic barriers. Similarly, island groups with a large number
of islands would provide multiple opportunities for independent colonisation.
An additional factor which would affect the likelihood of success of later or

multiple introductions of R ex*

populations is the relationship between population

fluctuations and climatic conditions and habitat variability. In the tropics, R. exulans
populations maintain a fairly constant population size throughout the year (Strecker

1962). However, in temperate climates, Jike New Zealand and the Kermadecs, R.

exuIans population dynamics show much more dramatic seasonal cycles. Populations
crash during the winter months (July through September), begin to increase again in
December, and peak in the late summer (February through April) with pregnant females
fmt appearing in mid-November (Roberts and Craig 1990). The best time to sail south
from the tropics south to the more temperate zones is "in the early summer, especially
November, before the start of the cyclone season." w i n 1992:106). In addition, as
Irwin points out, "The long-tailed cuckoo comes from tropical Polynesia to New
Zealand in September, and shearwaters fly south in October" (1992:107). Colonists
following the birds south are likely to reach the Kermadecs and New Zealand at about
the time that the R. w u h populations are just starting to build, thus increasing the
likelihood of the visibility of the evidence of multiple colonisation events.
It would be interesting to know exactly how fase R. exulan;r can s p d in
locations like the North and South Islands of New Zealand. Establishment by R. rams

and R. nowegicus. occurred almost instantaneously xfter introduction in New Zealand.
Despite the fact that these later inomductions are perhaps better adapted to the temperate
climate of New Zealand, it has been suggested that the arrival of R. exulans in a
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pristine environment like prehistoric New Zealand would have resulted in a similarly
instantaneous (in terms of radio carbon dating) establishment (R. Holdaway pers
comm.).
UnfortunateIy there is little published data that would allow us to interpret or
predict the colonising behaviour or habitat defence of R.

emEQns.

Cleatly these issues

would be of importance in interpreting the results of this thesis, particularly in terms
of identifying attempted human co10nisation or pre-settlement contact. We do know,
however, that multiple lineages are present on small islands (e.g. Raoul), but we do not
h o w exactly what this means in terns of the timing of those introductions. It is hoped
that future ecological and behavioural research might address these issues.

Conclusion
The results of the phylogenetic relationships presented in this chapter could be

affected by a number of conditions which if Merent could provide different results.

For example, the single samples from both Fiji and Samoa are clearly limiting. Also,
the fact that the Marquesan samples are all from only one island could be limiting
evidence of greater involvement with the rest of CEP. Again, it is m
i -t

to note

that mtDNA phylogenies are merely inclusive and not exclusive, and therefore lineage

extinction and sampling emrs may result in exclusion of some important lineages. Also
it is necessary to reinforce the fact that the strength and interpretations of these results
lie in their congruence with the evidence from other data. These results are NOT strong
enough in and of themselves to reject otherwise well supported hypotheses. They are
meant to provide evidence that when added to the existing data allows for the
generation of new hypotheses or rejection of previous models of Polynesian prehistory.
However, based on the range of evidence and, given the limitations presented above,
I suggest that mtDNA phylogenies of R auhs support the following:

Colonisation of the islands of East Polynesia occurred form a broad central
region which included the Southern Cook and Society Islands but probably not
the Marquesas.
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Dual introductions of the rat to IIawai'i may confirm suggestions of post-

settlement human contacts.
Colonisation of New Zealand was the result of multiple contacts from the
Southern Cook and Society Islands, but other connections, particuIarly with

West Polynesia or even Melanesia cannot be rejected.
Relative accessibility and isolation among islands influences both colonisation
and interaction histories.
Mitochondrial DNA sequences from R. exulrms prove to be valuable genetic
markers for tracing the migration routes and movement of the first humans entering the
remote Pacific, because the species was undoubtedly transported by them.In addition,
the faster mutation rate in rodents, as compared to humans, dlows for more variation
to accumulate over the relative short period of Polynesian and Pacific prehistory.

Future studies focusing on R. a u h and other commensal plants and animals is
justified. These will provide valuable evidence to help elucidate historical questions of

human population origins and interactions in the Pacific. The potential of future studies
will be discussed in the following chapter.

Chapter 6
Rattus e x h s mtDNA Phylogenies

and the Colonisation of East Polynesia:
Conclusion
This thesis presents the argument that a phylogenetic analysis of mtDNA
variation in the Polynesian rat R e x u h should provide a unique biological marker of
human colonisation and prehistoric movement in Polynesia. The pattems identified
through this phylogenetic analysis suggest population origins for a number of
Polynesian island populations of R. aulans. These patterns are congruous with patterns
of human colonisation and post colonisation contact suggested by archaeological,
cul&ral and linguistic evidence. So, it appears that the genetic history of Polynesian R.

e x u h provides a reasonable model for human mobility in prehistoric Polynesia. I
should state again, that this evidence is in itself not strong enough to categorically reject
hypotheses which are otherwise well supported, but when combined with evidence from
other disciplines, it allows us evaluate the range of possible explanations of human
dispersal in the region.
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Patterns of prehistoric colonisation and contact revealed through analysis of R.
a u l m mtDNA are summarised in Figure 6.1. Briefly, the patterns of mtDNA
variation in R. exulam suggest Southern Cook Island and Society Island origins for

New Zealand R. aulans, and Marquesan, Society Island and possibly Cook Island
origins for Hawaiian R. exulans populations. The presence of multiple and highly
variable mtDNA lineages for R. emlam in New Zealand, the Kermadecs and Hawai'i
implies that multiple introductions to islands did occur. These may be indicative of
prehistoric, post colonisation contact. A broad "homeland region" for East Polynesian
R. e x u h populations is identified as including the Southern Cook Islands, the Society

Islands, and to a significantly lesser degree, the Marquesas, or at least one island in the
Marquesas group.
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Figure 6.1 Colonisation and contact patterns in prehistoric Polynesia based on mtDNA
variation in Rams e x u h .
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These results are generally consistent with pattern predicted by voyaging
simulations and with the Continuous Contact model of Polynesian prehistory. More
specifically, these results support the rejection of a number of key points in the
Orthodox model of Polynesian settlement - namely the primacy of the Marquesas as the
East Polynesian homeland, and the general concept of isolation during Po1ynmk.u
colonisation. It appears that isolation is most extreme in the case of the settlement of
the Chatham Islands. Consistent with RoIletYs(1993) hypothesis, the results presented
here suggest that the Marquesas may be considered a marginal group, with less contact

than is found within the rest of Central East Polynesia.
There are a number of questions that cannot be addressed through a study of
mtDNA variation in R. exulans. Exact chronology cannot be addressed, but sequential
chronology is suggested, when the interpretations are directed by archaeological
evidence.

The results of this research suggest a number of directions for future research.
Clearly more samples from extant populations from West Polynesia and Melanesia need
to be collected. In particular, samples from Tonga, Samoa, Fiji and New Caledonia.
Samples from further west would also be valuable, including Vanuatu, the Solomon
Islands, coastal Papua New Guinea and even into Island Southeast Asia. Collections
from Micronesian populations and from the Polynesian Outliers could provide very
interesting results which would help address issues of colonisation and contact between
these popuhtiom and those of the Polynesian Triangle.

This study highlights the potential value of studying genetic variation of
commensals, and opens the door to further studies of other commensal animals and
plants. Pigs and dogs were also transported by humans into Remote Oceania. Although
analyses of these animals would have added complications, given the fact that they were
often traded, with careful interpretations, results would be valuable for addressing a
number of questions in addition to colonisation. Genetic analyses of commensal plants

is also an area for future research. The phylogenetic relationships of the kumara (sweet
potato) would provide evidence of influence from the east, which undoubtedly occurred
in Polynesia, but cannot be addressed by studying R. cxzdam. Lepofsky et al. (1992)
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have provided evidence of a hybrid coconut. If the DNA sequences of wild and
cultivated species of coconut could be identified, this too could provide evidence of
human aided dispersal pattern. Other Polynesian commensal plants like taro and paper
mulberry could also be subjects of similar studies (P. Matthews pers comm.), as could
snail species which are transported within commensal plants.
One of the most interesting off-shoots of this research project is the potential for
mtDNA analysis of archaeological skeletal remains of R. exuZun,s. This allows for
analysis and inclusion of populations from islands where R. exulans are now extinct,
for example, Easter Island, Niue, and the North Island and most of the South Island of
New Zealand. Analysis of DNA from dated archaeological sites will also allow for
chronological control which is not possible in analyses of extant populations.
Analysis of ancient DNA from human populations in the Pacific (Hagelberg and
Clegg 1993) has lead some to question long held opinions on the co1111ection between
Lapita populations and ancestral Polynesians. Limited sample sizes of human skeletal
remains from Lapita sites present a problem in confirming a pattern similar to that
reported by Hagelberg and Clegg. Their results showed that Lapita skeletons (total

sample size of eight) did not possess the 9 bp mtDNA deletion found at nearly 100%
frequency in modem Polynesians. R. exulanr remains are abundant in Lapita sites, and
unlike their human counterparts, R. emclrms are a different species than the original
rodent inhabitants in Near Oceania, and therefore not subject to admixture. Ancient
DNA studies of commensals also reduces the risk of undetected contamination by

human DNA from the archaeologist or laboratory technician, a problem that plagues
ancient DNA studies of human skeletal material.
Analysis of ancient DNA is the best method available to address the question
of dispersal of the Polynesian dog. Again, the Polynesian dog is the same species,
Canis familiaris, as the later introduced European breed. Interbreeding is thought to

have been extensive enough to eliminate any known populations of descendants of the
Polynesian dog. Once mtDNA from archaeological samples is available, then the
question of extant or remnant populations can truly be addressed.
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Given the current political and ethical issues of dealing with archaeological

human remains and human subjects, the potentid for studies of commensal plants and
animals makes them extremely attractive to biological anthropologists. It should be

noted, however, that in many cases the same political and ethical issues apply.
Research involving issues of population origins and prehistoric reIatiomhips is often of
great cultural significance. Consultation and, when possible, collaboration with

indigenous communities is still essential, valuable and highly recommended.
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.........-....- ..................................- ....................-.........-..........-........................................
.-...........-..................................
. . . . . . C . . . . . . .
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................................................
..............-..................
?. .............. .............. -C...............
................................
................................................ .....................-..;..r.........

st&leyl
stanley5
stanley4
stanley3
narl?2
marl?oroug

G....... ...................
......................
.........-....-..................
C...............
C...............
................................
...-.....-.-..-.........................--.......
-

rnarll

marl?4
marlb
coppennine
copper307
whatupuke2
copper30 9
longis405
ladyalice4
ladydice5
ladyalice2
ladyal ice3
samoa3
whatupuk
whatu

?.........*..... ................................
C.
................................ ..............C- ........ ?....C....C...............
..-.......-..
.........................
...... !.......-- ....... CC.
.....................cc ..........................

-
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260
aitutaki4
aitutakis
takuteal
atiulO
aitutaki3
atiull
atiul4
aitutak.9
atiul3
takutea5
aitutaki2
takutea6
rarotongal
raiatea29
raiatea46
huahinel4
huahine37
huahine40
fijil
raiatea6
raiatea47
tahiti3
tahitil
tahiti2
tahiti8
raiatea22
tahiti4
raiatea23
raiatea8
raiatea26
raiatea21
raiatea45
tahiti5
huahine38
huahinell
huahine30

hawaiil
hawaii4
hawaii2
hawaii3
uahukaa
uahuls.4

uahuka6
'hawaiil-2'
uahuka5
uahuka7

uahuka2
UahUkalO
ra0ullB
raoul2B
raoul4B
-0ul5B
chathams7
chathams6
chathams8
chathams5

270

280

290

3001

.I

TGA?CCCAGGTGG-TCTCAA~ACCATCCC?CC~TCAACAAC
...C.....?...G...................C.............-..
C.....T...-..................?C.G..-.......?...
...C.....C...-....................*....*.....
C.....?...G..................T.G..-...........
?..C.....T...C..AA.T............TC.G..-..........A
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.A...........

...
...

...C.....T...-..................T.GT.-.......-.-.
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.............
...C.....T...G..................TC-GT.A........-..
-..C.....T...-..................T.GT.-.......-...
...C.....T...-..................TC-GT....-....-..-

...C.....T...-..................X.GT..-.....-..-.

...C......?..-................-.X.GT.-........--.
...C. ........- .....,.............C.GT.-...........
...C.....TG..-..................TC.GT.......-...-.
...C.....T...-..................Tt-GT.............
...C.....TG..-..................TC.GT.A...........

...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...,.......
...C.....T...-......,...........T.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.............
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.............

...C.....T...-................-.TC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.............

...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.............
...C.....T?..-..................TC.GT.-.....*.*...
...C.....T...-...................GT.............
...C.....T...-..................E.G.?...........A

...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.A........-.A
...C.....T?..-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.....?...-C......CC.........TC..C........*....
...C.....T...-...........TTTTTTTTC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................T.GT.-...........
...C......G..-........-..?...C..?C.GT.-.........C.
..?C ......G..-...........?...CCCT.GT.-.........C.
...C.....T...-................-.TC.GT.-..-........
...c.... .T...-................. .TC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.....TG..-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................T.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-...................GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.m.-...........
...C.....T...-.-.....-..........TC.GT.-...........
-..C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........

...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.--..........
...C.....T...-......-..,...................
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........

...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........

...C.....T...-..................TC.G..-...........

...C.....T...-..................TC.m--...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.--..........

...C.....T...-...................GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........

...C.....T...-..,...............TC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-...................GT.-...........
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chathams4
cuvierl6
cuvier14
cuvierl7
cwierl9
cwierl8
stewart14
stewart8
stewart6
kapiti2
kapiti4
kapiti3
kapiti6
stanleyl
stanley5
stanley4
stanley3
marl?2
marl?oroug
lrrarll

mar1?4
marlb
coppermine
copper307
wha tupuke2
copper309
longis405
ladyalice4
ladyalice5
ladyalicel
ladyalice3
samoa3
whatupuk
whatu

...C. ....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT,-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-.....,.....

...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.A...........
...C.....T...-...................C.GT.-.,.........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-.,..*......
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.. ...T...-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C. ....T...-?..................C.GT.-...........
...C.. ...T...-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.. ...T...-..................TC.GT.............

...C.....T...-..................TC.G?.......-....?
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.A..G........

...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.. ...T...-..................TC.GT.-..........?
...C....-T...-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-...........

...C. ....T...-..................TC.GT.A...........
...C.....T...-.................*TC.GTGTGT...........
...C.. ...?...-..............-...TC.GT.-...........
...C.....T...-..................TC.GT.-.......-.G.
?..C.....T...-...........?...?..Tc.GT.-.......*...

...C.. ....?..-...............?..?C.GT.-...........
...C.....T..,-...............?,.TC.GT.-.T..*....?.
...C....-..?.G..................TC.G??????????????
-..cf. .....?. .-.......... ....c. .TC.GT** .........?.
-..C......?..-...............C..TC.GT...........?.
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aitutaki4
aitutaki5
takuteal
atiulO
aitutaki3
atiull
atiul4
aitutaki9
atiul3
takutea5
aitutaki2
takutea6
rarotongal
raiatea29
raiatea46
huahinel4
huahine37
huahine40
fijil
raiatea6
raiatea47
tahiti3
tahitil
tahiti2
tdhiti8
raiatea22
tahiti4
raiatea23
raiatea8
raiatea26
raiatea21
raiatea45
tahiti5
huahine38
hwhinell
huahine30
hawaiil
hawaii4
hawaii2
hawaii3
uahuka8
uahuka4
uahuka6
'hawaiil-2 '
uahuka5
uahuka7
u
a
h
w

UahUkalO
raoullB
raoul2B
raoul4B
raoul5B
chathams7
chathams6
chathams8

CCGCCC-ACTCG-TCCCCCCTCTI'CTCGGTCCCGGGGCCCATAACACTI'G
G..-.....G...... - ............G...C.--...CA.....
- ......TC T............CA....T
?..-.....?C.....
G..-..... T............CA.....
G..-.....GC..... - ...--T........-...CA.....
..CG
T............CA.....
C.- .....C..-...CA.....
C.T.....?......CA...?.
...G..-..... ...............C.-.....C..-...CA....
- ..............
G.
C.-........-...a.....
C.-.....?..-...CA.....
.........................
...G..-..... ..............
C.-.....C..-...CA....
C.T ..... C.--...CACACACAcA.
C..?G ..CC.--...CA.....
-.........................
C..?G..CC.--...CA.....
...?..-.....G...... -- ........C...G...C..-...CA.....
...G..-.....G......
C...G...C..-...CA...G.
?..-..... C...G..CC.--...CA.....
C...G..CC.--...CA.....
C...G..?C.--...CA.....
C...G..CC.--...CA.....
C...G...C..-...CA,....
C...G..?C.--...CA.....
.........................
C...G..CC.--...CA.....
C...G...C..-...CA.....
C...G..?C.--...CA.....
.........................
- ..............
G.
C...G...C.--...CACACA..T
?.T............CA....
T
.........................
..CG ..-.....GC..... - .......................CA.-...
CGG-C TCG
G.T ...G..........CA.....
G...... C...G...C..-...CA.A..T
G..C.....CC..... ? ? G..........CACA...T
...G..C.-.. ..................
T............CA.....
?..?G.,CC
CA.G.-.
..?...-.....-C..... - ........C..GG..CC.--...CA......-.
C..
C..GG..CC.--...CA.-...
G..?C.--...a*....
?..-.....-...... C...G..?C.--...CA.....
C...G...C.--...CACACACA.T
C...G...C..-...CACACACA..
C...G...C.--...CA....T
C...G...C.--...CACACA..T
C...G...C.--...CACA...T
G...C.--...CA....T
C...G...C.--...CA...?T
C...G...C.--...CA....T
C...G...C.--...CA....T
C...G...C.--...CA....T
C...G...C.--...CA.....
C...G...C.--...CACACACACA.
C...G...C.--...CA.....
G...C.--..,Ca.....
C...G..CC.--...CA.....
...?..- ...................
C...G..CC.--...CA.....
C...G..CC.--...W...
.........................

...
...
..
...
.................
...
....
..-.....
.................
.........................
..........................
... .-.....
.........................
.........................
........
...
..............
.........................
.........................
.........................
.........................
.........................
.........................
... .-.....

..
... ............
........
...........
...
........ ..
.........................
......- .....- ...........
......-..... ..................
... ........
.........................
.........................
- ......-........
...........
......- .....-......- ........
.........................
.............................
.........................
.........................
.........................
.........................
.........................
.........................
.........................
.............................
.........................
-

.--...
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chathams5
chathams4
cuvierl6
cwierl4
cwierl7
cwierl9
cwierl8
stewart14
stewart8
stewart6
kapiti2
kapiti4
kapiti3
kapiti5
kapiti7
kapiti6
stanleyl
stanley5
stan1ey4
stanley3
marl?2
marl?oroug
marl1
marl? 4
mar*

- ......-........C...G..CC.--...CAW....
...........
C...G..CC.--...CA.....
.........................
...?..-.....
......-........C...G..CC.--...CA..CA....
- ......-........C...G..?C.--...CA.....
...........
- ,.....-........C...G..?C,--...%...
...........
C...G ..CC .--...CA.....
.........................
.-....- .....-......- ........?...G..CC.--...CA.....
......-.....-......- ........C...G..CC.---..CA.....
C...G..CC.--...CA...G.
.........................
.........................
C...G...C.--...CA.....
- ......-........C...G..CC.--...CA.....
...?..-.....
C...G..?C.--...CA.....
.........................
G...... - ........ C...G..CC.--...CA.....
...........
.........................
?...G..CC.--...CA.....
C...G.?CC.--...CA.....
.........................
C...G...C..-...CA.....
.........................
G..?C..-...CACACACACA.
.............................
- ..............
C...G..CC.--...CA.....
...G..-.....
G. ..C..-...CA,....
.............................
C...G..AC.--...CA.....
.........................
C...G..?C.--...Caca....
.........................
- ..............
......-.....
C...G..?C.--...CA.....
C...G...C.--...CA.....
.........................
- ..............
...?..-.....
C. ..G..?C.--...%...
C...G..CC.--...CA...G.
.........................
......-- .....-......-....-....C...G..CC.--...CA.....
...... ....--......
C...G..CC.--...CA.....
- ..............
- ........C...G..CC.--...CA.....
-.....-.....
C. ..G..CC.--...CA.....
.........................
- ......-........C. ..G. ..C.--...CA...?.
...........
C...G,.CC.--...CII.....
......- -...--......-........

3

......-....--..............C...G..CC.--...CA.....
......-.....-C.....-...?....CCCCG..cC.--~.*~.?.G.
......--....-?.....-........C...G..?C.--.*.C&.?.G.
T?????????????????????????????????????????????????
T...G...C.--.?.CAC..G.
.........................
- ........T. ..G...C.--.?.CAC..G.
....---.....-..-...
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360

[
[

aitutaki4
aitutaki5
takuteal
atiulO
aitutaki3
atiull
atiul4
aitutaki9
atiul3
takutea5
aitutaki2
takutea6
rarotongal
raiatea29
raiatea46
huahinel4
huahine37
huahine40
fijil
raiatea6
raiatea47
tahiti3
tahitil
tahiti2
tahiti8
raiatea22
tahiti4
raiatea23
raiatea8
raiatea26
raiatea21
raiatea45
tahiti5
huahine38
huahinell
huahine30
hawaiil
hawaii4
hawaii2
hawaii3
uahuka8
uahuka4
uahuka6
' hawaiil-2 '
uahuka5
uahuka7
uahuka2
LlallukalO
raoullB
raoul2B
raoul4B

raoul5B
chathams7
chathams6
chathams8

370

380

390

4001

-I

GGGG?G---ACT-ATCCCTGGAAA-C-T?TACCCAGGGCATCTGGGCTCC
....G.?G-.G.-........... - .- ......-.... G.......G...
....G-TG-...T....-......-.T......-...AA....T..T...
....G.?G-.?.T ...........-.-....A ...........T..G...
....--TG-...-....-?. ....-. T......- .........-..G...
....G.?G-...T........... - ?....T..G...
--TG-...-....-..A..--.-......- ...- .....-..T..- ...........
--TG-...T....-..A*..-.-......
T..-

....

............

..a.

- ........................
-....--TGG...-....
?-..-

....--TGG ...-....- ......-.........................
....--TGG...T....-..A*..-.T...... - ...........
T......G-?G-...-....-......- .-. . . . . .-. . .-.-. . . . . . T......G-TGG...-..... - .....-.T...C..-...-........T...
....--TG-...-....-..
A..--.-......- ...- .......-T..- ...- .......-T..--TG-...-....-..
A..--.-.....
....G-TG-...-....-.....-- .-. . . . . .-. . . - .......-T......--TG-G..-....-..A..--.-...... - . . .-. . . . . . . .-. . ....--TG-...-....-..
A*.--.-......- ...- .......-T......--TG-...-.... . .A. .-.-. -. . . . . -. . . - .......-T......G-TG-...-....-...... - .-. . . . . .-. . .- .......-T......G-TG-...-.......A..--.T....A.-... - .......-T......G-TGA...-....-..A..--.T...... - ...- .......-T......G-TG-...-....-..A*.--.T....A*-...-.......-T......G-TG-...-....-.......-.T.....- ...- .......-T..-....G-TGG...-.... - .............
- ...-G......-T......G-TG-...-....-..A..-- .-......- ... - .......TI'......G-TG-...T.......A...A.-..........
- .....T..T......G.?G- ...-...........A.-...... - ....A.......T..... .G.---...T...........A.-.........,.G.......T......G.---...T-......Aa.?-.-..........-G....T..T...
....G-E- ...T...........A.-...??.....-G.A.-...T...
....G.GGG--.T....-...?.CC.T ..C........A......??..- - .......-T...
....G.--- .A.T.... - ......A.-.........
....G-TG-...-....-..A*.--.-......-...-G....- .......G-TG-...-....-..A..--.-...-.,,... - .......-?......G-TG-...-....-..A..--.-...... - ...- .......-T....a.

....G-?G-...-....-..A*..-TT..CCC.-...- .....T..T..- ....G-?G-'...-....-..A.?--.- ..CC. .-...- ..........
....G.?G- ...T....T..A...-.-...... - ...........
T......G?GG-----....-..A..--.-..?...-...-G......-T......G-TG-...-....-..A. ..-.-......- ...- .......-T......G-n;- ...-....-..A...-.-.? .......
- - .......-T......G-TG-...-....-..A*..-.-...... - ...- .......-T......G-?G-...-....-..A...-.-...... - ...-.......-T......G-TG-...-....-..A.. .-.-......- ...- .......-T......G-TG- ...-....-..A...-.- .........
- - .......-T......G-TG-...-....-..A*..-.-...... - ...- .......-T......G-TG-...-....-..A*..-.-.,.... - ...- .......-T......G-TG-...- ....-..Am..-.-...... - ...- .......-T......G-TG-...-....-..A*..-.-...... - ...........
T...... G-TG-...- ....-..A...-.-......- ............,.
....G-TG-.. .- ....-..A...-.-...... - ..............
--%- ...- ...--..
A..-- .-......- ...........
T......--n;....
. . .-. . . .-. . . . .--. .-. . . . . .--. . .--. . . . . . .T......-..A*.--.-...... ........... T......
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-- - ....--TG-...-.... - .......................
T......G-TG- ...--...-..
Am.--.-...... ........... T..- --TG-...-.... - ........................
T......
...- ....-..A. ..-.-......- ...- .......TT......--TG-...-....-..
A...-.-....?.-...-........T..T......G-TG- ...-....- ......-.-..C...-- ...........
....--TG-...-....-..
A..--.-......
...- .......-T..- ....--TG-...-....-.. A*.--.-..... ...........
m......--TG-...-....-..
A..--.-......-...-A......-T......G-TG- ...-....-..
A. .--.-......- ...- .......-T..- ....G-TG-...-....- ......-.T.... .............
T......G-TG-. ..-....- ......-.........................
- ........T... . . . - - T G - G..-....-..A...-.T...........
....--TG-...-....-.. A..--.-..... . ...-?......-T?.....--TG-...-....-.. A. ..-.-..C...-...C.......-TC..
....G.TG-.. .-....?.....-.T....?.A?..-.....T..T......G.TGG...-.... - ......-.T. .....A...-.. ......T......G.GG-. ..-....-..A..--.T....?.AG-.--......?TC.....G-?G-...- ....-....C.-.T......AG.C-A.......T......G.TG-...T. ......A..--.T...... -- ...........
T......--TG-...-....-..A..--.T...... - ...........
T..--TG-...-....-.. As.--.T..... ............
T......G.?G-...T.. ..-..A*.--.-.. ....- ...-G......-T...
....G-TG-. ..-....-..A . . - - A - A . . . . . -- ...-- .......-T......--TG-...-....-..A*.--.-...... - ...- .......-T......--TG-...-....-.. A*.-- .-......- ... .......-T..A..--.-......
...........-T......--TG-...-....-..
....--TG- ...-....-..A . . - - . - . . ? . . . - . . . - . . . . . . . - T . . ....--TG-...-....-.. A*.--.-......-...-A......-Tea....--TG-...-....-.. A*.--.-.CC...-.-.-.......?T-.....--we..-....-..
A. ..-.-..?.. .-...- .......-T...
....--TG-...-....-..
A..--.-..GGA.-...-G......-T......--T--...- ....-..A..-- .-......- ...-T......?T.??
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
....--TG-. G.-. .......
?.??????????????????????????
....--m-. G.-. ...-....?.??????????????????????????
....--TG-...-....-..Am.--.-...... - ...........
T... . 9 .

kapiti5
kapiti7

kapiti6
stanleyl
stanley5
stanley4
stanley3
marl?2
marl?oroug

marl1
marl?4
marlb
coppermine
copper307
whatupuke2
copper309
longis405
ladyalicel
ladyalice5
ladyalice2
ladyalice3
samoa.3

whatupuk

whatu

..a.
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aitutaki4
aitutaki5
takuteal
atiulO
aitutaki3
atiull
atiul4
aitutaki9
atiul3
takutea5
aitutaki2
takutea6
rarotongal
raiatea29
raiatea46
huahinel4
huahine37
huahine40
fijil
raiatea6
raiatea47
tahiti3
tahitil
tahiti2
tahiti8
raiatea22
tahiti4
raiatea23
raiatea8
raiatea26
raiatea21
raiatea45
tahiti5
huahine38
huahinell
huahine30
hawaiil
hawaii4
hawaii2
hawaii3
uahuka8
uahuka4
uahuka6
' hawaiil-2'
uahukas
uahuka7
uahuka2
UahUkalO
raoullB
raoul2~
raoul4B
raoul5B
chathams7
chathams6
chathams8

chathams5

-TT?CTITCCAGeGGcCAACcAGG~T~

-..A ...-.........?.......T............
-..A...-...........T..A.GT...?.-...C.G
-..A...-.AG........T..A.?T...?.-.A.C..
T..A...-.AG......?....A??......?...C.G
-..A...-.AG...C.--.....-.T...?.....C.G
-..A...-.AG..CC---.T...-.T..T.--.A.C..
-..A...-.AG..CC---.T...?....T..-.?.C..
A...-.AG..?C.--.A..A..T...?.-...C.G
-..A...-.AG...C.-..T...?....?..-.A.C.G
T..A...-.AG...C--- .T..A.......--.?.C.G
-..A*..-.AG..?C---.T........?.--.?.C.G
-..A...-.AG...C.-..............-...C.G
-..A...-.AG..CC---.T...T...-T.--.A.C..
-..A*..-.AG..CC---.T...?...-T.--...C..
T..A...-.AG...C--- .A*......-T.--...C..
T..A...-.AG...C---.A*......-T.--...C.G
-..A...-.AG...C.--.T.......-T.--.A.C.G
-..A...-.AG..CC---.T...T...-T.--.A.C..
-..A...-.GG..CC---.T...T....?.--.?.C.G
T..A...C.AG...C.--.T........?.--...C..
-..A. ..-.AG ...C--- .T...C...TI'.--...C..
-..A...-.AG..CC.--.T...T...-T.--.A.C..
T..A ...-.AG. ..C--- .T...T...-T.--.A.C..
-..A...-.AG..CC---.T...T...-?.--.?.C.?
-.. A*..-.AG...C---.T...T...-T.--.?.C..
T..A.....AG...C..-.T........T..T...C.G
-..A? ..?.AG ...C.--?.A....?.....T...C..
T..A.....AG...?.--.A...?.......T...C?G
-..A...C.AG...C.--..AG.TG.....-T...C..
-.. A...??AG..??.--.A.G.T......-T...C..
-..A?.CC.GG ..CC .--...??.G ......T.?.C.G
-- ......
-..A...C.AG...C.?-?.A..T......
-..A..-C.AG..CC---.T...T...-T.--...C..
-..Am.-C.AG..CC---.T.......-T.--.A.C..
-..A...-.AG..AC.--.T.......-T.--.A.C.?
T..A...-.AG...C--- .A...T...-?.--.?.C..
A.: .-.AG. ..C--- .A...?...-?.--...C..
A*..-.AG...C--- T. .T?...---- ...C..
A...-.AG..CC.--.A...C...-?.--...C..
-..A...-.AG..CC---.A.......-T.--.?.C..
A...-.AG..CC---.A*......-?.--.A.C..
A*..-,.AC..CC---.T.......-T.--.A.C..
-..A...-.AG..CC---.A...T...-?.--.?.C..
A...-.AG..CC---.T...T...-?.--.A.C..
A...-.AG..CC---.A...T...-T.--.A.C..
A...-.AG..CC---.A.......
-?.--.A.C..
-..A...-.AG..CC---.T...T...-T.--.A.C..
-..A...-.AG...C--- .A...T....T.--.A.C.G
-..A...-.AG...C---.A...???????????????
-..A...-.AG..CC---.T....??????????????
-..A*..-.AG..CC---.Tea.???????????????
-..A*..-.AG...C--- .T...T....T.--.A.C.G
-..A...-.AG...C--- .T...T....T.--.A.C.G
-..A...-.AG...C--- .T...T....T.--.A.C.G
-..A...-.AG...C---.T...T...-T.--.A.C.G

-..

-..
-..
-..
-..
-..
-..
-..
-..

. .
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chathams4
cuvierl6
cwierl4
cuvierl7
cwierl9
cuvierl8
stewart14
stewart8
stewart6
kapiti2
kapiti4
kapiti3
kapiti5
kapiti7
kapiti6
stanleyl
stanley5
stanley4
stanley3
marl?2
marl?oroug
marl1
marl?4
mar&
coppermine
copper307
whatupuke2
copper309
longis405
ladyalice4
ladyalice5
ladyalice2
ladyalice3
samoa3
wfiatupuk
whatu
I

END-;

...

A...-.AG...C--- .T...T...-T.--.A.C..
T..A ...-.AG ..CC---.T T....T..-.A.C.G
T..A...-.AG..?C---.T...T......--.A.C.G
T..A...-.AG...C--- .T...T....T..-.A.C..
T..A. . .-.AG...C---.T...?...?T.--.A.C.A...-.AG..CC---.T........T.--.A*.?.
-..A..?-.AG..CC---.T...T...-T.--.A.C..
A..C-.AG..CC---.T...T..-T..--.AAcCC
-..A.....AG..CC---.T...T...-?..-.A.C..
A.. .-.AG..CC---.T T...-T.--.A.C..
... A.....AG...C--- .T...?...... -- C.G
T..A...C.AG...C.--.T...?......--.A.C..
-..A.....AG...C.--.T...T-.....--.?.C.G
-..A..?-.AG..CC---.?...T...-T.--.A.C..
A..C-.A??.CC.--.....T...-T.--.A.C..
T..A ...-.........-.T..A..T.....-...C.G
T. ....... A.........T...T...T....-...C..

...

...
...
-..

...

...

-..

T..A...-......C.--.T...T....T.--.A.C.G
A...-.AG ...C--- .T...?......--.A.C.G
-..A...-.AG...C--- .T...?......--.A.C.G
-..A...-.AG.. CC---.T.. ..........--.
AACCG
-..A...-.AG..CC---.T...T...-T.--.A.C.G
A...-.AG..CC---.T...T...-T---.AACCC
-..A...-.AG..CC---.T...T...-T.--.A.C..
T..A...-.AG..CC---.T...T...-T.--...C..
-..A...-.AG..CC---.T. T...-T.--.A.C..
A...-.AG..AC---,T...T...-T.--...C..
-..A..G-.AG...C--- .T.......-T.--.A.C..
-.?A ..C-.AG...C
T...???????????????
A*..-.AG..CC---.T....??????????????

-..
-..

..

-..
-..

.--.

??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
???'???????????????????????????????????

